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Introduction This introduction is not part of IEEE Std 802.15.3b-2005, IEEE Standard for Information Technology—Telecommunications and Information Exchange Between Systems—Local and Metropolitan Area Networks—Specific Requirements—Part 15.3: Wireless Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY) Specifications for High Rate Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs)—Amendment 1: MAC Sublayer.



IEEE Std 802.15.3b-2005 is an amendment to IEEE Std 802.15.3-2003 that fixes mistakes, clarifies the intent of the original standard, and adds enhancements that improve the efficiency of the base standard. The continuing goal of this standard is to enable low-cost, low-power, high-speed wireless multimedia applications for portable and stationary consumer electronic devices. In addition to the minor corrections, some of the key changes/additions in this amendment are as follows: —



A new definition of the medium access control (MAC) layer management entity (MLME) service access point (SAP) so that it now provides a consistent interface.



—



A new acknowledgment (ACK) policy, implied-ACK, which allows polling and a more efficient use of channel time.



—



An additional data frame, the logical link control/subnetwork access protocol (LLC/SNAP), which allows multiple protocols to share a single data connection.



—



A method for relinquishing time in a channel time allocation (CTA) to allow another device (DEV) time to transmit data.



—



The allowing of a DEV to return information about a signal quality of a received packet in an ACK frame.



—



The ability to assign device identifiers (DEVIDs) to group addresses to allow multicast connections.



—



Faster recovery of network operations when the piconet coordinator (PNC) abruptly disconnects with the conditional handover and the next PNC processes.



—



A protocol by which a DEV can request that the PNC place an application-specific information element (ASIE) in the beacon.



—



The allowing of multiple contention periods during a superframe.



Interest in working on an amendment to fix and enhance IEEE Std 802.15.3 began in the September 2003 meeting in Singapore. A study group was formed at the November 2003 meeting in Albuquerque, which completed a project authorization request that was approved in March 2004. Work progressed quickly, and the first task group letter ballot was successfully completed in March 2005. After one recirculation, the draft began sponsor ballot in August 2005. The ballot was successful, and after a recirculation ballot to validate some minor changes, IEEE Std 802.15.3b was approved by the IEEE Standards Board on 6 December 2005, just over two years after the study group started.



Notice to users Errata Errata, if any, for this and all other standards can be accessed at the following URL: http:// standards.ieee.org/reading/ieee/updates/errata/index.html. Users are encouraged to check this URL for errata periodically.



Interpretations Current interpretations can be accessed at the following URL: http://standards.ieee.org/reading/ieee/interp/ index.html.



iv
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Patents Attention is called to the possibility that implementation of this standard may require use of subject matter covered by patent rights. By publication of this standard, no position is taken with respect to the existence or validity of any patent rights in connection therewith. The IEEE shall not be responsible for identifying patents or patent applications for which a license may be required to implement an IEEE standard or for conducting inquiries into the legal validity or scope of those patents that are brought to its attention.
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Part 15.3: Wireless Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY) Specifications for High Rate Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs): Amendment 1: MAC Sublayer [This amendment is based on IEEE Std 802.15.3™-2003.] NOTE—The editing instructions contained in this amendment define how to merge the material contained herein into the existing base standard to form the comprehensive standard. The editing instructions are shown in bold italic. Four editing instructions are used: change, delete, insert, and replace. Change is used to make corrections in existing text or tables. The editing instruction specifies the location of the change and describes what is being changed by using strikethrough (to remove old material) or underscore (to add new material). Delete removes existing material. Insert adds new material without disturbing the existing material. Insertions may require renumbering. If so, renumbering instructions are given in the editing instructions. Replace is used to make changes in figures or equations by removing existing figure or equation and replacing it with a new one. Editorial notes will not be carried over into future editions because the changes will be incorporated into the base standard.



3. Definitions Delete the following definition: 3.13 device-host: The equipment that incorporates an 802.15.3™ device. The device-host may have more than one device incorporated in it as well as other networking connections, both wired and wireless. Change the definition for 3.24 as shown: 3.24 parent piconet: A piconet which creates channel time allocations allocates guaranteed time slots for another piconet (child or neighbor types) operating in the same channel.
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IEEE Std 802.15.3b-2005



LOCAL AND METROPOLITAN AREA NETWORKS—PART 15.3: WIRELESS MAC AND PHY



Insert the following definitions in alphabetical order: 3.43 implicit handover: A procedure by which a device (DEV) becomes the piconet coordinator (PNC) when the DEV determines that the old PNC either is no longer active or is out of range and without the old PNC explicitly indicating that the handover will take place. 3.44 preliminary handover: The process of transferring all of the necessary handover information from the piconet coordinator (PNC) to another device (DEV) while not handing over control of the piconet.



4. Acronyms and abbreviations Insert the following acronyms: CP



contention period



Imp-ACK



implied acknowledgment



NAK



negative acknowledgment



PAL



protocol adaptation layer



SNAP



subnetwork access protocol



STP



stream timeout period



Delete the following acronym: DEV-host



device-host



6. Layer management 6.1 Overview of management model Change the first and second paragraphs in 6.1 as shown: Both MAC and PHY layers conceptually include management entities, called the MAC sublayer management entity and PHY layer management entity (MLME and PLME, respectively). These entities provide the layer management service interfaces for the layer management functions. Figure 3 depicts the relationship among the management entities. The protocol adaptation layer (PAL) includes both the FCSL and DME. The reference model depicts the interactions of a single PAL in a single piconet; support for multiple piconets and/or PALs is implementation-dependent. In order to provide correct MAC operation, a device management entity (DME) should be present within each DEV. The DME is a layer-independent entity that may be viewed as residing in a separate management plane or as residing off to the side. The exact functionality of the DME is not specified in this standard, but in general this entity may be viewed as being responsible for such functions as the gathering of layer-dependent status from the various layer management entities, and similarly setting the value of layer-specific parameters. The DME typically performs such functions on behalf of the general system management entities and implements standard management protocols. Figure 3 depicts the relationship among the management entities.
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Replace Figure 3 with the figure below:



Frame convergence sublayer (FCSL) and Device management entity (DME)



P A L



M A C



MAC SAP



MLME SAP



802.15.3 Media access control sublayer (MAC)



MLME



PHY SAP



PLME SAP



PHY layer



PLME



PH Y



Figure 3—The reference model used in this standard Change the fourth paragraph in 6.1 as shown and reletter the list: The various SAPs within this model are the following: a)



FCSL PAL SAP (not shown)



b)



MAC SAP



c)



PHY SAP



d)



MLME SAP



e)



PLME SAP



f)



MLME-PLME SAP



In 6.1, delete the fifth paragraph, which states “The latter two SAPs support ....” Insert the following paragraph in its place: The PHY SAP and PLME SAP are not defined in this standard as they are rarely, if ever, exposed in a typical implementation. The PHY management objects and attributes are accessed through the MLME SAP with the generic management primitives defined in 6.2. In 6.1, delete the eighth paragraph, which states “The split in functionality ....”



6.2 Generic management primitives Insert the following sentence at the end of the second paragraph in 6.2: An attempt to “GET” a PIB attribute identified as “write only” attribute is not a valid operation. An attempt to “SET” a PIB attribute identified as a “read only” attribute is not a valid operation.
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Change the third paragraph in 6.2 as shown: The GET and SET primitives are represented as requests with associated confirm primitives. These primitives are prefixed by MLME or PLME depending upon whether the MAC or PHY layer management SAP is involved. The DME uses the services provided by the MLME through the MLME SAP to access the management objects in either the MAC PIB or PHY PIB. The primitives are summarized in Table 1. In Table 1 and in the subclauses that describe the primitives, XX denotes either MLME or PLME. Change Table 1 as shown: Table 1—Summary of generic management primitives Name



Request



Confirm



XXMLME-GET



6.2.1



6.2.2



XXMLME-SET



6.2.3



6.2.4



Change Table 2 as shown: Table 2—MLME and PLME generic management primitive parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



PIBattribute



Octet string



Any PIB attribute as defined in 6.5 or 11.7



The name of the PIB attribute



PIBvalue



Variable



As defined in 6.5 or 11.7



The PIB value



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE INVALID_PIB_ATTRIBUTE_NAME, INVALID_PIB_ATTRIBUTE_VALUE, READ_ONLY_PIB_ATTRIBUTE, WRITE_ONLY_PIB_ATTRIBUTE



Indicates the result of the MLME or PLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



INVALID_PIB_ATTRIBUTE_NAME, INVALID_PIB_ATTRIBUTE_VALUE, READ_ONLY_PIB_ATTRIBUTE, WRITE_ONLY_PIB_ATTRIBUTE



Indicates the reason for a ResultCode of FAILURE



Change the title of 6.2.1 as shown: 6.2.1 MLME-GET.request and PLME-GET.request Change the primitive semantics in 6.2.1 as shown: XXMLME-GET.request



( PIBattribute )



Delete 6.2.1.1 and 6.2.1.2.
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Change the title of 6.2.2 as shown: 6.2.2 MLME-GET.confirm and PLME-GET.confirm Change the primitive semantics in 6.2.2 as shown: XXMLME-GET.confirm



( ResultCode, PIBattribute, PIBvalue, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



Delete 6.2.2.1 and 6.2.2.2. Change the title of 6.2.3 as shown: 6.2.3 MLME-SET.request and PLME-SET.request Change the primitive semantics in 6.2.3 as shown: XXMLME-SET.request



( PIBattribute, PIBvalue )



Delete 6.2.3.1 and 6.2.3.2. Change the title of 6.2.4 as shown: 6.2.4 MLME-SET.confirm and PLME-SET.confirm Change the primitive semantics in 6.2.4 as shown: XXMLME-SET.confirm



( ResultCode, PIBattribute, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



Delete 6.2.4.1 and 6.2.4.2.



6.3 MLME SAP interface Change the paragraph in 6.3 as shown: The services provided by the MLME to the DME are specified in this subclause. These services are described in an abstract way and do not imply any particular implementation or exposed interface. MLME SAP primitives are of the general form ACTION.request followed by ACTION.confirm. An ACTION.indication provides information to the DME that originated either in the local MAC or from another DEV. The DEV DME optionally responds to the indication by issuing an ACTION.response. The DME uses the services provided by the MLME through the MLME SAP. The MLME interface models a single piconet
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environment; support for multiple piconets is implementation-dependent. The primitives are summarized in Table 3. Delete Table 3 and insert the following table in its place: Table 3—Summary of MLME primitives Name



Request



Confirm



Indication



Response



MLME-RESET



6.3.1.1



6.3.1.2



–



–



MLME-SCAN



6.3.2.1



6.3.2.2



6.3.2.3



–



MLME-START



6.3.3.1



6.3.3.2



–



–



MLME-STOP



6.3.4.1



6.3.4.2



–



–



MLME-ASSOCIATE



6.3.5.1



6.3.5.2



6.3.5.3



–



MLME-DISASSOCIATE



6.3.6.1



6.3.6.2



6.3.6.3



–



MLME-MEMBERSHIP-UPDATE



6.3.7.1



6.3.7.2



–



–



–



–



6.3.7.3



–



6.3.7.4



6.3.7.5



6.3.7.6



–



MLME-PNC-HANDOVER



–



–



6.3.8.1



6.3.8.2



MLME-NEW-PNC



–



–



6.3.8.3



–



MLME-DEV-INFO



6.3.9.1



6.3.9.2



6.3.9.3



–



MLME-SECURITY-INFO



6.3.10.1



6.3.10.2



6.3.10.3



6.3.10.4



MLME-APPLICATION-SPECIFIC



6.3.11.1



6.3.11.2



6.3.11.3



–



MLME-ANNOUNCE-SERVICE



6.3.12.1



6.3.12.2



–



–



MLME-PICONET-SERVICES



6.3.12.3



6.3.12.4



6.3.12.5



–



MLME-CREATE-STREAM



6.3.13.1



6.3.13.2



6.3.13.3



–



MLME-MODIFY-STREAM



6.3.13.4



6.3.13.5



–



–



MLME-TERMINATE-STREAM



6.3.13.6



6.3.13.7



6.3.13.8



–



MLME-BSID-CHANGE



6.3.14.1



6.3.14.2



–



–



–



–



6.3.14.3



–



MLME-PS-SET-INFORMATION



6.3.15.1



6.3.15.2



–



–



MLME-SPS-CONFIGURE



6.3.15.3



6.3.15.4



–



–



MLME-PM-MODE-CHANGE



6.3.15.5



6.3.15.6



6.3.15.7



–



MLME-MONITOR-PM-MODE



6.3.15.8



6.3.15.9



6.3.15.10



–



MLME-MULTICAST-CONFIGURATION



6.3.16.1



6.3.16.2



–



–



MLME-MULTICAST-RX-SETUP



6.3.16.3



6.3.16.4



–



–



MLME-BEACON-EVENT



6.3.17.1



6.3.17.2



6.3.17.3



–



MLME-SECURITY-ERROR MLME-SECURITY-MESSAGE



MLME-PICONET-PARM-CHANGE
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The MLME interface defined in IEEE Std 802.15.3-2003 did not provide a consistent interface. For example, one set of primitives expected information, such as the list of associated DEVs, to reside in the DME whereas other primitives expected these data to reside only in the MLME. When the task group developed a consistent model for the information and interface, it became clear that the edits were too extensive to be represented as delete and add without causing unnecessary confusion for the reader. Instead, to make it easier to read, the old interface has been deleted, and it is being replaced with the one that follows. Delete 6.3.1 through 6.3.22.7.2 (including Table 4 through Table 30). After 6.3, insert the following subclauses as 6.3.1 through 6.3.17.3 (including the new tables, Table 3a through Table 3w): 6.3.1 Resetting the MAC/MLME These primitives support the process of resetting the MAC/MLME, which also resets the PHY/PLME. The parameters used for these primitives are defined in Table 3a. Table 3a—MLME-RESET primitive parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



SetDefaultPIB



Boolean



TRUE, FALSE



If TRUE, all PIB attributes are set to their default values. The default values are implementation-dependent. If FALSE, the MAC is reset, but all PIB attributes retain the values that were in place prior to the generation of the MLME-RESET.request primitive.



ResultCode



Enumeration



READY, ERROR



If READY, the MLME has successfully completed initialization and is ready to receive requests. If ERROR, the MLME was unable to successfully complete initialization and is unable to receive requests.



6.3.1.1 MLME-RESET.request This primitive requests that the MAC entity be reset to its initial conditions. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-RESET.request



( SetDefaultPIB )



The primitive parameter is defined in Table 3a. The MLME restores the MAC and its internal variables (other than PIB attributes) to their initial state and values. The SetDefaultPIB parameter governs whether PIB attributes are reinitialized or left unchanged.
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6.3.1.2 MLME-RESET.confirm This primitive is generated by the MLME when it completes its initialization process. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-RESET.confirm



( ResultCode )



The primitive parameter is defined in Table 3a. 6.3.2 Scanning for piconets These primitives support the process of determining the presence or absence of piconets, as described in 8.2.1. The parameters used for these primitives are defined in Table 3b. Table 3b—MLME-SCAN primitive parameters Name



8



Type



Valid range



Description



ScanForBSID



Boolean



TRUE, FALSE



Indicates if the scan process should search for a specific BSID, as described in 8.2.1.



BSIDLength



Integer



As defined in 7.4.2



The number of octets in the BSID.



BSID



Octet string



As defined in 7.4.2



The text string of a specific piconet for which to scan. This parameter is not used if ScanForBSID is FALSE.



ScanForPNID



Boolean



TRUE, FALSE



Indicates if the scan process should search for a specific PNID, as described in 8.2.1.



PNID



Integer



0–65535



The ID of a specific piconet for which to scan. This parameter is not used if ScanForPNID is FALSE.



ScanForPNCAddress



Boolean



TRUE, FALSE



Indicates if the scan process should search for a PNC with a specific MAC address, as described in 8.2.1.



PNCAddress



MAC address



Any valid individual MAC address, as described in 7.1



The MAC address of a specific PNC for which to scan. This parameter is not used if ScanForPNCAddress is FALSE.



NumberOfPiconets



Integer



0–255



The number of piconets found during the scanning process.



PiconetDescriptionSet



Set of piconet descriptions, as defined in Table 3c.



A set containing zero or more instances of a PiconetDescription



The PiconetDescriptionSet is returned to indicate the results of the scan request.



NumberOfChannels



Integer



0 to the maximum number of PHY-dependent channels, as defined in 11.2.3



Indicates the number of channels scanned.
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Table 3b—MLME-SCAN primitive parameters (continued) Name



Type



Valid range



Description



ChannelRatingList



Ordered list of integers.



0 to the maximum number of PHY-dependent channels, as defined in 11.2.3



Specifies a list of the channels scanned ordered from the best to the worst in terms of interference.



Timeout



Integer



0–65535



The time in milliseconds allowed for the primitive to complete.



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



OTHER



Indicates the reason for a ResultCode of FAILURE.



In Table 3b, a PiconetDescriptionSet is a set of PiconetDescriptions. Each PiconetDescription consists of the elements shown in Table 3c. Table 3c—Elements of PiconetDescription Name



Type



Valid range



Description



BSIDLength



Integer



As defined in 7.4.2



The number of octets in the BSID.



BSID



Octet string



As defined in 7.4.2



The text string identifier of a discovered piconet.



PNID



Integer



0–65535



The PNID of a discovered piconet.



PNCAddress



MAC address



Any valid individual MAC address



The MAC address of the PNC of the piconet that was found.



ChannelIndex



Integer



0 to the maximum number of PHYdependent channels, as defined in 11.2.3



A PHY-dependent channel number on which the piconet was found.



SECmode



Enumeration



MODE_0, MODE_1



The security mode of the piconet that was found, as described in 7.3.1.



SignalQuality



Integer



0–15



Indicates the quality of the received frame or beacon for this piconet. The value is implementationdependent with 0 indicating the lowest quality and 15 the highest quality.



NumApplicationSpecificData



Integer



0–255



Indicates the number of ApplicationSpecificDataSets advertised in the beacon of a discovered piconet.



ApplicationSpecificDataSet



Set of application specific data, as defined in Table 3d.



A set containing zero or more instances of ApplicationSpecificData



The ApplicationSpecificDataSet is returned to indicate the ApplicationSpecificData offered by the discovered piconet.
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In Table 3b, the ChannelRatingList is a set of N integer values, where N equals the number of channel numbers provided by the PHY. The elements of the set are channel numbers and they are ordered from best (least interference) at the lowest set index to worst (most interference) at the highest set index. In Table 3c, an ApplicationSpecificDataSet is a set of ApplicationSpecificData. Each ApplicationSpecificData consists of the elements shown in Table 3d. The ApplicationSpecificDataSets are only the current values advertised in the beacon and potentially are different in subsequent beacons. Table 3d—Elements of ApplicationSpecificData Name



Type



Valid range



Description



OUI



Octet string



Any valid OUI, defined in 7.4.7



as



The unique identifier for the data, as described in 7.4.7.



ApplicationDataLength



Integer



As defined in 7.4.7



The length of the ApplicationData in Octets.



ApplicationData



Octet string



Any valid octet string of length up to ApplicationDataLength



Application-dependent data, as described in 7.4.7.



Any security features of an existing piconet are ignored during the scan process. It is not possible to obtain piconet services information, as described in 8.3.2, during the scan process. 6.3.2.1 MLME-SCAN.request This primitive is used to initiate the passive scan procedure to search for either a specific piconet or any piconet. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-SCAN.request



( ScanForBSID, BSIDLength, BSID, ScanForPNID, PNID, ScanForPNCAddress, PNCAddress, Timeout )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3b.
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6.3.2.2 MLME-SCAN.confirm This primitive is used to report the result of the request to initiate the passive scan procedure to search for either a specific piconet or any piconet. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-SCAN.confirm



( NumberOfPiconets, PiconetDescriptionSet, NumberOfChannels, ChannelRatingList, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3b. All of the piconets found during the scan will be reported in separate elements of the PiconetDescriptionSet, even if more than one piconet is found on a given channel. 6.3.2.3 MLME-SCAN.indication This primitive is used to report the result of a passive scan that was initiated by the MAC. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-SCAN.indication



( NumberOfPiconets, PiconetDescriptionSet, NumberOfChannels, ChannelRatingList )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3b. 6.3.3 Starting a piconet These primitives support the process of creating a new piconet with the DEV acting as PNC, as described in 8.2.2. The parameters used for these primitives are defined in Table 3e. Table 3e—MLME-START primitive parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



BSIDLength



Integer



As defined in 7.4.2



The number of octets in the BSID.



BSID



Octet string



As defined in 7.4.2.



The BSID of the new piconet.



SECMode



Enumeration



MODE_0, MODE_1



The security mode of the piconet, as described in 7.3.1.



DEVID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3



The assigned DEVID for the DEV that is acting as the PNC, as described in 8.2.2.



MinDepSuperframe Percent



Integer



1–100



The minimum percent of the superframe requested as a CTA for the dependent piconet, as described in 8.2.5 and 8.2.6.
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Table 3e—MLME-START primitive parameters (continued) Name



Type



Valid range



Description



DesiredDep SuperframePercent



Integer



1–100



The desired percent of the superframe requested as a CTA for the dependent piconet, as described in 8.2.5 and 8.2.6.



AllocatedSuperframe Percent



Integer



0–100



The percent of the superframe allocated to the new dependent piconet. If the channel time request was rejected, the value shall be set to zero. This parameter is ignored if the DEV is starting an independent piconet.



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



NOT_PNC_CAPABLE, NO_CHANNELS_AVAILABLE, ALREADY_PNC, OTHER



Indicates the reason for a ResultCode of FAILURE.



6.3.3.1 MLME-START.request This primitive is used to start a piconet. If the DEV is not a member of the piconet, this primitive causes the DEV to start an independent piconet. If the DEV is a member of the piconet, this primitive causes the DEV to start a child piconet. If the DEV is associated as a neighbor member of a piconet, this primitive causes the DEV to start a neighbor piconet. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-START.request



( BSIDLength, BSID, SECMode, MinDepSuperframePercent, DesiredDepSuperframePercent, )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3e. 6.3.3.2 MLME-START.confirm This primitive reports the results of a piconet creation procedure. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-START.confirm



( DEVID, AllocatedSuperframePercent ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3e.
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6.3.4 Stopping a piconet These primitives support the process of stopping operations as a PNC. The process may result in the shutdown of piconet operations, as described in 8.2.7, or the handover of PNC operations to another DEV in the piconet, as described in 8.2.3 and 8.2.4. The parameters used for these primitives are defined in Table 3f. Table 3f—MLME-STOP primitive parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



RequestType



Enumeration



SHUTDOWN, HANDOVER



If SHUTDOWN, the current piconet operations will be stopped. If HANDOVER, an attempt to handover PNC operations will be made.



AllowedHandoverTime



Duration



0–65535



If RequestType is HANDOVER, the time in milliseconds in which a handover attempt must be completed.



NumHandoverTargetDEV



Integer



0–mMaxNumValidDEVs



The number of DEVs in the HandoverTargetList



HandoverTargetList



List of DEVIDs



0 to maximum number of DEVIDs, as defined in 7.2.3



If RequestType is HANDOVER, specifies a list of Target DEVIDs for a handover attempt.



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



NOT_A_PNC, HANDOVER_FAILED, OTHER



Indicates the reason for a ResultCode



In Table 3f, the HandoverTargetList is a set of N DEVIDs, where N equals the number of target DEVIDs for a handover provided by the DME. The elements of the set are DEVIDs and they are ordered from preferred target at the lowest set index to the least preferred target at the highest set index. If the HandoverTargetList contains only the BcstID, as defined in 7.2.3, the DME is not indicating any preference for the handover target. 6.3.4.1 MLME-STOP.request This primitive initiates the piconet shutdown procedure or the piconet handover procedure. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-STOP.request



( RequestType, AllowedHandoverTime, NumHandoverTargetDEV, HandoverTargetList )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3f.
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6.3.4.2 MLME-STOP.confirm This primitive reports the results of the request to stop operations as a PNC. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-STOP.confirm



( ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3f. 6.3.5 Associating with a piconet The following primitives support the process of a DEV associating with a PNC, as defined in 8.3.1. The parameters used for these primitives are defined in Table 3g. Table 3g—MLME-ASSOCIATE primitive parameters Name
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Type



Valid range



Description



BSIDLength



Integer



As defined in 7.4.2



The number of octets in the BSID.



BSID



Octet string



As defined in 7.4.2



The BSID of the target PNC for the association.



PNID



Integer



0–65535



The PNID of the target PNC for the association, as defined in 7.2.2.



PNCAddress



MAC address



Any valid individual MAC address



The MAC address of the target PNC for the association.



ChannelIndex



Integer



0–255



A PHY-dependent channel number to search for the target PNC for the association.



PiconetServicesInquiry



Boolean



TRUE, FALSE



Requests that the PNC send the services information about the piconet, as described in 8.3.2.



DEVID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3



The DEVID assigned to a DEV as the result of an association or the DEVID of a DEV that has joined the piconet.



DEVAddress



MAC address



Any valid individual MAC address



The MAC address of a DEV that has joined the piconet.



NeighborPiconetRequest



Boolean



TRUE, FALSE



Indicates that the DEV will join as a neighbor PNC rather than as a member of the piconet.



VendorSpecificIE



Octet string



Any valid Vendor Specific IE, as defined in 7.4.17



The Vendor Specific IE, if present, in the Association Response command, as described in 7.5.1.2.



Timeout



Integer



0–65535



The time in milliseconds allowed for the primitive to complete.
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Table 3g—MLME-ASSOCIATE primitive parameters (continued) Name



Type



Valid range



Description



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



REQUEST_TIMEOUT, PNC_NOT_FOUND, PNC_DENIED, PNC_BUSY, ALREADY_ASSOCIATED, NEIGHBOR_REFUSED, OTHER



Indicates the reason for a ResultCode of FAILURE.



6.3.5.1 MLME-ASSOCIATE.request This primitive initiates the association procedure. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-ASSOCIATE.request



( BSIDLength, BSID, PNID, PNCAddress, ChannelIndex, NeighborPiconetRequest, PiconetServicesInquiry, Timeout )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3g. 6.3.5.2 MLME-ASSOCIATE.confirm This primitive reports the result of the association procedure. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-ASSOCIATE.confirm



( DEVID, VendorSpecificIE, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3g. 6.3.5.3 MLME-ASSOCIATE.indication This primitive is used to indicate that a new DEV has associated with the same piconet as this DEV. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-ASSOCIATE.indication



( DEVID, DEVAddress )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3g.
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6.3.6 Disassociation from a piconet The following primitives are used when a DEV disassociates from a PNC and when the PNC disassociates a DEV from the piconet, as described in 8.3.4. The parameters used for these primitives are defined in Table 3h. Table 3h—MLME-DISASSOCIATE primitive parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



DEVID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3



The DEVID of the disassociated DEV.



DEVAddress



MAC address



Any valid individual MAC address



The MAC address of the disassociated DEV



Timeout



Integer



0–65535



The time in milliseconds allowed for the primitive to complete.



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



REQUEST_TIMEOUT, NOT_ASSOCIATED, CURRENTLY_PNC, DEV_ATP_EXPIRED, PNC_ATP_EXPIRED, DEV_DISASSOCIATED, OTHER_PNC_ACTION, UNKNOWN



Indicates the reason for the disassociation of a DEV from a piconet.



6.3.6.1 MLME-DISASSOCIATE.request This primitive initiates the procedure for a DEV to disassociate from a piconet. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-DISASSOCIATE.request



( Timeout )



The primitive parameter is defined in Table 3h. 6.3.6.2 MLME-DISASSOCIATE.confirm This primitive is used to confirm the result of the disassociation procedure. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-DISASSOCIATE.confirm



( ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3h.
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6.3.6.3 MLME-DISASSOCIATE.indication This primitive is used to indicate that either this DEV or another DEV has been disassociated from the piconet. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-DISASSOCIATE.indication



( DEVID, DEVAddress, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3h. 6.3.7 Security management These primitives are used to initialize, update or delete the security information as a result of a membership or key change process, as described in 9.3.4, or as the result of a security event, as described in 9.3.5 and 9.3.6. Primitives are also provided to transfer security messages. These primitives are suitable for use in an authentication process. The parameters used for the MLME-MEMBERSHIP-UPDATE and MLME-SECURITY-ERROR primitives are defined in Table 3i. Table 3i—MLME-MEMBERSHIP-UPDATE and MLME-SECURITY-ERROR primitive parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



SECID



2 octets



As defined in 7.2.7.2



The identifier for the key.



OrigID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3, except for the BcstID, the McstID or the UnassocID



Either the PNCID, if this key is for the DEV’s PNC personality, or the DEV’s DEVID.



TrgtID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3, except for the BcstID, the McstID or the UnassocID



The DEVID of the target DEV for this relationship.



MembershipStatus



Enumeration



MEMBER, NON-MEMBER



Indicates the membership status for the provided SECID. If NON-MEMBER, KeyInfoLength is 0.



KeyOriginator



Boolean



TRUE, FALSE



Indicates if the DEV is the key originator for this relationship. This is always true when the OrigID is the PNCID.



KeyInfoLength



Integer



0 or 16



Length of KeyInfo.



KeyInfo



Octet string



Any valid symmetric key for the symmetric key security operations, as defined in 10.3



The key used for protecting frames between this DEV and the TrgtID DEV.



SrcID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3, except for the BcstID, the McstID or the UnassocID



The DEVID of the DEV that is the source of a security error.



Timeout



Integer



0–65535



The time in milliseconds allowed for the primitive to complete.
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Table 3i—MLME-MEMBERSHIP-UPDATE and MLME-SECURITY-ERROR primitive parameters (continued) Name



Type



Valid range



Description



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



NOT_ASSOCIATED, TARGET_UNAVAILABLE, UNAVAILABLE_KEY, FAILED_SECURITY_CHECK, BAD_TIME_TOKEN, INVALID_SEC_VALUE, OTHER



The reason for a security error.



The parameters used for the MLME-SECURITY-MESSAGE primitive are defined in Table 3j. Table 3j—MLME-SECURITY-MESSAGE primitive parameters Name
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Type



Valid range



Description



TrgtID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3



Specifies the DEVID of the target of the MLME request.



OrigID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3



Specifies the DEVID of the originator of the MLME request.



OUI



Octet string



Any valid OUI, as defined in 7.4.7



A unique identifier for the security information, as described in 7.4.7.



SecurityInformationLength



Integer



0–252



The length of SecurityInformation in octets.



SecurityInformation



Octet string



Any valid octet string



Security information that will be passed from one DEV to another peer DEV in the piconet.



Timeout



Integer



0–65535



The time in milliseconds allowed for the primitive to complete.



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



REQUEST_TIMEOUT, NOT_ASSOCIATED, TARGET_UNAVAILABLE, OTHER



The reason for a security error.
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6.3.7.1 MLME-MEMBERSHIP-UPDATE.request This primitive initiates the membership update procedure by either installing or removing a management key. Data keys are generated by the key originator of the relationship and are exchanged between peer MLMEs, as described in 9.3.4. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-MEMBERSHIP-UPDATE.request ( OrigID, TrgtID, MembershipStatus, SECID, KeyOriginator, KeyInfoLength, KeyInfo, Timeout )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3i. 6.3.7.2 MLME-MEMBERSHIP-UPDATE.confirm This primitive indicates the result of a membership update request. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-MEMBERSHIP-UPDATE.confirm ( ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3i. 6.3.7.3 MLME-SECURITY-ERROR.indication This primitive allows the MLME of any DEV to indicate a failed security processing operation. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-SECURITY-ERROR.indication



( SrcID, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3i. 6.3.7.4 MLME-SECURITY-MESSAGE.request This primitive initiates the sending of a Security Message command, as described in 7.5.9.1, to the target DEV in the piconet. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-SECURITY-MESSAGE.request



( TrgtID, OUI, SecurityInformationLength, SecurityInformation, Timeout )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3j.
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6.3.7.5 MLME-SECURITY-MESSAGE.confirm This primitive indicates the result of a request to send a Security Message command. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-SECURITY-MESSAGE.confirm



( ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3j. 6.3.7.6 MLME-SECURITY-MESSAGE.indication This primitive reports the reception of a Security Message command, as described in 7.5.9.1, from a DEV in the piconet. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-SECURITY-MESSAGE.indication ( OrigID, OUI, SecurityInformationLength, SecurityInformation )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3j. 6.3.8 PNC handover These primitives are used as part of the handover process, as described in 8.2.3 and 8.2.4, where the current PNC’s responsibilities are transferred to another DEV in the piconet. The parameters used for these primitives are defined in Table 3k. Table 3k—MLME-PNC-HANDOVER and MLME-NEW-PNC primitive parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



HandoverStatus



Enumeration



STARTED, IMPLICIT, PRELIMINARY, CANCELLED



Indicates if the PNC is beginning or cancelling a handover to the DEV.



NewPNCDEVAddress



MAC address



Any valid individual MAC address



The DEV address of the DEV assuming responsibilities as PNC.



SECMode



Enumeration



MODE_0, MODE_1



The security mode of the piconet, as defined in 7.3.1.
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6.3.8.1 MLME-PNC-HANDOVER.indication This primitive indicates the reception of a directed PNC Handover Request command, 7.5.3.1. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-PNC-HANDOVER.indication



( HandoverStatus )



The primitive parameter is defined in Table 3k. 6.3.8.2 MLME-PNC-HANDOVER.response This primitive indicates that DME of the device targeted for PNC handover is ready to act as PNC. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-PNC-HANDOVER.response



()



There are no primitive parameters. 6.3.8.3 MLME-NEW-PNC.indication This primitive indicates that the role of the PNC has been assumed by a different DEV in the piconet. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-NEW-PNC.indication



( NewPNCDEVAddress, SECMode )



6.3.9 Requesting DEV information from the PNC This mechanism supports the ability for a DEV to request information from the PNC about either a specific DEV or all of the DEVs in the piconet, as described in 8.9.1. The parameters used for these primitives are defined in Table 3l. Table 3l—MLME-DEV-INFO primitive parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



QueriedDEVID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3, except for the McstID or the UnassocID



The DEVID of the DEV for which information is being requested from the PNC. If it is the BcstID, the request is for information for all of the DEVs in the piconet.



NumDEVInfo



Integer



1–mMaxNumValidDEVs



Number of entries in the DEVInfoSet.



DEVInfoSet



A set of DEV Info fields, as defined in 7.5.4.2.



A set containing 1 to mMaxNumValidDEVs instances of fixed length DEV Info fields



The DEVInfoSet is returned to indicate the results of a PNC Information Request command.



Timeout



Integer



0–65535



The time in milliseconds allowed for the primitive to complete.
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Table 3l—MLME-DEV-INFO primitive parameters (continued) Name



Type



Valid range



Description



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



REQUEST_TIMEOUT, NOT_ASSOCIATED, TARGET_NOT_ ASSOCIATED, OTHER



Indicates the reason for a ResultCode of FAILURE.



6.3.9.1 MLME-DEV-INFO.request This primitive initiates a request to the PNC for information regarding either a single DEV or all of the DEVs in the piconet. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-DEV-INFO.request



( QueriedDEVID, Timeout )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3l. 6.3.9.2 MLME-DEV-INFO.confirm This primitive provides the result of the request to the PNC for information regarding either a single DEV or all of the DEVs in the piconet. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-DEV-INFO.confirm



( NumDEVInfo, DEVInfoSet, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3l. 6.3.9.3 MLME-DEV-INFO.indication This primitive indicates the reception of DEV information that was not requested using the MLME-DEVINFO.request primitive. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-DEV-INFO.indication



( NumDEVInfo, DEVInfoSet )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3l. 6.3.10 Security information retrieval These primitives are used to request security information about other DEVs in the piconet, as described in 9.4.1. The parameters used for the MLME-SECURITY-INFO primitives are defined in Table 3m.
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Table 3m—MLME-SECURITY-INFO primitive parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



QueriedDEVID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3, except for the McstID or the UnassocID



The DEVID of the DEV for which information is being requested. If it is set to the BcstID, then the information is being requested for all DEVs.



TrgtID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3



The DEVID of the DEV for which the security information request is intended.



OrigID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3



Specifies the DEVID of the DEV that initiated the MLME request.



NumSecurityRecords



Integer



0–65535



Number of entries in the SecurityRecordSet.



SecurityRecordSet



A set of Security Record fields, as defined in 7.5.4.4.



A set containing 0 or more instances of variable length Security Record field. The maximum number of instances depends on the size of the records, pMaxFrameBodySize and the length of the secure command security fields, as defined in 7.3.3.2



The SecurityRecordSet is returned to indicate the results of a Security Information Request command.



Timeout



Integer



0–65535



The time in milliseconds allowed for the primitive to complete.



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



REQUEST_TIMEOUT, NOT_ASSOCIATED, TARGET_NOT_ ASSOCIATED, OTHER



Indicates the reason for a ResultCode of FAILURE.



6.3.10.1 MLME-SECURITY-INFO.request This primitive initiates a request to a DEV for security information regarding either a single DEV or all of the DEVs in the piconet. The semantics of the primitive are as follows: MLME-SECURITY-INFO.request



( TrgtID, QueriedDEVID, Timeout )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3m.
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6.3.10.2 MLME-SECURITY-INFO.confirm This primitive reports the result of the request to a DEV for security information regarding either a single DEV or all of the DEVs in the piconet. The semantics of the primitive are as follows: MLME-SECURITY-INFO.confirm



( TrgtID, NumSecurityRecords, SecurityRecordSet, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3m. 6.3.10.3 MLME-SECURITY-INFO.indication This primitive indicates the reception of a request by a DEV for security information it manages regarding either a specific DEV or all of the DEVs in the piconet. The semantics of the primitive are as follows: MLME-SECURITY-INFO.indication



( OrigID, QueriedDEVID )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3m. 6.3.10.4 MLME-SECURITY-INFO.response This primitive is used by a DEV to respond to an MLME-SECURITY-INFO.indication. The semantics of the primitive are as follows: MLME-SECURITY-INFO.response



( OrigID, NumSecurityRecords, SecurityRecordSet )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3m. 6.3.11 Application specific data management These primitives are used to request that the PNC add, modify or remove application specific data in the beacon and to report the reception of application specific data in a beacon, as described in 8.14. The parameters used for these primitives are defined in Table 3n. If the RequestType is “ADD,” then the MAC ignores the ASIEIndex.
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Table 3n—MLME-APPLICATION-SPECIFIC primitive parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



RequestType



Enumeration



ADD, MODIFY, REMOVE



If ADD, a request that a new ASIE be placed in the beacon. If MODIFY, a request to change the contents of an existing ASIE. If REMOVE, a request that a previously added ASIE be removed from the beacon.



ASIEIndex



Octet



0–255



An ID assigned by the PNC to each ASIE successfully added to the beacon. If RequestType is MODIFY or REMOVE, it specifies the ASIE to modify or remove.



RequestID



Octet



0–255



A unique number assigned by the requesting DEV to identify the request.



OUI



Octet string



Any valid OUI, as defined in 7.4.7



If RequestType is ADD or MODIFY, the OUI for the ApplicationData.



ApplicationDataLength



Integer



As defined in 7.4.7



If RequestType is ADD or MODIFY, the length of the ApplicationData to add to the beacon in octets.



ApplicationData



Octet string



Any valid octet string of length up to ApplicationDataLength



If the RequestType is ADD or MODIFY, the application specific data to add to the beacon, as described in 8.14.



NumApplicationSpecificData



Integer



0–255



Indicates the number of ApplicationSpecificData in the piconet beacon.



ApplicationSpecificDataSet



Set of application specific data, as defined in Table 3d.



A set containing zero or more instances of an ApplicationSpecificData



The ApplicationSpecificDataSet is returned to indicate the ApplicationSpecificData in the piconet beacon.



Timeout



Integer



0–65535



The time in milliseconds allowed for the primitive to complete.



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



REQUEST_TIMEOUT, NOT_ASSOCIATED, UNKNOWN_ID, PNC_DENIED, OTHER



Indicates the reason for a ResultCode of FAILURE.
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6.3.11.1 MLME-APPLICATION-SPECIFIC.request This primitive is used to request to add, modify or remove application specific data in the piconet beacon. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-APPLICATION-SPECIFIC.request ( RequestType, RequestID, ASIEIndex, OUI, ApplicationDataLength, ApplicationData, Timeout )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3n. 6.3.11.2 MLME-APPLICATION-SPECIFIC.confirm This primitive is used to report the result of the request to add, modify or remove application specific data in the beacon. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-APPLICATION-SPECIFIC.confirm ( ASIEIndex, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3n. 6.3.11.3 MLME-APPLICATION-SPECIFIC.indication This primitive is used to indicate that application specific data was in a successfully received beacon. The MLME passes all of the ASIEs found in every beacon to the DME. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-APPLICATION-SPECIFIC.indication( NumApplicationSpecificData, ApplicationSpecificDataSet )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3n. 6.3.12 Piconet services management These primitives are used to transfer information regarding the services offered by DEVs in a piconet, as described in 8.3.2. The parameters used for these primitives are defined in Table 3o. In Table 3o, a PiconetServicesSet is a set of PiconetServices. Each PiconetService consists of the elements shown in Table 3p.
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Table 3o—MLME-ANNOUNCE-SERVICE and MLME-PICONET-SERVICES primitive parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



OUI



Octet string



Any valid OUI, as defined in 7.4.7



The OUI for the ServiceData.



ServiceDataLength



Integer



0–124



The length of the ServiceData.



ServiceData



Octet string



Any valid octet string of length ServiceDataLength



The ServiceData, as described in 8.3.2.



TrgtID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3



Specifies the DEVID of the DEV to request service information.



NumberOfServices



Integer



0–255



The number of PiconetServices in the PiconetServicesSet.



PiconetServicesSet



Set of piconet services, as defined in Table 3p.



A set containing zero or more instances of a PiconetService



The PiconetServicesSet is returned to indicate the PiconetServices offered.



Timeout



Integer



0–65535



The time in milliseconds allowed for the primitive to complete.



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



REQUEST_TIMEOUT, NOT_ASSOCIATED, TARGET_NOT_ ASSOCIATED, OTHER



Indicates the reason for a ResultCode of FAILURE.



Table 3p—Elements of PiconetService Name



Type



Valid range



Description



DEVID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3



Specifies the DEVID of the DEV offering the service.



OUI



Octet string



Any valid OUI, as defined in 7.4.7



The OUI for the ServiceData.



ServiceDataLength



Integer



0–128



The length of the ServiceData.



ServiceData



Octet string



Any valid octet string of length up to ServiceDataLength



The ServiceData, as described in 8.3.2.
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6.3.12.1 MLME-ANNOUNCE-SERVICE.request This primitive is used to request the announcement of the availability of a service offered by this DEV. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-ANNOUNCE-SERVICE.request



( OUI, ServiceDataLength, ServiceData, Timeout )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3o. 6.3.12.2 MLME-ANNOUNCE-SERVICE.confirm This primitive is used to report the result of the request to announce the availability of a service offered by this DEV. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-ANNOUNCE-SERVICE.confirm



( ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3o. 6.3.12.3 MLME-PICONET-SERVICES.request This primitive is used to request piconet service information from a DEV in the piconet. If the target DEV is the PNC, then it is a request for all piconet service information previously announced by DEVs and stored in the PNC. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-PICONET-SERVICES.request



( TrgtID, Timeout )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3o. 6.3.12.4 MLME-PICONET-SERVICES.confirm This primitive is used to report the result of the request for piconet service information from a DEV in the piconet. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-PICONET-SERVICES.confirm



( NumberOfServices, PiconetServicesSet, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3o.
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6.3.12.5 MLME-PICONET-SERVICES.indication This primitive indicates the reception of piconet services information that was not requested with the MLME-PICONET-SERVICES.request primitive. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-PICONET-SERVICES.indication



( NumberOfServices, PiconetServicesSet )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3o. 6.3.13 Stream management This mechanism supports the creation, modification, and termination of isochronous streams, as described in 8.5.1. The parameters used for the MLME-CREATE-STREAM, MLME-MODIFY-STREAM and MLMETERMINATE-STREAM primitives are defined in Table 3q. Table 3q—MLME-CREATE-STREAM, MLME-MODIFY-STREAM, and MLME-TERMINATE-STREAM primitive parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



RequestID



Integer



0–255



A unique value created by the originating DME to match the request primitive with the response primitive it receives from the PNC MLME.



TrgtID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3



Specifies the DEVID of the target DEV for an isochronous stream.



SourceDataRate



Integer



1–(264 – 1)



The minimum required data rate of the stream source at the MAC SAP in bits per second, as described in D1.1.5.



DesiredDataRate



Integer



1–(264 – 1)



The desired data rate of the stream source at the MAC SAP in bits per second, as described in D1.1.5.



MaxRetries



Integer



0–255



Specifies the maximum number of retries to attempt per transmitted frame.



ACKRequested



Boolean



TRUE, FALSE



Indicates if acknowledgments will be used for the stream.



MaxTransmitDelay



Duration



1–(264 – 1)



Maximum allowed delay in microseconds for transmitting a MSDU once it is presented to MAC SAP.



UserPriority



Integer



As defined in Table A.1



User priority of the stream, as described in Table A.1.



TypicalDataFrameSize



Integer



0–pMaxFrameBodySize



The typical size in octets of an MSDU to be presented to the MAC SAP.



SECMode



Boolean



TRUE, FALSE



Indicates if security is to be applied to the stream.
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Table 3q—MLME-CREATE-STREAM, MLME-MODIFY-STREAM, and MLME-TERMINATE-STREAM primitive parameters (continued) Name



30



Type



Valid range



Description



StreamGrpID



Integer



0–255



A nonzero value specifies that channel time associated with this stream may be shared by other streams associated with the same stream group ID, as described in 8.5.1.



StreamIndex



Integer



Any valid stream index, as defined in 7.2.5



The index of a stream created or the index of a stream to modify or terminate.



OrigID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3



Specifies the DEVID of the source DEV for an isochronous stream.



AvailableDataRate



Integer



1–(264 – 1)



If the request was successful, the data rate available for the stream. If the request was unsuccessful, the data rate that the PNC would have been able to allocate.



ReliabilityExponent



Integer



0–31



The negative power of 10 that is the maximum frame error ratio (FER) desired including retries and frames lost due to MaxTransmitDelay. For example, a value of 4 corresponds to an FER < 10-4. If the value of the parameter is zero, then the parameter is ignored.



Timeout



Integer



0–65535



The time in milliseconds allowed for the primitive to complete.



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



REQUEST_TIMEOUT, TARGET_UNAVAILABLE, RESOURCES_ UNAVAILABLE, TERMINATED_BY_PNC, TERMINATED_BY_DEST, TRANSMIT_DELAY_UNS UPPORTED, PNC_BUSY DEV_IN_PS_MODE NOT_ASSOCIATED, UNKNOWN_STREAM, OTHER



The reason for a ResultCode of FAILURE.
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6.3.13.1 MLME-CREATE-STREAM.request This primitive is used to request the creation of an isochronous stream. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-CREATE-STREAM.request



( RequestID, TrgtID, SourceDataRate, DesiredDataRate, MaxRetries, ACKRequested, MaxTransmitDelay, UserPriority, TypicalDataFrameSize, SECMode, StreamGrpID, ReliabilityExponent Timeout )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3q. 6.3.13.2 MLME-CREATE-STREAM.confirm This primitive is used to report the result of the request for the creation of an isochronous stream. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-CREATE-STREAM.confirm



( RequestID, StreamIndex, AvailableDataRate, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3q. 6.3.13.3 MLME-CREATE-STREAM.indication This primitive is used to inform a DEV that it is the target of an isochronous stream sourced from another DEV in the piconet. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-CREATE-STREAM.indication



( StreamIndex, OrigID )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3q.
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6.3.13.4 MLME-MODIFY-STREAM.request This primitive is used to request a modification to the parameters defining an existing isochronous stream. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-MODIFY-STREAM.request



( StreamIndex, SourceDataRate, DesiredDataRate, MaxRetries, ACKRequested, MaxTransmitDelay, UserPriority, TypicalDataFrameSize, SECMode, StreamGrpID, ReliabilityExponent Timeout )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3q. 6.3.13.5 MLME-MODIFY-STREAM.confirm This primitive is used to report the result of the request to modify the parameters defining an existing isochronous stream. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-MODIFY-STREAM.confirm



( StreamIndex, AvailableDataRate, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3q. 6.3.13.6 MLME-TERMINATE-STREAM.request This primitive is used to request the termination of an existing isochronous stream. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-TERMINATE-STREAM.request



( StreamIndex, Timeout )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3q.
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6.3.13.7 MLME-TERMINATE-STREAM.confirm This primitive is used to report the result of the request to terminate an existing isochronous stream. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-TERMINATE-STREAM.confirm



( StreamIndex, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3q. 6.3.13.8 MLME-TERMINATE-STREAM.indication This primitive is used to report to a DEV other than the DEV terminating the stream that an isochronous stream has been terminated. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-TERMINATE-STREAM.indication ( StreamIndex, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameter is defined in Table 3q. 6.3.14 Piconet parameter management These primitives allow a DEV acting as PNC to change the BSID of the piconet and allow all DEVs to be informed of changes to piconet characteristics, as defined in 8.10 and 8.11. The parameters used for these primitives are defined in Table 3r. Table 3r—MLME-BSID-CHANGE and MLME-PICONET-PARM-CHANGE primitives parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



IndicationChangeType



Enumeration



BSID, PNID, CHANNEL



Indicates the parameter of the piconet that was changed.



BSIDLength



Integer



As defined in 7.4.2



The number of octets in the BSID.



BSID



Octet string



As defined in 7.4.2



If a request or if the IndicationChangeType is BSID, a new BSID for the piconet, as described in 7.4.2.



PNID



Integer



0–65535



If the IndicationChangeType is PNID, the new ID for the piconet.



ChannelIndex



Integer



0–255



If the IndicationChangeType is CHANNEL, the new PHY-dependent channel number on which the piconet is operating.



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



NOT_A_PNC, OTHER



The reason for a ResultCode of FAILURE.
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6.3.14.1 MLME-BSID-CHANGE.request This primitive initiates changing the BSID. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-BSID-CHANGE.request ( BSIDLength, BSID )



The primitive parameter is defined in Table 3r. 6.3.14.2 MLME-BSID-CHANGE.confirm This primitive reports the result of a request to change the BSID. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-BSID-CHANGE.confirm ( ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3r. 6.3.14.3 MLME-PICONET-PARM-CHANGE.indication This primitive reports to a DEV a change to a piconet characteristic that was not requested by the DME. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-PICONET-PARM-CHANGE.indication ( IndicationChangeType, BSIDLength, BSID, PNID, ChannelIndex )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3r. 6.3.15 Power management This mechanism supports the process of establishment and maintenance of power management (PM) modes of a DEV, as described in 8.13. The parameters used for these primitives are defined in Table 3s.
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Table 3s—MLME-PS-SET-INFORMATION, MLME-SPS-CONFIGURE, MLME-PM-MODE-CHANGE, and MLME-MONITOR-PM-MODE primitive parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



PMMode



Enumeration



ACTIVE, APS, SPS



The PM mode requested by the DEV, as described in 7.5.8.5.



MaxSupportedPSSets



Integer



As defined in 7.5.8.2 and 8.13



The total number of PS sets currently supported by the PNC of this piconet.



NumCurrentPSSets



Integer



As defined in 7.5.8.2 and 8.13



Indicates the number of currently active PS sets in the piconet.



PSSetStructureSet



Set of PSSetStructures



As defined in Table 3t



The PSSetStructureSet returns the information about the PS sets currently active in the PNC.



SetOperationType



Enumeration



CREATE, JOIN, LEAVE



The requested SPS set operation.



SPSSetIndex



Integer



As defined in 7.5.8.3



If the SetOperationType is JOIN or LEAVE, the SPS set index of the SPS set to join or leave. If the SetOperationType is CREATE, the SPS set index created by the PNC for the new SPS set.



DesiredWakeInterval



Integer



0–(232 – 1)



If the SetOperationType is CREATE, the period in microseconds at which the requesting DEV would desire to transition from the SLEEP state to the AWAKE state.



WakeInterval



Integer



0–(232 – 1)



The time period in microseconds at which DEVs in a power save set transition from the SLEEP state to the AWAKE state.



PMActiveEvent



Enumeration



DATA_PENDING, MAX_SLEEP



If PMMode is ACTIVE, an event that causes the MLME to change the PM mode of operation to ACTIVE.



MonitorOperationType



Enumeration



ENABLE, DISABLE



The PM monitor operation requested.



TrgtID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, 7.2.3



Specifies the DEVID of the target DEV for a PM monitor operation.



Timeout



Integer



0–65535



The time in milliseconds allowed for the primitive to complete.



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



REQUEST_TIMEOUT, NOT_ASSOCIATED, TARGET_NOT_ ASSOCIATED, UNKNOWN_SET_INDEX, PNC_DENIED, PNC_BUSY, OTHER



The reason for a ResultCode of FAILURE.
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In Table 3s, PSSetStructureSet is a set of PSSetStructures. Each PSSetStructure consists of the elements shown in Table 3t. Table 3t—Elements of PSSetStructure Name



Type



Valid range



Description



PSSetIndex



Integer



As defined in 7.5.8.2



The identifier for the PS set.



WakeInterval



Integer



0–(232 – 1)



The period in microseconds at which DEVs in this power save set transition from the SLEEP state to the AWAKE state. The MAC divides this number by the superframe duration and rounds down to the nearest power of two.



NumMembers



Integer



0–255



The number of DEVs in this power save set.



MemberSet



Set of DEVIDs



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3.



The DEVIDs of the DEVs in this power save set.



In Table 3t, MemberSet is a set of DEVIDs indicating the DEVIDs that are a member of the PS set. 6.3.15.1 MLME-PS-SET-INFORMATION.request This primitive requests the current PS set information from the PNC. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-PS-SET-INFORMATION.request



( Timeout )



The primitive parameter is defined in Figure 3s. 6.3.15.2 MLME-PS-SET-INFORMATION.confirm This primitive reports the result of the request to obtain the PS set information from the PNC. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-PS-SET-INFORMATION.confirm



( MaxSupportedPSSets, NumCurrentPSSets, PSSetStructureSet, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3s.
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6.3.15.3 MLME-SPS-CONFIGURE.request This primitive requests a change to the current SPS set information maintained by the PNC. Possible requests include: create a new DSPS set and add the current DEVID, add the current DEVID to an existing SPS set, or remove the current DEVID from an existing set. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-SPS-CONFIGURE.request ( SetOperationType, SPSSetIndex, DesiredWakeInterval, Timeout )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3s. 6.3.15.4 MLME-SPS-CONFIGURE.confirm This primitive reports the result of a request to change the current SPS set information. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-SPS-CONFIGURE.confirm ( SetOperationType, SPSSetIndex, WakeInterval, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3s. 6.3.15.5 MLME-PM-MODE-CHANGE.request This primitive requests a change to the DEV’s PM mode of operation. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-PM-MODE-CHANGE.request



( PMMode, Timeout )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3s. 6.3.15.6 MLME-PM-MODE-CHANGE.confirm This primitive reports the result of the request to change the DEV’s PM mode of operation. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-PM-MODE-CHANGE.confirm



( PMMode, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3s.
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6.3.15.7 MLME-PM-MODE-CHANGE.indication This primitive is used to report a change to the DEVs PM mode of operation that was not requested with an MLME-PM-MODE-CHANGE.request but rather was initiated by the MAC. One reason for the MAC to change PM modes is in response to a CTA allocated with the DEV as the destination while the DEV is in a power save mode, as described in 8.13.2.2. This primitive reports only changes in the DEV’s PM mode. Changes in the PM mode of other DEVs in the piconet are reported with the MLME-MONITOR-PMMODE.indication primitive. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-PM-MODE-CHANGE.indication ( PMMode, PMActiveEvent )



The primitive parameter is defined in Table 3s. 6.3.15.8 MLME-MONITOR-PM-MODE.request This primitive requests that the MLME enable or disable the monitoring of the PM mode for a DEV in the piconet. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-MONITOR-PM-MODE.request



( MonitorOperationType, TrgtID )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3s. 6.3.15.9 MLME-MONITOR-PM-MODE.confirm This primitive reports the result of a request that the MLME enable or disable the monitoring of the PM mode for a DEV in the piconet. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-MONITOR-PM-MODE.confirm



( MonitorOperationType, TrgtID, PMMode, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3s. 6.3.15.10 MLME-MONITOR-PM-MODE.indication This primitive reports a change in the PM mode of a DEV in the piconet, for which PM monitoring was previously enabled using an MLME-MONITOR-PM-MODE.request. This primitive only reports changes to the PM modes of other DEVs in the piconet. Changes to the DEV’s PM mode are indicated with the MLMEPM-MODE-CHANGE.indication primitive. The semantics of this primitive are:
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MLME-MONITOR-PM-MODE.indication



( TrgtID, PMMode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3s. 6.3.16 Multicast operations These primitives support multicast operations. The MLME-MULTICAST-CONFIGURATION primitives are used for multicast traffic that uses a Group Address and a GrpID assigned by the PNC, as described in 8.5.3. The parameters used for these primitives are defined in Table 3u. Table 3u—MLME-MULTICAST-CONFIGURATION primitive parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



RequestType



Enumeration



JOIN, LEAVE



Indicates if this is a request to join a multicast group or leave a multicast group.



GroupAddress



MAC address



Any valid group address, as defined in 7.4.18



A group address representing a specific multicast group.



GrpID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3



Specifies the DEVID assigned by the PNC to a multicast group associated with a specific GroupAddress.



Timeout



Integer



0–65535



The time in milliseconds allowed for the primitive to complete.



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



REQUEST_TIMEOUT, NOT_ASSOCIATED, PNC_DENIED, PNC_BUSY, OTHER



The reason for a ResultCode of FAILURE.



The MLME-MULTICAST-RX-SETUP.request primitive controls the reception of multicast traffic that uses the McstID, as defined in 7.2.3. The parameters for this primitive are defined in Table 3v.
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Table 3v—MLME-MULTICAST-RX-SETUP.request parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



MulticastStatus



Enumeration



ENABLE, DISABLE, ALL, NONE



If ENABLE or DISABLE, indicates whether the MAC will pass multicast traffic defined by the stream index to the DME. If ALL, then all multicast traffic is passed to the DME. If NONE, then no multicast traffic will be passed to the DME. These restrictions apply only to frames received with the DestID set to the McstID.



SrcID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3



The DEVID of the source of a multicast stream.



StreamIndex



Integer



Any valid stream index, as defined in 7.2.5



The stream index of a multicast stream.



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



NOT_ASSOCIATED, UNKNOWN_STREAM, SOURCE_UNAVAILABLE, RESOURCES_UNAVAILABLE



Indicates the reason for a ResultCode of FAILURE.



6.3.16.1 MLME-MULTICAST-CONFIGURATION.request This primitive is used by a DEV to request to join or leave a multicast group defined by a particular group address. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-MULTICAST-CONFIGURATION.request( RequestType, GroupAddress, Timeout )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3u. 6.3.16.2 MLME-MULTICAST-CONFIGURATION.confirm This primitive is used to report the result of a request by a DEV to join or leave a multicast group defined by a particular group address. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-MULTICAST-CONFIGURATION.confirm( GroupAddress, GrpID, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3u.
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6.3.16.3 MLME-MULTICAST-RX-SETUP.request This primitive allows the DME to control multicast reception for frames with the DestID set to the McstID, as defined in 7.2.3, and to allow filtering for a particular stream index associated with the McstID. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-MULTICAST-RX-SETUP.request



( MulticastStatus, SrcID, StreamIndex )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3v. 6.3.16.4 MLME-MULTICAST-RX-SETUP.confirm This primitive indicates the result of configuring the MAC for filtering multicast traffic. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-MULTICAST-RX-SETUP.confirm



( ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3v. 6.3.17 Timing synchronization These primitives support the synchronization of upper layer functions with the beacon timing in the piconet. The beginning of the data preamble is observed on the air by all DEVs within a piconet while the delay between the observation and the delivery of the indication is known within a MAC by design (and communicated to the application by implementation-dependent means). The parameters used for these primitives are defined in Table 3w. Table 3w—MLME-BEACON-EVENT primitive parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



BeaconNumber



Integer



0–65535



The beacon number of the beacon that was received.



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



NOT_SUPPORTED, OTHER



The reason for a ResultCode of FAILURE.



6.3.17.1 MLME-BEACON-EVENT.request This primitive requests activation of the MAC synchronization support facility. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-BEACON-EVENT.request



()



The primitive has no parameters.
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6.3.17.2 MLME-BEACON-EVENT.confirm This primitive confirms the activation of the MAC synchronization support facility. If the MAC does not support synchronization or if it encounters some other error, the response will have a ResultCode of FAILURE and the ReasonCode set to indicate the type of error. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-BEACON-EVENT.confirm



( ResultCode, ReasonCode )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3w. 6.3.17.3 MLME-BEACON-EVENT.indication This primitive indicates the beginning of a beacon’s data preamble, whether the beacon is transmitted or correctly received by the MAC. The semantics of this primitive are: MLME-BEACON-EVENT.indication



( BeaconNumber )



The primitive parameters are defined in Table 3w. Delete 6.4 and all of its subclauses (including Table 31 and Table 32).



6.5 MAC management 6.5.1 MAC PIB PNC group Change Table 33 as shown: Table 33—MAC PIB PNC group parameters Managed object



Octets



Definition



Access



MACPIB_CAPEndTime



2



The end time of the CAP interval in the superframes, 8.6.



Read only



MACPIB_SuperframeDuration



2



Duration of the superframe.



Read only



MACPIB_PNCCapable



1 bit



1 if the DEV has the capability to become the PNC, 0 otherwise.



Read only



MACPIB_PNCDesMode



1 bit



1 if it is desired that the DEV be the PNC.



Read/write only



The maximum number of PS sets supported by the PNC.



Read only



6–32



Identifies the piconet.



Read only



MACPIB_MaxAssociatedDEVs



21



As defined in 7.4.11



Read only



MACPIB_MaxCTRqBs



21



As defined in 7.4.11



Read only



MACPIB_SEC



1 bit



Indicates if the DEV is capable of operating a secure piconet as the PNC.



Read only



MACPIB_MaxPSSets MACPIB_BSID
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Table 33—MAC PIB PNC group parameters (continued) Managed object



Octets



MACPIB_PNCServicesBroadcast



1



Definition



Access



0x00 = PNC sends information about its services 0x01 = PNC will not send information about its services



Read/write



MACPIB_AllowedChannelSet



Variable



A set of channel indices, one for each channel that the MAC is allowed to use for scanning and starting piconets.



Read/write



MACPIB_AssocVendorSpecificIE



Variable



A vendor specific IE, as defined in 7.4.17, that is sent in the Association Response command, as described in 7.5.1.2, when the DEV is acting as the PNC.



Read/write



MACPIB_DesiredATP



2



The ATP value to send in an Association Request command.



Read/write



MACPIB_PNID



2



If associated with a piconet, the PNID of that piconet.



Read only



MACPIB_CAPData



1



Indicates if the initial setting of the CAP Data Allowed field in the beacon, as described in 7.3.1.1.



Read/write



MACPIB_CAPCommand



1



Indicates if the initial setting of the CAP Commands Allowed field in the beacon, as described in 7.3.1.1.



Read/write



MACPIB_CAPAssociation



1



Indicates if the initial setting of the CAP Data Allowed field in the beacon, as described in 7.3.1.1.



Read/write



MACPIB_PiconetMaxTXPower



1



The maximum power allowed for transmission during certain times in the superframe as described in 7.3.1.1.



Read/write



MACPIB_MCTAUsed



1



The initial setting of the MCTA Used field as described in 7.3.1.1.



Read/write



Indicates if the DEV is capable of participating in the Next PNC procedure as described in 8.2.3b. 0 = DEV is not capable 1 = DEV is capable.



Read only



MACPIB_NextPNCCapable



1 bit



6.5.2 MAC PIB characteristics group Change and insert the following rows in Table 34. (Insert the new rows at the end of the table.) The other rows are unchanged and are not shown. Table 34—MAC PIB implementation group parameters Managed object



Octets



Definition



Access



The MAC address of the DEV



Read only



1 bit



As defined in 7.4.11



Read only



MACPIB_ListenToSource



1 bit



As defined in 7.4.11



Read only



MACPIB_ListenToMulticast



1 bit



As defined in 7.4.11



Read only



MACPIB_DEVAddress



68



MACPIB_AlwaysAwake
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Table 34—MAC PIB implementation group parameters (continued) Managed object



Octets



Definition



Access



MACPIB_CTARelinquishCapable



1 bit



Indicates if the DEV is capable of using time relinquished in a CTA by another DEV. 0x00 - DEV does not support. 0x01 - DEV does support.



Read only



MACPIB_DlyACKCapable



1 bit



Indicates if the DEV is capable of using Dly-ACK as the source. 0 - DEV does not support. 1 - DEV does support.



Read only



MACPIB_ImpACKCapable



1 bit



Indicates if the DEV is capable of using implied ACK (Imp-ACK) as the source. 0 - DEV does not support. 1 - DEV does support.



Read only



MACPIB_STPCapable



1 bit



Indicates if the DEV is capable of using the stream timeout period (STP). 0 - DEV does not support 1 - DEV does support



Read only



6.6 MAC SAP In 6.6, delete the first three paragraphs, from “The MAC provides both stream ...” through “... due to the bursty nature of the service.” Delete Table 35 and insert the following table in its place: Table 35—Summary of MAC SAP primitives Name



Request



Confirm



Indication



Response



MAC-ASYNC-DATA



6.6.1



6.6.2



6.6.3



–



MAC-ISOCH-DATA



6.6.4



6.6.5



6.6.6



–



Delete Table 36 and insert the following table in its place: Table 36—MAC-ISOCH-DATA and MAC-ASYNC-DATA primitive parameters Name



Type



Valid range



Description



RequestID



Integer



0–511



An identifier, which is used to correlate a request to a response. It is unique per stream index for outstanding isochronous requests. It is unique among all outstanding asynchronous requests.



StreamIndex



Integer



Any valid stream index, as defined in 7.2.5



The stream with which the data is associated.
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Table 36—MAC-ISOCH-DATA and MAC-ASYNC-DATA primitive parameters (continued) Name



Type



Valid range



Description



TransmitTimeout



Duration



1–(232 – 1)



Maximum allowed delay in microseconds from when the MSDU is been presented to the MAC SAP until the frame has finished transmission and the acknowledgment, if required is successfully received.



MaxRetries



Integer



0–255



Specifies the maximum number of retries to attempt per transmitted frame with a maximum value no greater than the MaxRetries value supplied in the original stream creation request.



SECMode



Boolean



TRUE, FALSE



Indicates if security is to be applied to the MSDU or if the MSDU was received securely.



UserPriority



Integer



As defined in Table A.1



User priority of the stream, as described in Table A.1.



ACKRequested



Boolean



TRUE, FALSE



Indicates if the request requires an acknowledgment, as described in 8.8, of the MSDU at the MAC layer.



ConfirmRequested



Enumeration



NEVER, ALWAYS, ON_ERROR



Indicates when a confirm primitive is required for the request.



SNAPHeaderPresent



Boolean



TRUE, FALSE



TRUE indicates that a logical link control/subnetwork access protocol (LLC/ SNAP) header is present in the data frame.



Length



Integer



0–pMaxTransferUnitSize



The length of the MSDU in octets.



Data



Variable number of octets.



Any octet string the length of which is given by the Length parameter



MSDU portion of the primitive.



TransmitDelay



Duration



1–(232 – 1)



Delay in microseconds from when the MSDU is presented to the MAC SAP until the frame has finished transmission and the acknowledgment, if required, has been successfully received. If the transmission fails due to timeout, this field shall be set to the TransmitTimeout value for this frame.



TrgtID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3



Specifies the target DEVID of an MSDU.



OrigID



Integer



Any valid DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3



Specifies the originator DEVID of an MSDU.



ResultCode



Enumeration



SUCCESS, FAILURE



Indicates the result of the MLME request.



ReasonCode



Enumeration



TRANSMIT_TIMEOUT, MAX_RETRIES, NOT_ASSOCIATED, OTHER



The reason for a ResultCode of FAILURE.
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6.6.1 MAC-ASYNC-DATA.request Change the first paragraph in 6.6.1 as shown: This primitive is used to initiate the transfer of an asynchronous data MSDU from one MAC entity to another MAC entity or entities. If SNAPHeaderPresent is TRUE, then the MAC will use the SNAP data frame type for transmission. All asynchronous data should use LLC/SNAP headers to avoid interoperability problems in piconets where different FCSLs are being used. The semantics of this primitive are: MAC-ASYNC-DATA.request



( RequestID, TrgtID, OrigID Priority ACKPolicy TransmissionTransmitTimeout, MaxRetries, SNAPHeaderPresent, UserPriority, ACKRequested, ConfirmRequested, Length, Data )



Delete 6.6.1.1 and 6.6.1.2. 6.6.2 MAC-ASYNC-DATA.confirm Change the first paragraph in 6.6.2 as shown: This primitive is used to report the result of a request to transfer an asynchronous MSDU from one MAC entity to another MAC entity or entities. This primitive is only generated if the ConfirmRequested parameter in the MAC-ASYNC-DATA.request with the same RequestID value is ALWAYS or is ON_ERROR and the ResultCode is FAILURE. inform the FCSL of a successful delivery or a failed delivery. The semantics of this primitive are: MAC-ASYNC-DATA.confirm



( TrgtID, OrigID, Priority, RequestID, TransmitDelay, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



Delete 6.6.2.1 and 6.6.2.2.
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6.6.3 MAC-ASYNC-DATA.indication Change the primitive definition in 6.6.3 as shown: MAC-ASYNC-DATA.indication



( TrgtID, OrigID, SNAPHeaderPresent, Length, Data )



Delete 6.6.3.1 and 6.6.3.2. 6.6.4 MAC-ISOCH-DATA.request Change the primitive definition in 6.6.4 as shown: MAC-ISOCH-DATA.request



( RequestID, StreamIndex, ACKPolicy, TransmissionTransmitTimeout, MaxRetries, SNAPHeaderPresent, ACKRequested, ConfirmRequested, Length, Data )



Delete 6.6.4.1 and 6.6.4.2. 6.6.5 MAC-ISOCH-DATA.confirm Change the first paragraph in 6.6.5 as shown: This primitive is used to report the result of a request to transfer an isochronous MSDU from one MAC entity to another MAC entity or entities. This primitive is only generated if the ConfirmRequested parameter in the MAC-ISOCH-DATA.request with the same RequestID value is ALWAYS or is ON_ERROR and the ResultCode is FAILURE. inform the FCSL of a successful delivery or a failed delivery. The semantics of this primitive are: MAC-ISOCH-DATA.confirm



( RequestID, StreamIndex, TransmitDelay, ResultCode, ReasonCode )



Delete 6.6.5.1 and 6.6.5.2.
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6.6.6 MAC-ISOCH-DATA.indication Change the primitive definition in 6.6.6 as shown: MAC-ISOCH-DATA.indication



( TrgtID, OrigID, StreamIndex, SNAPHeaderPresent, Length, Data )



Delete 6.6.6.1 and 6.6.6.2. Delete 6.7 and all of its subclauses (including Table 37 and Table 38).



7. MAC frame formats In Clause 7, delete the following: —



The first paragraph, which states “This clause specifies ....” This paragraph provides only introductory material and no technical information.



—



The second paragraph, which states “The MAC in all DEVs ....” Insert it as the first paragraph in 7.1.



—



The third paragraph, which states “For a frame to be correctly ....” An edited version of this paragraph is being inserted in 8.1.



7.1 Frame format conventions Insert the following paragraph (formerly the second paragraph in Clause 7) as the first paragraph in 7.1: The MAC in all DEVs shall be able to validate the error free reception of every frame from the PHY using the frame check sequence (FCS). Note that the PHY only passes frames to the MAC that have passed the header check sequence (HCS) test. In addition, every DEV shall be able to construct a subset of the command frames for transmission and to decode another (potentially different) subset of the command frames upon reception. The particular subsets of these commands that a DEV shall construct and decode are determined by the functional capabilities supported by that particular DEV. Change the last paragraph in 7.1 as shown: All DEVs shall be assigned a DEV address, which is the 64-bit address as defined by IEEE Std 802®-2001. An individual MAC address is a MAC address with the group bit set to zero, as defined in IEEE Std 8022001.
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7.2 General frame format 7.2.1 Frame control Replace Figure 9 with the following: bits: b15–b14



b13



b12



b11



b10



b9



b8–b7



b6



b5–b3



b2–b0



Reserved



CTA relinquish



Imp-ACK NAK



Imp-ACK request



More data



Retry



ACK policy



SEC



Frame type



Protocol version



Figure 9—Frame control field format 7.2.1.2 Frame type Change and insert the following rows in Table 39 as shown. The other rows are unchanged and are not shown. Table 39—Valid frame type values (numeric values in this table are shown in binary) Type value b5 b4 b3 101 101 110–111



Frame type description



LLC/SNAP data frame



Subclause 7.3.5



Reserved



Change the title of 7.2.1.4 as shown: 7.2.1.4 ACK policy and implied ACK (Imp-ACK) request Change first paragraph in 7.2.1.4 as shown: The ACK Policy field is and Imp-ACK Request fields are used to indicate the type of acknowledgment procedure that the addressed recipient is required or allowed to perform. The use of the ACK Policy field ACK procedures is described in 8.8. The allowed values of the ACK Policy field and the Imp-ACK Request field are defined Table 40. The ACK policy of a frame is determined by the combination of the ACK Policy field and the Imp-ACK Request field. Delete Table 40 and insert the following table in its place:
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Table 40—Valid ACK Policy field type values (numeric values in this table are shown in binary) Imp-ACK Request field b11



ACK Policy field b8 b7



0



00



No ACK



The recipient(s) does not acknowledge the transmission, and the sender treats the transmission as successful without regard for the result, as described 8.8.1.



0



01



Immediate ACK (Imm-ACK)



The addressed recipient returns an Imm-ACK frame after successful reception, as described in 8.8.2.



0



10



Delayed ACK (Dly-ACK)



The addressed recipient keeps track of the frames received with this policy until requested to respond with a Dly-ACK frame, as described in 8.8.3.



0



11



Dly-ACK request



The addressed recipient returns either an ImmACK or a Dly-ACK frame after successful reception, as described in 8.8.3.



1



01



Imp-ACK



The addressed recipient returns an Imm-ACK frame, a data frame, or a command frame after successful reception, as described in 8.8.4.



ACK policy type



Description



7.2.1.6 More data After 7.2.1.6, insert the following subclauses as 7.2.1.7 and 7.2.1.8: 7.2.1.7 Imp-ACK negative acknowledgment (NAK) The Imp-ACK NAK field shall be set to one by a DEV when all of the following conditions are true: —



The DEV is responding to a frame addressed to the DEV for which it has successfully received the MAC header with an ACK policy of Imp-ACK.



—



The FCS check, 7.2.7.6, for the frame body failed.



The Imp-ACK NAK field shall be set to zero otherwise. The use of the Imp-ACK NAK bit is described in 8.8.4. 7.2.1.8 CTA relinquish The CTA Relinquish field shall be set to one when the DEV relinquishes CTA ownership to another DEV. It shall be set to zero otherwise. The use of the CTA Relinquish field is described in 8.4.3.8. 7.2.3 SrcID and DestID Change the second paragraph in 7.2.3 as shown: The maximum number of valid DEVs, mMaxNumValidDEVs, is the maximum number of DEVIDs that the PNC is able to allocate in a piconet. This includes all of the regular DEVIDs, the PNCID, the GrpIDs, and the NbrIDs, but not the reserved IDs, the BcstID, McstID, or the UnassocID.
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7.2.4 Fragmentation control Insert the following paragraph after Figure 10 in 7.2.4: The three octets that compose the Fragmentation Control field may be used for reporting PHY-dependent receive status information to the transmitting DEV in Imm-ACK and Dly-ACK frames. If the source DEV is not reporting PHY-dependent receive status information in an Imm-ACK or Dly-ACK frame, it shall set the fragmentation field of the frame to all zeros, i.e., 0x000000. All other values are PHY-dependent. The receive status for the 2.4 GHz PHY is defined in 11.7. 7.2.4.1 MSDU number Change the third paragraph in 7.2.4.1 as shown: Each MSDU number counter shall be set to zero when the DEV is initialized. The MSDU number counter for an isochronous stream shall be set to zero when the stream index for the isochronous stream is first assigned by the PNC, as described in 8.5.1.1. 7.2.5 Stream index Change 7.2.5 as shown: The Stream Index field reserved values are: —



0x00 reserved for asynchronous data



—



0xFD reserved for MCTA traffic



—



0xFE reserved for unassigned streams



—



0xFF reserved for future use



DEVs use other values of the stream index as dynamically assigned by the PNC during the setup of the data stream, as described in 7.5.6.1. The PNC allocates a unique stream index value for each isochronous stream in the piconet. A DEV shall support each possible stream index value. 7.2.6 MAC header validation Change the first sentence in 7.2.6 as shown: When the PHY receives a frame, it validates the received frame’s MAC header before passing the MAC header and and its associated MAC frame body to the MAC. 7.2.7 MAC frame body 7.2.7.3 Secure frame counter (SFC) Change 7.2.7.3 as shown: The Secure Frame Counter field shall be included in the frame body of all secure frames. The Secure Frame Counter field contains a 2-octet counter that is used to ensure the uniqueness of the nonce in a secure frame. A DEV shall not reuse a frame counter with the same time token, 7.3.1.1, and key, 9.3.5. The DEV shall initialize the SFC to zero for the first frame sent and increment it for each successive secure frame sent. When the time token, 7.3.1, is updated, the DEV shall reset the SFC to zero. may reset the SFC to zero if desired or allow the counter to roll over. In the case where the DEV receives a new key, the DEV shall set the SFC to zero.
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7.3 Format of individual frame types 7.3.1 Beacon frame 7.3.1.1 Non-secure beacon frame Replace Figure 11 with the following: octets: 4



Ln



…



L1



21



10



FCS



Information element-n



…



Information element-1



Piconet synchronization parameters



MAC header



Beacon frame body



Figure 11—Non-secure beacon frame format Replace Figure 13 with the following: bits: b7



b6



b5



b4



b3



b2



b1



b0



CTA IEs unchanged



Other IEs unchanged



Reserved



SEC mode



MCTA used



CAP association



CAP commands



CAP data



Figure 13—Piconet mode field Insert the following paragraphs after Figure 41 in 7.3.1.1: The Other IEs Unchanged bit may be set to one if all the IEs (other than CTA IEs) in the beacon payload are identical to the IEs (other than CTA IEs) contained in the previous beacon, as described in 8.6.2. The CTA IEs Unchanged bit may be set to one if the CTA IEs in the beacon are identical to the CTA IEs contained in the previous beacon, as described in 8.6.2. 7.3.2 Acknowledgment frames 7.3.2.1 Immediate ACK (Imm-ACK) frame Change the row for the Fragmentation Control field in Table 44 as shown. The other rows are unchanged and are not shown. Table 44—MAC header settings of an immediate Imm-ACK frame Header field Fragmentation control



Setting on transmission 0x000000 or Receive Status value, 7.2.4



Interpretation on reception May be ignored



7.3.2.2 Delayed ACK (Dly-ACK) frame Change the row for the Fragmentation Control field in Table 45 as shown. The other rows are unchanged and are not shown.
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Table 45—MAC header settings of a Dly-ACK frame Header field



Setting on transmission



Fragmentation control



Interpretation on reception



0x000000 or Receive Status value, 7.2.4



May be ignored



Change the fifth paragraph in 7.3.2.2 as shown: The MPDUs ACKed field shall contain the number of MPDUs that are being ACKed with this frame. This field shall be greater than or equal to 1. 7.3.4 Data frame 7.3.4.2 Secure data frame Replace Figure 23 with the following: octets: 4



8



Ln



2



2



10



FCS



Integrity code



Data payload



SFC



SECID



MAC header



Figure 23—Secure data frame format Change the fifth paragraph in 7.3.4.2 as shown: The Data Payload field is limited by the maximum allowed for the MAC frame body, as defined in 7.2. If the symmetric key security operations in use requires data encryption, the Data Payload field shall be encrypted. After 7.3.4.2, insert the following subclauses as 7.3.5, 7.3.5.1, and 7.3.5.2: 7.3.5 LLC/SNAP data frame 7.3.5.1 Non-secure LLC/SNAP data frame The non-secure LLC/SNAP Data frame is identical to a Non-secure Data frame, as defined in 7.3.4.1, except that the Data Payload field includes an LLC/SNAP header as the first octets in the payload, as defined in A.1. The size of the combination of the data and LLC/SNAP header shall not exceed the limits for the Data Payload field, as defined in 7.3.4.1. A Non-secure LLC/SNAP Data frame shall be formatted as illustrated in Figure 22. The frame type shall be set to the LLC/SNAP data frame value in Table 39 and the SEC bit shall be set to zero. The other fields in the MAC header take on values that are appropriate for that particular data frame. All fields in the MAC header of a Non-secure LLC/SNAP Data frame shall be decoded on reception. 7.3.5.2 Secure LLC/SNAP data frame The Secure LLC/SNAP Data frame is identical to a Secure Data frame, as defined in 7.3.4.2, except that the Data Payload field includes an LLC/SNAP header as the first octets in the payload, as defined in A.1. The size of the combination of the data and LLC/SNAP header shall not exceed the limits for the Data Payload field, as defined in 7.3.4.1. A Secure LLC/SNAP Data frame shall be formatted as illustrated in Figure 23.
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The frame type shall be set to the LLC/SNAP data frame value in Table 39 and the SEC bit shall be set to one. The other fields in the MAC header take on values that are appropriate for that particular data frame. All fields in the MAC header of a Secure LLC/SNAP Data frame shall be decoded on reception.



7.4 Information elements Change and insert the following rows in Table 48 as shown. The other rows are unchanged and are not shown. Table 48—Information elements Element ID hex value



Element



Subclause



Present in beacon



0x10



Group ID



7.4.18



Non-beacon IE



0x11



Stream renew



7.4.19



Non-beacon IE



0x12



Next PNC



7.4.20



As needed



0x13



Piconet channel status



7.4.21



Non-beacon IE



0x140x10–0x7F



Reserved



7.4.2 BSID Insert the following note after the second paragraph in 7.4.2: NOTE—The BSID is not null terminated. The length of the field is determined from the length field of the IE.1



7.4.7 Application specific Replace Figure 34 with the following: octets: Ln



3



Application specific data



OUI



1



1



Length (=3+Ln)



Element ID



Figure 34—Application specific information element format Change the second paragraph in 7.4.7 as shown: The Vendor OUI field is the OUI assigned by the IEEE standards association registration authority committee (RAC), which shall be the sole registration authority. A value of vendor OUI not understood by a receiving DEV causes the remainder of this IE to be ignored. If a value of the OUI field is not understood by the receiving DEV, that DEV shall ignore the remainder of the associated ASIE.



1



Notes in text, tables, and figures are given for information only and do not contain requirements needed to implement the standard.
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7.4.10 CTA status Replace Figure 37 with the following: octets: 2



2



1



1



1



1



1



1



Start beacon number



CTA sub-rate



CTRq info



Stream index



SrcID



DestID



Length (=8)



Element ID



Figure 37—CTA status information element format In 7.4.10, delete the fifth paragraph, which states “The CTRq Control field is defined in 7.5.6.1.” Insert the following paragraphs and figure in its place: The CTRq info field shall be formatted as illustrated in Figure 37a. bits: b7



b6



b5



b4



b3



b2–b0



Reserved



CTA rate type



CTA type



PM CTRq type



Terminate



Priority



Figure 37a—CTRq info field format The Priority field is defined in A.1. The Terminate bit shall be set to one if the stream has been terminated. Otherwise it shall be set to zero. The PM CTRq Type bit is defined in 7.5.6.1. The CTA Type bit is defined in 7.5.6.1. The CTA Rate Type bit is defined in 7.5.6.1. Change the sixth paragraph in 7.4.10 as shown: The CTA Sub-Rate Factor field is set to the number of beacons between every CTA, as described in 7.5.6.1. If one or more CTAs are allocated per superframe, this value shall be set to zero. 7.4.11 Capability Replace Figure 41 with the one shown: bits: b7



b6



b5



b4



b3



b2–b0



PNC capable



PNC Des-mode



SEC



PSRC



Next PNC capable



Reserved



Figure 41—PNC rating field format Insert the following paragraph after Figure 41 in 7.4.11: The Next PNC Capable bit shall be set to one if the DEV is capable of performing the next PNC functionality as described in 8.2.3b. Otherwise the bit shall be set to zero.
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Replace Figure 42 with the following: bits: 7



b6



b5



b4



b3



Preferred fragment size



b2



b1



b0



Supported data rates



bits: b15



b14



b13



b12



b11



b10



b9



b8



Reserved



STP



CTA relinquish



Imp-ACK



Dly-ACK



Listen to Multicast



Listen to Source



Always AWAKE



bits: b23



b22



b21



b20



b19



b18



b17



b16



Reserved



Figure 42—DEV capabilities field format Insert the following paragraphs after the seventeenth paragraph in 7.4.11: The Dly-ACK bit shall be set to one if the DEV is capable of performing the Dly-ACK procedure as defined in 8.8.3. Otherwise the bit shall be set to zero. The Imp-ACK bit shall be set to one indicate that the DEV is capable of performing the Imp-ACK procedure as defined in 8.8.4. Otherwise the bit shall be set to zero. The CTA Relinquish bit shall be set to one if the DEV is capable of participating in the CTA relinquish procedure as defined in 8.4.3.8. Otherwise the bit shall be set to zero. The STP bit shall be set to one to indicate that the DEV is capable of renewing its streams within the stream timeout period, as defined in 8.3.4. Otherwise the bit shall be set to zero. 7.4.16 Piconet services Replace Figure 47 with the following: octets: (0–127)



3



1



1



1



Piconet services



OUI



DEVID



Length (=0 to 131)



Element ID



Figure 47—Piconet services information element format Change the third paragraph in 7.4.16 as shown: The Vendor OUI field is defined in 7.4.7. If the value of the DEVID field is the PNCID, then the Piconet Services field is not present and the OUI field is 1 octet in length. In this case, the OUI field contains the following information: 0 - Reserved 1 - Broadcast of Piconet Services IE not allowed 2 - Piconet Services IE not supported 3-254 - Reserved 255 - Other failure
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After 7.4.17, insert the following subclauses as 7.4.18 through 7.4.21: 7.4.18 Group ID The Group ID IE is used to list the DEVs that are a member of a multicast group. The Group ID IE shall be formatted as illustrated in Figure 48a. octets: 1–32



1



1



8



1



1



Group IDs



Start DEVID



GrpID



Group address



Length (=11 to 42)



Element ID



Figure 48a—Group ID information element format The Group Address field is a 64-bit group address, as defined in IEEE Std 802-2001. The GrpID field contains the DEVID that has been assigned by the PNC for the address in the Group Address field. The Start DEVID field indicates the DEVID that corresponds to the first bit in the Group IDs field. The Group IDs field contains a bitmap of 1 to 32 octets in length. Each bit of the Group IDs field when set to one indicates the DEV whose DEVID is equal to the start DEVID plus the bit position in the Group ID bitmap is a member of the multicast group identified by the Group Address and GrpID fields. The bits in the Group IDs field are set to zero otherwise. The bit position 0, i.e., the first bit or lsb of the bitmap corresponds to the start DEVID. The bits corresponding to the PNCID, UnassocID, BcstID, McstID, NbrIDs and the reserved DEVIDs, 7.2.3, shall be set to zero upon transmission by the PNC and shall be ignored upon reception. 7.4.19 Stream renew The Stream Renew IE is used by a DEV to renew the STP for streams for which it is the source. The Stream Renew IE shall be formatted as illustrated in Figure 48a. octets: 0–252



…



1



1



1



1



Stream index n



…



Stream Index 2



Stream Index 1



Length (=0 to 252)



Element ID



Figure 48b—Stream renew information element format The stream index fields contain the stream indices that the DEV wants to maintain. 7.4.20 Next PNC The Next PNC IE is used to inform the members of the piconet which DEV will become the PNC after an implicit handover as described in 8.2.3b. The Next PNC IE shall be formatted as illustrated in Figure 48c. octets: 2



1



1



1



Next PNID



Next PNC



Length (=3)



Element ID



Figure 48c—Next PNC information element format
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The Next PNC field contains the DEVID of the DEV that the PNC has chosen to be the Next PNC. The Next PNID field is the PNID that the next PNC shall use if it takes over as PNC as described in 8.2.3b. 7.4.21 Piconet channel status The Piconet Channel Status IE is used to report those DEVs from which the source DEV has correctly received a MAC header. The Piconet Channel Status IE shall be formatted as illustrated in Figure 48d. octets: 1



32



1



1



Channel status details



Bitmap of DEVs in range



Length (=3)



Element ID



Figure 48d—Piconet channel status information element format The Bitmap of DEVs in Range field is a listing of all of the DEVs in the piconet that were heard by the DEV sending the command. The bit position zero, i.e., the first bit or lsb of the bitmap, corresponds to DEVID zero. The bit corresponding to a DEVID is set to one if a MAC header was correctly received from a DEV with that DEVID since the last Piconet Channel Status IE was sent. Otherwise the bit shall be set to zero. The Channels Status Details field shall be set to one if the DEV scanned for power save DEVs. Otherwise this value shall be set to zero.



7.5 MAC command types Change and insert the following rows in Table 50 as shown. The other rows are unchanged and are not shown. Table 50—Command types Command type hex value b15–b0



Subclause



Associated



Secure membership (if required)



0x001F



Announce response



7.5.5.3



X



0x0020



PM mode change response



7.5.8.6



X



X



0x0021



ASIE request



7.5.9.3



X



X



0x0022



ASIE response



7.5.9.4



X



X



0x0023



Multicast configuration request



7.5.10.1



X



X



0x0024



Multicast configuration response



7.5.10.2



X



X



0x001D0x0025– 0x00FF
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Reserved
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7.5.1 Association and disassociation commands 7.5.1.2 Association response Change the dashed list in the fifth paragraph in 7.5.1.2 as shown: —



9–255254 –> Reserved



—



255 –> Other failure



7.5.1.3 Disassociation request Change the dashed list in the second paragraph in 7.5.1.3 as shown: —



5–255254 –> Reserved



—



255 –> Other failure



7.5.3 PNC handover commands 7.5.3.1 PNC handover request Change the fifth paragraph in 7.5.3.1 as shown: The allowed values of the Handover Status field are: shall be set to zero when the PNC is starting the PNC handover process with the destination DEV. It shall be set to one if the PNC is cancelling the handover process with the destination DEV. 0 –> The PNC is starting the PNC handover process with the destination DEV. 1 –> The PNC is cancelling the handover process with the destination DEV. 2 –> The PNC is only transferring information and is not beginning the PNC handover process. 3 –> The PNC is starting the PNC handover process with information that was sent previously, as described in 8.2.3a. 4–255 –> Reserved. 7.5.4 Information request commands 7.5.4.5 Probe request Change the seventh paragraph in 7.5.4.5 as shown: If the IEs Requested field indicates that the CTA Status IE, as described in 7.4.10, is being requested from the destination DEV, the first octet of the Request Index field is set to the stream index of the stream for which CTA information is requested. If the Request Index field is set to zero, the DEV is requesting information about all isochronous streams directed to the requesting DEV and to the BcstId BcstID and McstId McstID. If the Information Requested field indicates that the CTA Status IE is not being requested from the destination DEV, the Request Index field has no meaning and shall be set to zero.
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Change and insert the following rows in Table 51 as shown. The other rows are unchanged and are not shown. Table 51—Rules for requesting IEs in a Probe Request command Information element



Subclause



PNC allowed to request?



DEV allowed to request?



CTA status



7.4.10



Shall not request



Shall not May request



Group ID



7.4.18



Shall not request



May request



Stream renew



7.4.19



Shall not request



Shall not request



Next PNC



7.4.20



Shall not request



Shall not request



Piconet channel status



7.4.21



May request



May request



7.5.4.6 Probe response Change and insert the following rows in Table 52 as shown. The other rows are unchanged and are not shown. Table 52—Rules for responding to requests in Probe commands Subclause



DEV receives request from DEV



DEV receives request from PNC



PNC receives request from DEV



CTA status



7.4.10



Shall ignore



Shall ignore



Shall ignore respond



Group ID



7.4.18



Shall ignore



Shall ignore



Shall respond



Stream renew



7.4.19



Shall ignore



Shall ignore



Shall ignore



Next PNC



7.4.20



Shall ignore



Shall ignore



Shall ignore



Piconet channel status



7.4.21



May respond



May respond



May respond



Information element



7.5.5 Information announcement commands 7.5.5.2 Announce Insert the following rows at the end of Table 53 as shown. The other rows are unchanged and are not shown. Table 53—Rules for sending IEs in an Announce command Information element



60



Subclause



PNC allowed to send?



DEV allowed to send?



Group ID



7.4.18



May send



Shall not send



Stream renew



7.4.19



Shall not send



May send



Next PNC



7.4.20



May send



Shall not send



Piconet channel status



7.4.21



May send



May send
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After 7.5.5.2, insert the following subclause as 7.5.5.3: 7.5.5.3 Announce response The Announce Response command is used to confirm the receipt of IEs from another DEV. The individual IEs used in this frame are described in 7.4. The Announce command shall be formatted as illustrated in Figure 71a. octets: 2



…



2



2



2



2



Announce response block n



…



Announce response block 2



Announce response block 1



Length (=2*×n)



Command type



Figure 71a—Announce response command format The announce response blocks shall be formatted as illustrated in Figure 71b. octets: 1



1



Reason code



IE element ID



Figure 71b—Announce response command format The IE Element ID field contains the element ID of the IE for which the response is being sent. The Reason Code field indicates the result of the Announce command for the IE specified in the IE Element ID field. The valid values of the Reason Code field are: 0 –> Success 1 –> Unsupported IE 2–254 –> Reserved 255 –> Other failure 7.5.6 Channel time allocation request, modification, and termination commands 7.5.6.1 Channel time request Change the seventh paragraph in 7.5.6.1 as shown: The Stream Index field is defined in 7.2.5. In the case where the DEV is requesting the creation of an isochronous stream, it is set to the unassigned stream value, as described in 7.2.5, by the originating DEV. In the case where the DEV is requesting the reservation or termination of an asynchronous channel time, it is set to the asynchronous stream value, as described in 7.2.5. When the stream index is other than the unassigned stream index or asynchronous stream index value, this CTRq is a request to modify or terminate an existing CTA. In the case where the DEV is requesting a specific MCTA interval, as described in 8.4.3.3, the stream index shall be set to the MCTA stream value, as described in 7.2.5, and the Target ID List field shall contain only the PNCID.
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Replace Figure 74 with the following: bits: b7



b6



b5



b4



b3



b2–b0



Target ID list type



CTA rate type



CTA type



PM CTRq type



Reserved



User priority



Figure 74—CTRq control format Change the ninth paragraph in 7.5.6.1 as shown: The User Priority field is defined in Table A.1. Change the thirteenth and fourteenth paragraphs in 7.5.6.1 as shown: The CTA Rate Factor field in conjunction with the CTA Rate Type field specifies the frequency at which the requesting DEV would like the PNC to allocate channel time. In the case of a super-rate request, the PNC will interpret the CTA Rate Factor as the maximum spacing allowed between CTAs allocated in a superframe, as described in D1.1.3. For instance, in the case where the CTA Rate Type field is set to zero, a value indicating a super-rate CTA request, and the CTA Rate Factor field contains a value N greater than zero, the requesting DEV is requesting super-rate CTAs from the PNC. If these super-rate CTAs, are allocated by the PNC, they will appear N times per superframe. A PNC shall support at least 8 CTAs per stream in the same superframe. The CTA Rate Type field set to zero and the CTA Rate Factor field set to zero shall be reserved. Insert the following note after the fourteenth paragraph in 7.5.6.1: NOTE—A subrate request always has a CTA Rate Factor greater than one. Thus a CTA Rate Type equal to one and a CTA Rate Factor equal to one is not allowed.



Change nineteenth, twentieth, and twenty-first paragraphs in 7.5.6.1 as shown: For an isochronous request, the Minimum Number of TUs field indicates the minimum number of CTRq TUs per CTA required by the originating DEV to support the stream. For an isochronous request, the Desired Number Of TUs field indicates the number of CTRq TUs per CTA that is desired by the requesting DEV. The Desired Number Of TUs field shall be greater than or equal to the Minimum Number Of TUs field. For isochronous requests, the Minimum Number Of TUs and the Desired Number Of TUs are the number of TUs per CTA Rate Factor requested by the DEV. In the case of an isochronous super-rate allocation, it is the Minimum Number of TUs and the Desired Number of TUs are the number of TUs requested in each superframe. In the case of an isochronous sub-rate allocation, it is the fields contain the number of TUs requested in each of the superframes containing the sub-rate CTA. For example, a request for a Minimum Number Of TUs of 4 with a sub-rate CTA Rate Factor of 4 indicates that the DEV is requesting 4 TUs every fourth superframe. Likewise, a request for a Minimum Number of TUs of 11 with a super-rate CTA Rate Factor of 4 indicates that the DEV is requesting at least 11 TUs per superframe, spread into 4 allocations that are evenly spaced in the superframe. 7.5.6.2 Channel time response Change the enumerated list in the seventh paragraph in 7.5.6.2 as shown: 13–> PNC handover in progress
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14–> STP expired 13–25515–254–> Reserved 255–> Other failure 7.5.7 Channel status commands 7.5.7.2 Channel status response Change the fourth and fifth paragraphs in 7.5.7.2 as shown: The RX Frame Count field contains the total number of frames, not including Imm-ACK frames, that were correctly received by the sender of this command, as described in 8.1. Only the directed frames transmitted by the destination of this command intended for the sender of this command are included. The RX Frame Error Count field contains the total number of frames, not including Imm-ACK frames, that were received in error by the sender of this command from the destination of this command. A frame is considered to have been received in error if the header passes the HCS validation but the frame body fails the FCS validation. header is correctly received but the frame is not correctly received, as described in 8.1. 7.5.7.4 Remote scan response Change the enumerated list in the second paragraph in 7.5.7.4 as shown: 3–255254–> Reserved 255–> Other failure 7.5.8 Power management commands 7.5.8.4 SPS configuration response Change the enumerated list in the second paragraph in 7.5.8.4 as shown: 4–> Unique Wake Beacon interval Interval required 5–> DSPS set deleted by PNC 6–> PNC handover in progress 5–2557–254–> Reserved 255–> Other failure After 7.5.8.5, insert the following subclause as 7.5.8.6: 7.5.8.6 PM mode change response The PM Mode Change Response command is sent by the PNC as a response to a PM Mode Change Request command received from a DEV. The PM Mode Change Response command shall be formatted as illustrated in Figure 88a. octets: 1



1



2



2



Reason code



PM mode



Length (=2)



Command type



Figure 88a—PM mode change response command format
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The PM Mode field is defined in 7.5.8.5 and is set by the PNC to indicate current PM mode of the DEV. The Reason Code field indicates the result of the attempt by the DEV to change PM modes. The valid reason codes are: 0–> Success 1–> Not a member of any existing SPS sets 2–254–> Reserved 255–> Other failure 7.5.9 Special commands 7.5.9.2 Vendor specific After 7.5.9.2, insert the following subclauses as 7.5.9.3 through 7.5.10.2: 7.5.9.3 ASIE request The ASIE request command is used to send an ASIE to the PNC to be put in the beacon. The DestID shall be set to the PNCID. The ASIE request command shall be formatted as illustrated in Figure 90a. octets: n



1



1



1



2



2



ASIE



ASIE index



Request type



Request ID



Length (=3+n)



Command type



Figure 90a—ASIE request command format The Request ID field is an identifier generated by the originating DEV that is unique among the DEV’s ASIE requests. The Request Type field indicates the type request. The valid values are: 0–> Add 1–> Modify 2–> Remove 3–255–> Reserved The ASIE Index field is assigned by the PNC and is used to identify the ASIE for the request. If the Request Type field is “add,” then the ASIE Index field shall be ignored by the PNC. The ASIE field is defined in 7.4.7. If the Request Type field is “remove,” then the length of Application Specific Data field in the ASIE shall be zero. 7.5.9.4 ASIE response The ASIE request command is used to respond to a request to put an ASIE in the beacon. The SrcID shall be set to the PNCID. The ASIE request command shall be formatted as illustrated in Figure 90b. octets: 1



1



Reason code



ASIE index



1 Request ID



2



2



Length (=3)



Command type



Figure 90b—ASIE response command format
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The Request ID field is defined in 7.5.9.3. The ASIE Index field is defined in 7.5.9.3. The valid values of the Reason Code field are: 0–> Success 1–> Request rejected 2–> Unknown ASIE index 2–254–> Reserved 255–> Other failure 7.5.10 Multicast configuration commands 7.5.10.1 Multicast configuration request The Multicast Configuration Request command is used to request a GrpID, 8.5.3. The DestID shall be set to the PNCID. The Multicast Configuration Request command shall be formatted as illustrated in Figure 90c. octets: 8



1



2



2



Group address



Action



Length (=9)



Command type



Figure 90c—Multicast configuration request command format The valid values of the Action field are: 0–> Join 1–> Leave 2–255–> Reserved The Group Address field is defined in 7.4.17. 7.5.10.2 Multicast configuration response The Multicast Configuration Response command is used by the PNC to respond to a request for a GrpID, as described in 8.5.3. The SrcID shall be set to the PNCID. The Multicast Configuration Response command shall be formatted as illustrated in Figure 90d. octets: 1



1



8



2



2



Reason code



GrpID



Group address



Length (=10)



Command type



Figure 90d—Multicast configuration response command format The Group Address field is defined in 7.4.17. If the request for an GrpID was successful, the GrpID field is the DEVID, as defined in 7.2.3, that has been assigned by the PNC for the address in the Group Address field. Otherwise, the GrpID field shall be set to zero.
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The valid values of the Reason Code are: 0–> Success 1–> Failure, lack of DEVIDs 2–> Failure, handover in progress 3–> Failure, resources unavailable 4–> Failure, not a valid group address 5–254–> Reserved 255–> Other failure



8. MAC functional description 8.1 Introduction Change the seventh paragraph in 8.1 as shown: An example MSC is shown in Figure 91 that illustrates three two MLME requests and the associated timeouts. In the first case, the request completes before the timeout expires and so the confirm returns with the ResultCode set equal to SUCCESS COMPLETED. In the second case, the requested action completes unsuccessfully before the timer expires and so the confirm primitive is returned with the ResultCode set equal to FAILURE and the ReasonCode indicates the reason for the failure, if known. In the third case, the requested action does not complete before the timeout expires and so the confirm primitive is returned with the ResultCode set equal to FAILURE and the ReasonCode set equal to TIMEOUT. Replace Figure 91 with the following: DME/FCSL



MAC/MLME MLME-XXX.request



ALT



Action completed successfully



RequestTimer (timeout)



MLME-XXX.confirm with ResultCode = SUCCESS



Action completed with error



RequestTimer (timeout)



MLME-XXX.confirm with ResultCode = FAILURE, ReasonCode = 



RequestTimer (timeout) MLME-XXX.confirm with ResultCode = FAILURE, ReasonCode = TIMEOUT



Figure 91—MSC showing examples of primitive timers
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Insert the following paragraphs after Figure 91 in 8.1: Throughout this clause, some of the procedures and MSCs are written as though the optional MLME SAP, 6.3, is exposed and is supported by the MLME. Unless stated otherwise, the procedures initiated by an MLME primitive may also initiated internally in the MAC. For procedures not shown to be initiated by an MLME primitive, the procedure is executed by the MAC without interaction with the DME. For a MAC header to be correctly received by the MAC, the PHY first verifies the HCS. In addition, the MAC header shall have protocol revision supported by the MAC, have a DestID equal to a DEVID, BcstID, McstID, or when applicable the PNCID or UnassocID, and have a PNID equal to the PNID of the piconet with which the DEV is synchronized. Because the FCS validation is not required, it is possible for the MAC header to be correctly received even if the frame is not correctly received. For a frame to be correctly received by the MAC, the MAC header shall be correctly received and the frame payload shall pass the FCS validation. If a DEV correctly receives a frame from an unassociated DEV, it may ignore the frame and may choose not to respond to the frame. If secure membership is required in the piconet and a DEV correctly receives a frame from a DEV that is not a member of the piconet, it shall ignore the frame and shall not respond to the frame, except for the ACK, if the ACK Policy field is set to ImmACK, Imp-ACK, or Dly-ACK Request.



8.2 Starting, maintaining, and stopping piconets 8.2.1 Scanning through channels Change first paragraph in 8.2.1 as shown: All DEVs shall use passive scanning to detect an active piconet. That is, DEVs shall be in receive mode for a period of time in a channel no less than mMinChannelScan, as specified in the MLME-SCAN.request, to look for beacon frames from a PNC. If a particular BSID, PNID, or PNC address to scan for is not specified with an MLME-SCAN.request, open scan is specified in the MLME-SCAN.request, the DEV searches for any beacon frame. If a particular BSID, PNID, or PNC address to scan for is open scan is not specified, the DEV shall ignore all received frames not matching the PNID and BSID parameter or parameters contained in the request. Change third and fourth paragraphs in 8.2.1 as shown: DEVs search for piconets by traversing through all available PHY the indexed channels indicated in the MLME-SCAN. request. A DEV may search the channels in any order as long as all valid channels are contained in the search pattern. The result of a scan shall include information on any parent, child, as described in 8.2.5, or 802.15.3 neighbor, as described in 8.2.6, piconets that were detected. This provides a complete inventory of each channel. While searching, if any frame type other than a beacon frame is received, the searching DEV shall stay in the channel for a minimum of mMinChannelScan from the time of reception of first frame and look for a beacon from the PNC. If the DEV finds only a frame and no beacon it shall report it as a part of the MLMESCAN.confirm primitive. The DEV shall scan all indicated channels to find piconets before returning the scan information via the MLME-SCAN.confirm primitive. The DEV shall only report piconets found due to the reception of a beacon frame as a part of the MLME-SCAN.confirm primitive.
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8.2.2 Starting a piconet Change the first three paragraphs in 8.2.2 as shown: A DEV that is instructed to start a piconet through MLME-START.request, as described in 6.3.3.1, shall try only to start its own piconet and shall not attempt to associate with an existing piconet. The DME shall have recently completed a scan procedure and will have chosen the channel in which to start the piconet. The DME MAC should choose the channel with the least amount of interference to start the piconet based on the results of a recent scan (either DME initiated or MAC initiated) the ChannelRatingList returned in the MLME-SCAN.confirm primitive, as described in 6.3.2.2. Once the MAC has received DME has chosen a channel, it shall issue the MLME-START.request primitive with the chosen channel. The DEV, it shall listen to the channel for mMinChannelScan duration to determine if the channel is still clear. If, at the end of this listening period, the DEV MAC determines that the channel is clear, the DEV, now the PNC, shall commence broadcasting its beacon once every superframe duration. If, however, the DEV determines that the channel is no longer clear, it shall issue an MLMESTART.confirm with a ResultCode indicating a failure to start the piconet. The DME then has options that include sending another MLME-START. request with a different ChannelIndex to start a piconet in a different channel, associating as a regular DEV and requesting the formation of a dependent piconet. When the piconet starts, the PNC allocates an additional DEVID to itself for the purposes of exchanging data with other DEVs that become members of the established piconet. Insert the following paragraph after the fifth paragraph in 8.2.2: If the MAC determines that no channels are available, it will respond with an MLME-START.confirm with a ResultCode of FAILURE and ReasonCode of NO_CHANNELS_AVAILABLE. 8.2.3 PNC handover Change the third paragraph in 8.2.3 as shown: The PNC shall may allocate channel time with the chosen PNC capable DEV as the destination for the purpose of transferring information about the DEVs in the piconet and their current CTRqBs. When the channel time has been allocated, the The PNC shall first send a PNC Information command, as described in 7.5.4.2, to the chosen PNC capable DEV. In the PNC Information command, the PNC shall include all DEVs that are associated in the piconet, including any associated neighbor PNCs, the DEV personality of the PNC, and an entry for the PNCID. Once the PNC has successfully sent this command, it shall then begin sending all of the current channel time requests to the chosen PNC capable DEV using a PNC Handover Information command, as described in 7.5.3.3. Once the PNC has successfully sent the PNC Handover Information command, it shall send a PS Set Information Response command, as described in 7.5.8.2, to the new PNC. The PNC may fragment the PNC Information, PNC Handover Information, and PS Set Information Response commands using the process described in 8.7. Insert the following paragraph after the fifth paragraph in 8.2.3: The current PNC shall not accept any new commands that would change any of the information that will be transferred to the new PNC once the PNC handover process has been initiated. The PNC shall refuse these requests with the Reason Code field set to “Handover in progress” for commands that have this reason code defined. Change the sixth and seventh paragraphs in 8.2.3 as shown: Once the chosen PNC capable DEV has received the required information from the current PND, it shall respond to the current PNC with a PNC Handover Response command, as described in 7.5.3.2. This will
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signal to the current PNC that the chosen PNC capable DEV is ready to take over as the new PNC. After the PNC receives the PNC Handover Response command, it shall place a PNC Handover IE, as described in 7.4.9, in the beacon. Meanwhile the chosen PNC capable DEV, after receiving an ACK to its PNC Handover Response command, will prepare to broadcast its first beacon as the new PNC. The current PNC shall place the PNC Handover IE in the beacon with the Handover Beacon Number field set to the beacon number of the superframe in which the new PNC will send its first beacon. After the PNC receives the PNC Handover Response command with Reason Code field indicating success, it shall place a PNC Handover IE, as described in 7.4.9, in the beacon with the Handover Beacon Number field set to the beacon number of the superframe in which the new PNC will send its first beacon. Upon receiving the PNC Handover IE, the chosen PNC capable DEV will prepare to broadcast its first beacon as the new PNC. After sending the last beacon, the old PNC relinquishes control of the piconet, generates an MLME-PNC-HANDOVER.confirm to its DME, and stops generating beacons. The new PNC shall broadcast its first beacon at the time the beacon would have been sent by the old PNC. This time may vary from the actual time due to clock inaccuracies of the old and new PNCs. The new PNC shall start sending beacons with the time token counter set to one more than the time token of the last beacon that will be sent by the old PNC. The new PNC shall begin using the PNCID as the SrcID for all beacon or command frames transmitted. The new PNC shall use the PNCID or its previously assigned DEVID as the SrcID for all data frames transmitted. When the PNC handover is successful, the association of the remaining DEVs with the piconet is unaffected and hence they are not required to re-associate reassociate with the new PNC. Replace Figure 94 with the following: DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



DEV-3 DME



HandoverTimeout MLME-PNCHANDOVER.ind with Status = STARTED



PNC Handover Request command



Optional and mandatory PNC information transfer



Key ind = indication rsp = response



Optional security information transfer MLME-PNCHANDOVER.rsp



PNC Handover Response command with Reason Code = Success, ready for handover Old PNC beacon with PNC Handover IE



Old PNC beacon with PNC Handover IE New PNC beacon MLME-NEWPNC.ind



New PNC beacon MLME-NEWPNC.ind



Now PNC



MLME-NEWPNC.ind



Now DEV-N



Figure 94—PNC handover MSC
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Insert the following sentence and Figure 94a after Figure 94: The mandatory and optional information transfer for PNC handover is illustrated in Figure 94a. DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



Old PNC optionally creates a stream to target PNC



MLME-DEV-INFO.ind



PNC Information command



Associations



PNC Handover Information command



Streams



PS Information Response command



Power Save sets



Announce command



Multicast Group IE



Key req = request ind = indication rsp = response cfm = confirm



Announce Response command



Figure 94a—Handover information transfer MSC Change the eleventh paragraph in 8.2.3 as shown and insert Figure 94b after this paragraph: In the MSC, the MLME-PNC-HANDOVER.response is sent when the DME is ready for the handover and is not tied to the arrival of the PNC Handover Information commands or PS Set Information Response commands. The DME initiates the handover process using MLME-STOP.request with RequestType set to HANDOVER. This process is illustrated in Figure 94b. The DME may choose the target DEV or DEVs for the handover or allow the PNC to determine the target DEV. If the handover completes successfully, the MLME-STOP.confirm primitive is generated with a ResultCode set to SUCCESS. If the handover does not successfully complete within the time period specified by the DME, the PNC shall perform the PNC shutdown process defined by 8.2.7. After completion of the shutdown process, the MLME-STOP.confirm primitive is generated with the ResultCode set to FAILURE and the ReasonCode set to HANDOVER_FAILED. Change the last paragraph in 8.2.3 as shown: A dependent PNC receiving a parent beacon with a PNC Handover IE may immediately insert the Piconet Parameter Change IE into its beacons with the Change Type field set to MOVE, as described in 7.4.6, and the Superframe Timing field set to zero. A member of a dependent piconet that receives this Piconet Parameter Change IE in the beacon from the dependent PNC shall not transmit after the superframe which has a beacon number equal one less than the Change Beacon Number field in the Piconet Parameter Change IE until it has correctly received a beacon from its PNC, as described in 8.1. This requirement applies to DEVs in independent as well as dependent piconets.
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DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



HandoverTimeout MLME-PNCHANDOVER.ind with Status = STARTED



PNC DME



DEV-3 DME



MLME-STOP.req with RequestType = HANDOVER



PNC Handover Request command



Optional and mandatory PNC information transfer



Key req = request ind = indication rsp = response cfm = confirm



Optional security information transfer MLME-PNCHANDOVER.rsp



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



PNC Handover Response command with Reason Code = Success, ready for handover Old PNC beacon with PNC Handover IE Old PNC beacon with PNC Handover IE MLME-STOP.cfm New PNC beacon



MLME-NEWPNC.ind



New PNC beacon MLME-NEWPNC.ind



Now PNC



MLME-NEWPNC.ind



Now DEV-N



Figure 94b—DME initiated PNC handover After 8.2.3, insert the following subclauses as 8.2.3a and 8.2.3b: 8.2.3a Preliminary handover The Preliminary Handover procedure shall not be used by a dependent PNC. If a DEV has been chosen as next PNC, the PNC shall periodically send handover information to that DEV so that it has the information it needs to take over as PNC. This sending of handover information is known as preliminary handover. In order to send the handover information, the PNC shall send the Handover Request command with the Handover Status field set to Preliminary Handover. The DEV receiving this frame shall only store the information for use at a later time, but not take over as PNC at this time. Information transfer shall take place as shown in Figure 94a. In addition, any security information may be transferred as defined in 9.4.1. When all the information has been received, the next PNC shall send the Handover Response command with Reason Code set to Success, Ready for Handover. The current PNC may issue a handover based on previously transferred information by sending the Handover Request command with the Handover Status field set to Handover Based on Previous Information. Once the chosen PNC capable DEV is prepared to start operating as PNC, it shall respond to the current PNC with a PNC Handover Response command with Reason Code set to Success, Ready for Handover.
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The handover process now proceeds as described in 8.2.3 from the point where the Handover Response command is sent. 8.2.3b Next PNC The Next PNC procedure shall not be used for dependent piconets. Although the PNC will normally attempt to perform a handover when it shuts down or leaves the piconet, this is not always possible. The PNC could be powered off in such a way that handover is not performed. The PNC could also move out of range of the rest of the DEVs in the piconet, or vice versa. In order to avoid the interruption in communication that would occur when the PNC disappears without handover, the PNC may choose a DEV in the piconet to be the next PNC. The PNC should periodically evaluate the PNC capabilities of the members of the piconet and other factors to select a DEV to be the next PNC. In addition to the PNC capabilities field, the PNC should use information provided by the DEVs in the Piconet Channel Status IE, as described in 7.4.21, to determine which potential PNC could best be heard by the other DEVs in the piconet. In the context of the Piconet Channel Status IE, heard means correctly receiving a MAC header. A DEV should continuously determine the DEVs that it can hear while it is in the AWAKE state, as defined in 8.13. If MCTAs are used in the piconet, DEVs that are not extremely power sensitive should listen to all of the uplink MCTAs. The Next PNC IE, as described in 7.4.20, should be periodically announced in the beacon according to the beacon information announcement procedure as defined in 8.6.4. The PNC also selects the Next PNID for the Next PNC IE. The PNC shall select a Next PNID such that it is different from any other PNID that has been detected as described in 8.10.3. If no other DEV in the piconet is PNC capable, the PNC shall set the Next PNC field to zero and the Next PNID field to the current PNID in the Next PNC IE. If a DEV has been chosen as next PNC, the PNC shall periodically perform preliminary handover as defined in 8.2.3a. When the DEV identified as the next PNC fails to detect mMaxLostBeacons+1 consecutive beacons, it shall scan the channel for any frames. Since no frames are transmitted in dynamic CTAs or the CAP if the beacon was not correctly received, the next PNC shall use the presence of any frames from the current piconet as an indication that the beacon is still being transmitted but the next PNC has lost contact with the PNC. In this case the next PNC shall not take over the role of PNC for that piconet. If no MAC headers are correctly received during the 2 superframe duration scan, the next PNC shall begin sending out beacons using the same superframe duration and channel. The process of the next PNC taking over as PNC is known as implicit handover. There is a possibility that the next PNC has left the range of all of the other DEVs in the piconet as opposed to the original PNC going out of range or powering off. The next PNC shall start its beacon after the time it would have expected the beacon from the previous PNC so that if they are both in range of some DEVs, their beacons will not collide. The next PNC should choose a position for the beacon that was unused based on the previous CTAs, to minimize the probability of collision. In order to reduce the possibility of two piconets in close range using the same PNID, the next PNC shall use the announced Next PNID as the PNID of the piconet. DEVs that are not identified as the next PNC should store the Next PNID from the beacon. When the DEVs that are not identified as the next PNC fail to detect mMaxLostBeacons they should start scanning for beacons. If they do not see beacons with the current PNID, but see beacons with the PNID field set to the Next
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PNID and the PNC Address field set to the DEV address that corresponds to the DEVID of the Next PNC, they are automatically associated with that piconet. 8.2.4 Dependent PNC handover Replace Figure 95 with the following:



DEV -2 DME



DEV -2 MA C/MLME



PNC MA C/MLME



PNC DME



DEV -3 MA C/MLME



DEV -3 DME



HandoverTimeout MLME-PNCHA NDOV ER.ind w ith Status = STA RTED



PNC Handover Reques t command Key ind = indication rs p = res pons e



DEV -2 bec omes member of parent pic onet (if not already member)



Optional and mandatory PNC inf ormation transf er



Optional sec urity inf ormation transf er



MLME-PNCHA NDOV ER.rsp



PNC Handover Respons e c ommand w ith Reas on Code = Succ ess , ready f or handov er PNC reques ts isoc h stream modif ic ation, new target ID f or existing Stream Index Old PNC beac on w ith PNC Handov er IE



Old PNC beac on w ith PNC Handov er IE New PNC beac on



New PNC beacon



MLME-NEWPNC.ind



MLME-NEWPNC.ind



Now PNC



Now DEV -N



MLME-NEWPNC.ind



Figure 95—Successful PNC handover in a dependent piconet
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Replace Figure 96 with the following:



DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



DEV-3 DME



HandoverTimeout PNC Handover Request command



DEV-2 fails to become member of parent piconet



PNC Handover Response command with Reason Code = Unable to Join Parent



Original PNC remains PNC of dependent piconet



Figure 96—Failed dependent PNC handover when target DEV fails to join parent piconet
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Replace Figure 97 with the following: DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



DEV-3 DME



HandoverTimeout MLME-PNCHANDOVER.ind with Status = STARTED



PNC Handover Request command Key ind = indication rsp = response



DEV-2 becomes member of parent piconet (if not already member)



Optional and mandatory PNC information transfer



Optional security information transfer



MLME-PNCHANDOVER.rsp



PNC Handover Response command with Reason Code = Success, ready for handover HandoverTimeout PNC requests isoch stream modification, new target ID for existing Stream Index



MLME-PNCHANDOVER.ind with Status = CANCELLED



PNC Handover Request command with Handover Status = Cancelled PNC Handover Response command with Reason Code = Success Original PNC remains PNC of dependent piconet



Figure 97—Failed dependent PNC handover when control for the dependent piconet CTA is handed over in the parent piconet 8.2.5 Child piconet In 8.2.5, delete the third paragraph, which states “If the DEV receives ....” Insert the following paragraph after the seventh paragraph in 8.2.5: The FCSL initiates the formation of a child piconet using an MLME-START.request primitive while a DEV is currently a member of a piconet.
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Replace Figure 99 with the following: DEV DME



DEV MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



DEV Association as member of piconet MLMESTART.req DEV channel time request for a pseudo-static CTA with DEV as SrcID and TrgtID



Piconet initialization procedure



Key req = request cfm = confirm MLMESTART.cfm with ResultCode = SUCCESS



Now Child PNC DME



First beacon with child PNC parameters Now Child PNC MAC/ MLME



Figure 99—MSC for creating a child piconet 8.2.6 Neighbor piconet Change the fourth paragraph in 8.2.6 as shown: If the PNC permits the formation of a neighbor piconet and there is sufficient channel time available, the PNC shall allocate a private CTA using the NbrID as both the source and destination DEVID. After receiving this channel time allocation in the beacon, the DEV DME configures the neighbor PNC parameters using the MLME-START-DEPENDENT.request and confirm primitives, as described in 6.3.3.3 and 6.3.3.4. Insert the following paragraph after the eighth paragraph in 8.2.6: The DME initiates the formation of a neighbor piconet by first using an MLME-ASSOCIATE.request with the NeighborPiconetRequest field set to TRUE. After successfully associating as a neighbor device, the DME uses an MLME-START.request to start neighbor PNC operations.
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Replace Figure 101 with the following: DEV DME



DEV MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



DEV Association as a Neighbor DEVID MLMESTART.req DEV channel time request for a pseudo-static CTA with DEV as SrcID and TrgtID



Piconet initialization procedure



Key req = request cfm = confirm MLMESTART.cfm with ResultCode = SUCCESS



Now Neighbor PNC DME



First beacon with neighbor PNC parameters



Now Neighbor PNC MAC/MLME



Figure 101—MSC for initiating a neighbor piconet 8.2.7 Stopping piconet operations Change the paragraph in 8.2.7 as shown: If the PNC is going to leave the piconet, perhaps due to a shutdown request from a higher layer and there is no DEV capable of taking over as PNC or there is not sufficient time for a handover, the PNC will shut down the piconet operations. The DME may initiate the shutdown piconet operations using an MLMESTOP.request primitive with the RequestType set to SHUTDOWN. 8.2.7.1 Stopping an independent or parent piconet Change the first paragraph in 8.2.7.1 as shown and insert Figure 101a after this paragraph: If the PNC is going to remove itself from the piconet and no other DEVs are capable of taking over as the PNC, the PNC shall place places the PNC shutdown Shutdown IE, as described in 7.4.5, in the beacon. The PNC shall ensure that the shutdown announcement complies with the rules for beacon announcements in 8.6.4. The only exception to this requirement is if the PNC will be shutting down and does not have enough time to wait for the next system wake beacon to complete the handover process. The process of stopping a piconet without handing over is illustrated in Figure 101a.
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DEV-2 M AC/M LM E



PNC M AC/M LM E



PNC DM E



DEV-3 M AC/M LM E



DEV-3 DM E



M LM ESTOP.req with RequestType = SHUTDOW N beacon with PNC Shutdown IE



M LM EDISASSOCIATE.ind



M LM EDISASSOCIATE.ind beacon with PNC Shutdown IE



Key req = request ind = indication cnf = confirm



(final) beacon with PNC Shutdown IE M LM ESTOP.cnf



Figure 101a—MSC for stopping a piconet



8.2.7.2 Parent PNC stopping a dependent piconet Change 8.2.7.2 as shown: If the parent PNC wishes to stop a child piconet, it shall terminate the stream allocated to the child piconet using the isochronous stream termination procedure, as described in 8.5.1.3. If the parent PNC wishes to stop a neighbor piconet, it shall either send a Disassociation Request command, as described in 7.5.1.3, to the neighbor PNC or terminate the stream allocated to the neighbor piconet using the isochronous stream termination procedure, as described in 8.5.1.3. In either case, the dependent PNC shall either change channels, join another piconet as a dependent piconet, or immediately initiate its shutdown procedure, as described in 8.2.7.1. The parent PNC shall listen for the dependent PNC shutdown beacon sequence to determine when the dependent piconet CTA should be removed. The parent PNC may set a maximum time for the completion of the dependent shutdown sequence, after which the CTA will be removed regardless of the completion of the dependent shutdown procedure. In the case of a child piconet, this timeout is set by the MLME while for a neighbor piconet, this time is set via the MLME-DISASSOCIATE. request primitive, as described in 6.3.6.1. If the dependent PNC is a neighbor that is that is not operating a piconet that is not an 802.15.3 piconet, the parent PNC shall provide the same time as it would allow for its own shutdown sequence for the neighbor PNC to cease operations as a dependent piconet of the parent piconet before removing its private CTA.



8.3 Association and disassociation with a piconet 8.3.1 Association In 8.3.1, delete the first paragraph, which states “Prior to the association ....” Change the first sentence of the fourth paragraph in 8.3.1 as shown: The PNC shall acknowledge all correctly received Association Request commands, as described in 8.1, by sending an Imm-ACK frame with the DestID set to the UnassocID.
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Replace Figure 102 with the following: DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



Disassociated and Unsynched



PNC DME



DEV-2 is Disassociated



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



DEV-3 DME



DEV-2 is Disassociated



MLMEASSOCIATE.req SyncTimeout



AssocTimeout



beacon with PNID, BSID, and PNCAddress of target piconet



Association Request command with DEVID = UnassocID, DEV addr = DEV-2 addr Association Response command with DestID= UnassocID, DEVID= 0xzz, DEV addr = DEV-2 addr



Key req = request ind = indication cfm = confirm addr=address ATP



Association Request command with SrcID = 0xzz, DEV addr = DEV-2 addr Imm-ACK MLMEASSOCIATE.ind



MLMEASSOCIATE.cfm



DEV-2 is Associated



Associated



beacon with DEV A ssociation IE, DEVID=0xzz, DEVAddr=DEV-2 Addr, Status=Assoc MLMEASSOCIATE.ind DEV-2 is Associated PNC Information command MLMEDEV-INFO.ind DEV-3 is Associated



Figure 102—MSC of DEV-2 associating Insert the following paragraph and note before the ninth paragraph in 8.3.1, change the ninth paragraph as shown, and insert the new paragraph as shown after the ninth paragraph: When a PNC allows a DEV to associate, it shall assign a DEVID that is unique within the piconet. The first DEVID assigned should be randomly selected by the PNC. The PNC should assign DEVIDs so as to minimize the likelihood of collision with duplicate DEVID assignments within an interfering piconet and should assign the least recently used DEVIDs available. NOTE—A simple method to accomplish these two goals is for the PNC to construct a list of available DEVIDs whenever it starts a new piconet. The first DEVID in the list is selected at random, followed by DEVIDs in monotonically increasing order that wrap around to one after DEVID 0xEC. This minimizes the chance that DEVIDs are duplicated if piconets with identical PNIDs interfere with each other. As DEVIDs become available for reassignment, they are added to the end of the list, which is thereby maintained in least recently used order.
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The device IDs (DEVIDs) shall be assigned in sequence (increasing order) by the PNC except when PNC wishes to use a DEVID that was freed up after a DEV has left the piconet. After the PNC sends a Disassociation Request command, as described in 7.5.1.3, to a DEV, the PNC shall not reuse the same DEVID of that DEV until at least two times the ATP duration for that DEV has passed. The PNC shall ensure that there is only one associated DEV that has been allocated a given DEVID at any given time within the piconet. Similarly any associated DEV shall be allocated only one DEVID. The only exception to this is the PNC itself. The DEV serving as the PNC shall have two values of DEVID associated with it. With the exception of the device that contains the PNC, there shall be a one-to-one correspondence between a DEV’s device address and its assigned DEVID. The DEV that contains the PNC shall be assigned two DEVIDs: the The PNCID shall be assigned to the PNC function within the DEV and the other value of the DEVID shall be for use for all of the non-PNC traffic. When there is a coordination handover, as described in 8.2.3, the new PNC assumes the PNCID. The former PNC shall continue to use its non-PNCID DEVID for its non-PNC traffic. Hence the PNC is seen as two logical operational entities within the same DEV. A DEVID released as a result of disassociation (see 8.3.4) shall not be reassigned until twice the disassociated DEV’s association timeout period (ATP) has elapsed. 8.3.2 Piconet services Replace Figure 103 with the following: DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



DEV-2 association process, Piconet Services Inquiry field set to one in the Association Request command with the SrcId set to the newly assigned DEVID. Association is successful, DEV-2 assigned DEVID = 0xzz



MLMEPICONETSERVICES.ind



Piconet Services command



Key ind = indication



Figure 103—PNC sending the Piconet Services command to a newly associated DEV in response to a request in the association process



Change the third paragraph in 8.3.2 as shown and insert Figure 103a after this paragraph: DEVs that are members of the piconet may place their own Piconet Services IE in the PNC’s record of piconet services by sending the Piconet Services IE to the PNC using the Announce command. The PNC then sends an Announce command with DestID set to the BcstID containing the Piconet Services IE that it has added to its internal record of piconet services. If the PNC supports this capability, it retains the Piconet Services IEs of DEVs that have been sent to the PNC via the Announce command. The PNC will only save Piconet Services IEs for which it has space. Thus it is possible that the PNC would not retain a DEV’s Piconet Services IE. After a DEV disassoicates disassociates from the piconet, the PNC shall delete the DEV’s Piconet Services IE from its own record. The process of sending a Piconet Services IE to the PNC is illustrated in Figure 103a.
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DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



DEV-3 DME



MLMEANNOUNCESERVICE.req RequestTimeout



Announce Request command with Piconet Services IE PNC optionally saves Piconet Services IE Announce Response command



MLMEANNOUNCESERVICE.cfm with ResultCode = SUCCESS



MLMEPICONETSERVICES.ind



Key req = request ind = indication cfm = confirm



PNC aware of added service Announce Request command with DestID = BcstID and with provided Piconet Services IE



MLMEPICONETSERVICES.ind DEV-3 aware of added service



Figure 103a—DEV sending the Piconet Services IE to the PNC Change the fourth paragraph in 8.3.2 as shown and insert Figure 103b after this paragraph: If a DEV sends a Probe Request command to the PNC requesting the Piconet Services IE, the PNC responds with Probe Response commands that contain all of the Piconet Services IEs that it has in its internal record. If a DEV has not provided a Piconet Services IE to the PNC, the PNC sends the Piconet Services IE in the Probe Response command with the DEVID, a zero Vendor OUI and zero length Piconet Services field. If the PNC did not have enough space to save the Piconet Services IE that a DEV provided, it shall send in the Probe Response command a Piconet Services IE with length 1, i.e., it only contains the DEVID. If the PNC does not support the Piconet Services IE or if its policy is not to broadcast the Piconet Services IE, it shall respond to the request with a Piconet Services IE with length 2, the DEVID field set to the PNCID, and the OUI field set to the appropriate value, 7.4.16. The process of requesting the Piconet Services IEs from the PNC is illustrated Figure 103b.
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DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



MLMEPICONETSERVICES.req RequestTimeout Key req = request cfm = confirm



Probe Request command requesting Piconet Services IEs Probe Response command with Piconet Services IEs



MLMEPICONETSERVICES.cfm with ResultCode = SUCCESS



Figure 103b—DEV requesting Piconet Services IEs from the PNC 8.3.3 Broadcasting piconet information Insert the following sentence at the end of the paragraph in 8.3.3: The DEV Info field for the PNCID shall contain the same information as the DEV Info field for the PNC’s DEV personality with the exception of the DEVID field, which shall be set to the PNCID. 8.3.4 Disassociation Insert the following paragraphs after the third paragraph in 8.3.4: If the DEV is STP capable, as indicated by the STP bit in its Capability IE, and is the originator of any allocated streams, it shall send an Announce command that includes the Stream Renew IE to reset the STP of all its streams. This command will also reset the ATP of the DEV. If the DEV supports reporting the Piconet Channel Status, as defined in 8.2.3b, it should include the Piconet Channel Status IE in the Announce command sent to the PNC that is used to reset the ATP. Change the fourth paragraph in 8.3.4 as shown: If the beacons from the PNC are not received by the DEV for longer than the ATP, the DEV shall consider itself disassociated from the piconet and may try to associate again. The DEV notifies the DME that the ATP expired using the MLME-ATP-EXPIRED.ind MLME-DISASSOCIATE.ind primitive with the ReasonCode set to DEV_ATP_EXPIRED. In addition, if an associated DEV receives a broadcast PNC Information command from the PNC that is missing its DEV Info field, i.e., none of the DEV Info fields, 7.5.4.2, contains its DEV address, the DEV shall consider itself disassociated from the piconet. Change the last sentence of the sixth paragraph in 8.3.4 as shown: The PNC will also remove the disassociated DEV from any PS sets and multicast groups that it has joined and shall delete the Piconet Services IE, if any, for that DEV from its internal storage.
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Insert the following paragraph after the sixth paragraph in 8.3.4: If the DEV is disassociated, the PNC shall terminate all of the streams allocated to the disassociated DEV with its DEVID as either the SrcID or DestID. The PNC follows the process described in 8.5.1.3 except that it does not send any of the commands that would have had the disassociated DEV as the destination. Replace Figure 104 with the following: DEV-2 DME



PNC MAC/MLME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME Associated



PNC DME



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



DEV-2 is Associated



MLMEDISASSOCIATE.req MLMEDISASSOCIATE.cfm



Disassociation Request command Reason Code = DEV Leaving Piconet



Disassociated



DEV-3 DME



DEV-2 is Associated



Key req = request ind = indication cfm = confirm



MLMEDISASSOCIATE.ind DEV-2 is Disassociated



beacon with DEV Association IE, DEVID=DEV-2, status=disassociated



MLMEDISASSOCIATE.ind DEV-2 is Disassociated



Figure 104—DEV initiated disassociation MSC Replace Figure 105 with the following: DEV-2 MAC/M LM E



DEV-2 DME Associated



M LMEDISASSOCIATE.ind



PNC DM E



PNC M AC/MLM E



DEV-3 M AC/MLME



DEV-2 is Associated



DEV-3 DM E



DEV-2 is Associated



DEV-2 ATP



Disassociation Request com mand with ReasonCode = ATP Expired



MLMEDISASSOCIATE.ind



Key ind = indication



DEV-2 is Disassociated



Disassociated



beacon with DEV Association IE, DEVID=DEV-2, status=disassociated



M LMEDISASSOCIATE.ind DEV-2 is Disassociated



Figure 105—PNC initiated disassociation MSC



8.4 Channel access Insert the following paragraph after Figure 106: Contention access methods are used in contention periods (CPs). The CPs defined for this standard are the CAP and contention access CTAs, which are defined to be association MCTAs, association CTAs, open MCTAs and open CTAs.
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8.4.1 Interframe space (IFS) Change the second and third paragraphs in 8.4.1 as shown: All Imm-ACK frames, frames sent as a response frame for Imp-ACK, and Dly-ACK frames shall start transmission over the medium a SIFS duration after the end of the transmission of the previous frame which requested the ACK. A MIFS duration shall be allowed in the CTA between a frame and the next successive frame transmitted over the medium if the first frame either had the ACK Policy field set to either no-ACK or Dly-ACK. The IFS between all received Imm-ACK frames and Dly-ACK frames and the next frame transmitted over the medium shall be no less than a SIFS. The IFS in a CTA between a frame and the next frame transmitted over the medium by the same DEV if the first frame had the ACK Policy field set to either noACK or Dly-ACK shall be no less than a MIFS. During the CTAP, all DEVs shall use an IFS no less than a RIFS for retransmissions. During the CAP a CP, however, the retransmissions shall follow the CAP rules described in 8.4.2. The rules for acknowledgment and retransmissions are described in 8.8. The interframe space requirement for the beacon is ensured by the location of the CTAs, which is determined by the PNC, as described in 8.4.3.6. Change the title of 8.4.2 as shown: 8.4.2 Carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) Contention based channel access Change the first paragraph in 8.4.2 as shown: The basic medium access mechanism during the CAP is carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). The CSMA/CA contention method is also used for open CTAs and association CTAs. The PNC controls the type of data or commands that may be sent in the CAP via the CAP Control bits in the Piconet Mode field of the Piconet Synchronization Parameters field, as described in 7.3.1, in the beacon. A DEV shall only send frames of the type indicated by the Piconet Mode field in the beacon for the current superframe. The CAP Control bits in the Piconet Mode field may be changed by the PNC from superframe to superframe. Insert the following paragraph after the first paragraph in 8.4.2: Association CTAs are CTAs that have the SrcID set to the UnassocID and the DestID set to the PNCID. Association CTAs shall only be used to send Association Request commands to the PNC. Open CTAs are CTAs that have the SrcID set to the BcstID and the DestID set to a valid DEVID including GrpIDs, the McstID, and the BcstID. Open CTAs may be used to send either commands or data to the DEV or DEVs indicated by the DestID. Change the third, fourth, and fifth paragraphs in 8.4.2 as shown: During the CAP a CP, a DEV is allowed to transmit one frame at a time with backoff being applied to every frame attempted during the CAP CP, except for the Imm-ACK frame. The PNC may send a command a SIFS following the Imm-ACK of a frame in the CAP a CP or following a frame with ACK Policy field set to no-ACK in the CAP a CP. In this case, the PNC is not required to perform the backoff procedure before sending its frame. In no case shall a DEV or the PNC extend its transmissions that started during the CAP a CP past the end of that CAP into the CTAP. If an Imm-ACK is expected for that frame, the remaining time in the CAP CP needs to be long enough to accommodate the current frame, 2 SIFS times and the Imm-ACK frame at the same PHY rate as the transmitted frame. If there is insufficient time remaining in the CAP CP for the entire frame exchange sequence, then the DEV or the PNC shall not commence transmission of the frame.
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The following backoff procedure shall be performed when sending frames (other than Imm-ACK) during the CAP a CP. Change the seventh paragraph in 8.4.2 as shown: The backoff time in the CAP a CP is measured at the air interface and indicates when a DEV may begin transmitting data. The DEV first waits a BIFS duration, as described in 8.4.1, from when the medium is determined to be idle before beginning the backoff algorithm. At the beginning of the CAP, the DEV may begin the backoff algorithm a SIFS after the end of the beacon transmission. If the PNC indicates that it is using an extended beacon, as described in 8.6.2, then the DEV shall wait until a SIFS after the last Announce command sent by the PNC as a part of the extended beacon before beginning the backoff procedure. At the beginning of a contention access CTA, the DEV may begin the backoff algorithm at the start time of the CTA. Change the last two paragraphs in 8.4.2 as shown: The backoff counter shall also be suspended outside of the CAP a CP duration. The backoff counter shall also be suspended if there is not enough time remaining in the CAP a CP for the DEV to send the frame. Note that the backoff counter is not maintained across superframes and is not reset with each beacon. A DEV shall choose a new backoff_count at the start of every CP. If the total time elapsed since the frame was queued for transmission has exceeded the transmission timeout specified for the frame, the backoff counter shall be reset and the attempted transmission shall be cancelled. When a directed frame is transmitted and the expected ACK is not correctly received by the DEV, as described in 8.1, the retry_count shall be incremented but shall not be set to more than 3. The backoff_count shall then be set to bw_random(retry_count). If the maximum number of retries for that frame has not been exceeded, the backoff procedure is again resumed. 8.4.3 Channel time allocation period channel access 8.4.3.1 Channel time allocations (CTA) Change the first paragraph in 8.4.3.1 as shown: The PNC divides the CTAP into channel time allocations (CTAs). A DEV that is givegiven a directed CTA is guaranteed that no other DEVs will compete for the channel during the indicated time duration of the CTA. A DEV with a CTA may or may not make use of all the allocated time duration within the CTA. The selection of a stream, command, or asynchronous data for transmission during a CTA is determined locally by the DEV depending on the number of pending frames and the value of their User Priority prioritiesfields. See A.1b.1 A.1.2.1 for more information on priority management. Insert the following sentence at the end of the fourth paragraph in 8.4.3.1: If the PNC is unable to spread out the allocations, as described in D1.1.4, it should deny the channel time request.
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Change the sixth paragraph in 8.4.3.1 as shown: Pseudo-static CTAs shall be allocated only for isochronous streams and shall not be sub-rate allocations, as described in 7.5.6.1. If the PNC needs to change the duration or location of a pseudo-static CTA within the superframe, it shall change the corresponding CTA blocks in the beacon. The PNC shall not create any new CTAs for other stream indicies indices that overlap with the old time interval of the pseudo-static CTAs for mMaxLostBeacons number of superframes. However, the PNC may overlap the old and new time intervals of the same pseudo-static psuedo-static CTA within a superframe as it does not create the possibility of frame collisions. If the PNC sees the transmission of a PDU during the new allocation by the source of the old allocation before the expiration of mMaxLostBeacons number of superframes, the PNC may reuse the old allocation for another pair of DEVs. When the source DEV of a pseudo-static CTA receives a beacon with the new CTA, it shall cease using the old CTA and begin using the new CTA. When the destination DEV of a pseudo-static CTA receives a beacon with the new CTA, it shall begin receiving during the new CTA and may also receive during the old CTA. Insert the following paragraph after the sixth paragraph in 8.4.3.1: If the PNC needs to simultaneously change the positions of one or more of the CTAs in the superframe, including pseudo-static CTAs, the PNC may place the Piconet Parameter Change IE in the beacon with the Change Type field set to MOVE and the Superframe Duration field set to zero. After the superframe with the beacon number equal to the value in the Change Beacon Number field in the Piconet Parameter Change IE, a DEV shall not transmit until the DEV successfully receives a beacon with a beacon number greater than or equal to the value in the Change Beacon Number field in the Piconet Parameter Change IE. Insert the following paragraph after the eighth paragraph in 8.4.3.1: The PNC may allocate CTAs with the SrcID set to the BcstID. These CTAs are referred to as either open CTAs or open MCTAs, depending on the stream index, and use contention based channel access instead of TDMA. The type of contention access that is used is indicated by the Stream Index field in the CTA block. A stream index set to the asynchronous stream index indicates that CSMA/CA is used while the MCTA stream index indicates that slotted aloha is used. A DEV may request that the PNC modify the frequency and duration of the open CTAs or open MCTAs by sending a Channel Time Request command, as described in 7.5.6.1, to the PNC with the DestID set to the BcstID and the stream index set to the MCTA index. The CTA Rate Factor field, CTA Rate Type field, CTRq TU field, and Minimum Number of TUs field shall be set by the DEV to the desired duration and frequency requested for the open CTA allocation. The PNC is not required to allocate open CTAs or open MCTAs in the manner requested by a DEV; rather it may use this information to determine the frequency and duration of open CTAs or open MCTAs that it allocates. A DEV may modify its request for open CTAs or open MCTAs by sending another Channel Time Request command to the PNC with new parameters. A DEV is not allowed to terminate either an open CTA or an open MCTA. However, a DEV requests zero time for open CTAs or open MCTA by sending a Channel Time Request command to the PNC with the Minimum Number of TUs field set to zero. Change the ninth paragraph in 8.4.3.1 as shown: The More Data bit, as described in 7.2.1.6, in the Frame Control field is set to one to indicate that the source DEV could be sending more frames in the CTA. In order to save power at the destination DEV, a source DEV may indicate that it will not use the remaining time in the current CTA by setting the More Data bit to zero. The source DEV may retransmit a frame with More Data set to zero for which an ACK was expected but was not received. If the destination DEV receives a frame with the More Data bit set to zero with an ACK Policy other than no-ACK field set to Imm-ACK, Dly-ACK or Dly-ACK Request, it should continue to listen for an implementation-dependent time after sending the ACK frame an acknowledgment to make sure that the source DEV is not going to retransmit the frame because it did not receive the ACK. The source DEV may choose to send a zero length frame with the More Data bit set to zero when it has no more frames to send in a CTA.
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8.4.3.2 Channel time allocation (CTA) and channel time usage Change the third paragraph in 8.4.3.2 as shown: When a source DEV has a frame of any type for a destination DEV, the source DEV may send it during any CTA for that source DEV and destination DEV pair or to use the CAP to communicate that frame. The source DEV may also send a frame to a destination DEV in any CTA assigned to that source even if the destination DEV is different from that that indicated in the CTA block, provided the source DEV has determined that the destination DEV will be receiving in that CTA, as described in 7.4.11. The stream index in a transmitted frame shall be one of: —



The asynchronous stream index, as defined in 7.2.5



—



The MCTA stream index, as defined in 7.2.5



—



An established stream from the source DEV to the destination DEV



Change the fifth paragraph in 8.4.3.2 as shown: In any superframe there may be one or more DEVs in the piconet that receives the beacon in error. This may not happen to the same DEV all the time but may happen to different DEVs at different times depending upon their location and type of interference to which they are subjected. If a DEV did not receive the beacon, it shall not transmit during the CAP or during any MCTA or dynamic CTA, except to ACK a directed frame sent to the DEV with the ACK Policy field set to either one of Imm-ACK, Imp-ACK, or Dly-ACK Request. DEVs with pseudo-static CTAs are allowed to transmit during these CTAs as long as the number of consecutive lost beacons is less than or equal to mMaxLostBeacons. A DEV shall stop transmitting in its pseudo-static CTA when the number of consecutive lost beacons exceeds mMaxLostBeacons. If a DEV that is the destination of a pseudo-static CTA misses a beacon, it should listen for the entire duration of the superframe in case the pseudo-static CTA is in the process of being moved. Any DEV that misses a beacon may also listen for the entire duration of the superframe to receive frames for which it is the destination. 8.4.3.3 Management CTAs Change the first sentence of the first paragraph in 8.4.3.3 as shown: Management CTAs (MCTAs) are identical to CTAs except that the PNCID is either the SrcID or the DestID in the CTA and that have the stream index is set to the MCTA stream index, as described in 7.2.5. Change the second paragraph in 8.4.3.3 as shown: An open MCTA is one where the SrcID is the BcstID, as described in 7.2.3, and the DestID is set to a valid DEVID including GrpIDs, the McstID, and the BcstID. Any DEV that is associated in the piconet may attempt to send a command frame to the PNC the DEV or DEVs that are indicated in the DestID in an open MCTA. An MCTA with the UnassocID as the SrcID is an association MCTA. Any DEV not currently associated in the piconet may attempt to send an Association Request command to the PNC in an association MCTA. Association Request commands shall not be sent in open MCTAs. Likewise, only Association Request commands shall be sent in association MCTAs. Open MCTAs with the DestID set to the PNCID enable the PNC to service a large number of DEVs with low MCTA requirements by using a minimum number of MCTAs. When there are few DEVs in a piconet, it might be more efficient to use MCTAs assigned to a DEV instead of using an open MCTA. Open MCTAs in which the DestID is not the PNCID are used by DEVs to send frames to other DEVs without having to request channel time.
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Change the title of 8.4.3.4 as shown: 8.4.3.4 Slotted-aloha access for open and association MCTAs Change the first paragraph in 8.4.3.4 as shown: Slotted aloha is the access mechanism used for contention access in an open MCTA or an association MCTA. The access to an open or association MCTA shall be controlled by a contention window CWa maintained by each DEV. The contention window shall be derived from the number a, where a is the number of retransmission attempts made by the DEV. For the first access attempt, a shall be set to zero. The size of the contention window, CWa, is defined as follows: After 8.4.3.7, insert the following subclause as 8.4.3.8: 8.4.3.8 Relinquishing CTA time to another DEV The PNC gives transmit control to the DEV that is the SrcID of a CTA for the duration of the CTA. The DEV that has transmit control in a CTA may, subject to the restrictions in this subclause, relinquish the remaining time in a CTA to another DEV. The DEV that relinquishes the channel time is referred to as the originating DEV while the DEV that is given the transmit control of the time in the CTA is referred to as the target DEV. The DEV that is the SrcID of the CTA begins the CTA with transmit control for the CTA. The originating DEV relinquishes the remaining time in the CTA to a target DEV by setting the CTA Relinquish bit in the header of a frame which has the DestID set to the DEVID of the target DEV. Transmit control of the CTA can only be exchanged between the source DEV of the CTA and the destination DEV(s). If there are multiple destination DEVs for the CTA, transmit control may be given to any one of them. The originating DEV should not initiate a CTA relinquish procedure unless it has determined that the receiving DEV has set the CTA Relinquish supported bit to one in the DEV Capabilities as defined in (7.4.11) A DEV that receives transmit control of a CTA keeps control until the CTA end time or until it relinquishes the transmit control back to source DEV of the CTA. The target DEV, after listening for an mCTARelinquishTimeout following reception of a frame with the CTA Relinquish bit set, may send a data frame to any potential DestID of the CTA. The target DEV listens to verify that the originating DEV is not retrying the frame that had the Relinquish CTA bit set. If the DEV relinquishing time in a CTA does not correctly receive a header, as described in 8.1, from the DEV to which it relinquished the CTA within mCTARelinquishTimeout time, it shall maintain transmission control of the channel. The CTA Relinquish procedure shall not be used in the CAP or in any contention CTA. Any DEV that is responding to frames in a CTA may set the more-data bit in the header of an Imm-ACK frame or data frame to indicate to the current CTA transmit control owner that they would like to get a transmission opportunity. The current CTA transmit control owner may choose to relinquish the CTA, send a frame with an Implied ACK request, or to ignore the request. If the DEV that has transmit control of the CTA wishes to relinquish the CTA and has no data to send, it may set the CTA Relinquish bit in an Imm-ACK frame. The same rules apply as when the CTA Relinquish bit is used in a data frame. The target of a CTA relinquish shall relinquish the CTA only to DEV that is SrcID of the CTA. The current CTA transmit control owner shall always initiate the relinquish frame exchange.
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Figure 113a illustrates the process of relinquishing transmit control to another DEV in the piconet.



DEV-1



DEV-2



DEV-3



CTA transmit control Data frame with CTA relinquish = 1 and ACK Policy = Imp-ACK Imm-ACK mCTARelinquishTimeout



CTA transmit control Data frame with ACK Policy = Imp-ACK Data frame with ACK Policy = Imp-ACK Data frame with relinquish and ACK Policy = Imm-ACK



Imm-ACK



Imm-ACK mCTARelinquishTimeout



CTA transmit control



Figure 113a—Message sequence chart for relinquishing CTA time when the target DEV has data to send



8.5 Channel time management 8.5.1 Isochronous stream management Insert the following paragraphs after the third paragraph in 8.5.1: The StreamGrpID parameter of the MLME-CREATE-STREAM.request and MLME-MODIFYSTREAM.request primitives allows a DME to define associations between streams for the purpose of sharing channel time. When a StreamGrpID other than zero is assigned, a CTA should be shared fairly amongst all streams within the group associated with the StreamGrpID. The DME is responsible for assigning unique StreamGrpIDs for stream groups. The PNC may split a super-rate allocation into more CTAs than required to satisfy the CTA Rate Factor and may also split a sub-rate allocation into more than one CTA in the same superframe. A DEV may request the creation (and subsequent modification and termination) of allocations, isochronous and asynchronous, in which the DestID is the PNCID. Likewise, the PNC may create allocations, both
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isochronous and asynchronous, in which the SrcID is the PNCID. However, while these allocations are transferred in the PNC handover process, the purpose for the allocations might be lost when the DEV that is the PNC changes. The PNC shall only allocate multiple CTAs per superframe if the time allocated for each CTA is no more than one CTRq TU different from any of the other CTAs allocated for that stream. 8.5.1.1 Isochronous stream creation Change the first item in the dashed list of the second paragraph in 8.5.1.1 as shown: —



The Stream Index field is set to an unused value other than the asynchronous stream index. This indicates to indicate that the isochronous stream has been allocated channel time. The PNC should assign the least recently used stream index available.



Change the fourth paragraph in 8.5.1.1 as shown: The PNC shall announce the creation of all pseudo-static streams and of all sub-rate streams. It shall also announce creation of a streams for which the destination DEV, or any intended destination DEV in the case of broadcast and multicast streams, is in power save mode. The PNC shall make the announcement with the CTA Status IE, as described in 7.4.10, using the beacon information announcement mechanism, as described in 8.6.4. The PNC shall issue the initial CTA for the stream in the superframe indicated in the CTA Status IE. Change the fifth paragraph in 8.5.1.1 as shown below: The CTA Status IE shall have the stream index of the new allocation, and the CTRq Control field and CTA Rate Factor field from the corresponding Channel Time Request command, and the CTA Sub-Rate field set appropriately, 7.4.10. In addition, the PNC shall allocate the first CTA of the stream in the superframe with the beacon number, as described in 7.3.1.1, indicated by the Start Beacon Number field of the CTA Status IE. Change the tenth paragraph in 8.5.1.1 as shown below: DEVs perform multicast negotiations at a higher layer. A DEV may set up a multicast stream either by using a GrpID assigned by the PNC, as described in 8.5.3, or by using the McstID. A DEV sets up a multicast stream at the request of the upper layer by sending a request to the PNC for a stream with the multicast ID as the destination. A DEV enables reception of a multicast stream that has the DestID set to the McstID by using with the MLME-MULTICAST-RX-SETUP.request. This primitive tells the MAC to receive frames from a particular source DEV with the DestD DestID set to the McstID and with the stream index specified in the primitive MLME. A DEV enables the reception of multicast traffic addressed to the GrpID by joining a multicast group, as described in 8.5.3. Change the eleventh paragraph in 8.5.1.1 as shown below (splitting into two paragraphs): If the target DEV is in either DSPS or APS mode and is part of the same SPS Set as the channel time request, and the PNC grants the allocation, the PNC shall respond with a Channel Time Response command with a Reason Code of SUCCESS. Neither the originator nor the target DEV need to change PM modes for the stream to be allocated. However, if the target DEV is either in DSPS mode and is not part of the same SPS Set as the channel time request or in APS mode, and the PNC grants the channel time request, the PNC shall set the Reason Code in the Channel Time Response command to “Success, DEV in PS mode.” The PNC shall place the PCTM IE in the beacon with a bit set for the target DEV, as described in 7.4.8.
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Insert the following paragraph after the fourteenth paragraph (i.e., “If the PNC does not receive...”) in 8.5.1.1: An STP capable DEV shall renew its allocated streams at least once every ATP by sending an Announce command with the Stream Renew IE to the PNC containing the stream index of every stream that the originator wants to keep. Streams that have been modified within the current ATP may be omitted from the Stream Renew IE sent during the same ATP. Replace Figure 114 with the following: DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



MLME-CREATESTREAM.req



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



DEV-3 DME



Key req = request ind = indication cfm = confirm



RequestTimeout Channel Time Request command Resources available Channel Time Response command with Reason Code = Success MLME-CREATESTREAM.cfm Stream to DEV-3



beacon with DEV-2 requested stream CTA or CTA Status IE for stream



MLME-CREATESTREAM.ind Stream from DEV-2



Figure 114—MSC for creating a DEV-2 to DEV-3 stream Replace Figure 115 with the following: DEV-2 FCSL



DEV-2 M AC/M LME



PNC M AC/M LM E



PNC FCSL



DEV-3 M AC/M LM E



DEV-3 FCSL



M LME-CREATESTREAM .req RequestTim eout Channel Time Request com m and



Key req = request cfm = confirm



Resources unavailable



M LM E-CREATESTREAM .cfm



Channel Tim e Response com m and with Reason Code = Channel Tim e Unavailable



Figure 115—MSC for a denied DEV-2 to DEV-3 stream In 8.5.1.1, delete Figure 116 and the associated paragraph, which states “Figure 116 illustrates ....”
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8.5.1.2 Isochronous stream modification Insert the following note after the third paragraph in 8.5.1.2: NOTE—If a request is rejected, the Available Number of TUs is calculated using the CTRq TU associated with the last accepted request. Only if the request is accepted will the CTRq TU size for an exiting stream be modified.



Change the fourth paragraph in 8.5.1.2 as shown: The PNC shall announce the modification of those all streams for which the destination DEV, or any intended destination DEV in the case of broadcast and multicast streams, is in power save mode. The PNC shall announce the modification of those streams for which one or more of the PM CTRq Type, CTA Rate Type, and the CTA Rate Factor fields are modified. The PNC shall make the announcement with the CTA Status IE, as described in 7.4.10, using the beacon information announcement mechanism, as described in 8.6.4. The PNC shall issue the first modified CTA for the stream in the superframe indicated in that IE. If the target DEV is in DSPS mode, the PNC shall also allocate an uplink MCTA in the same superframe as when the CTA is first allocated with the DSPS DEV as the source and the PNC as the destination that is long enough to handle a PM Mode Change command, a Channel Time Request command with 4 isochronous CTRqBs, and the associated Imm-ACKs and SIFSs. Insert the following paragraph after the eighth paragraph in 8.5.1.2: If the DEV is STP capable, a request to modify a stream will reset the STP of that stream. Replace Figure 117 with the following: DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



Stream to DEV-3



Stream from DEV-2



MLME-MODIFYSTREAM.req RequestTimeout



DEV-3 DME



Key req = request cfm = confirm



Channel Time Request command Resources available Channel Time Response command with Reason Code = Success



MLME-MODIFYSTREAM.cfm Modified Stream to DEV-3



beacon with requested change in CTA or CTA Status IE for stream



Stream from DEV-2



Figure 117—MSC for modifying a stream
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Replace Figure 118 with the following: DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



Stream to DEV-3



DEV-3 DME



Stream from DEV-2



MLME-MODIFYSTREAM.req RequestTimeout



Key req = request cfm = confirm



Channel Time Request command Resources unavailable Channel Time Response command with Reason Code = Channel Time Unavailable



MLME-MODIFYSTREAM.cfm



Figure 118—MSC for a denied stream modification Replace Figure 119 with the following: DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



DEV-3 DME



Pseudo-Static CTA with Stream Index = SI, SrcID = DestID = DEV-2



RequestTimeout



Channel Time Request command with Target ID List = DEV-3 Stream Index = SI DEV-3 is member of parent piconet or is an associated neighbor PNC Channel Time Response command with Reason Code = Success beacon, CTA block with Stream Index = SI, SrcID = DestID = DEV-3 Pseudo-Static CTA with Stream Index = SI, SrcID = DestID = DEV-3



Figure 119—MSC for the handing over control of a private, pseudo-static CTA



8.5.1.3 Isochronous stream termination Change the second paragraph in 8.5.1.3 as shown: The PNC, upon receiving a Channel Time Request command from a DEV requesting stream termination, shall respond with an Imm-ACK. In the case where the originating DEV is requesting a stream termination, the PNC shall then notify the target DEV of the termination via a null CTA block CTA Status IE in the
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beacon. The CTA Status IE shall have the stream index set to the value of the terminated stream and the Terminate bit set to indicate that the stream was terminated, as described in 7.4.10. The PNC shall ensure that the CTA Status IE announcements comply with the rules for beacon announcements in 8.6.4. The null CTA block shall appear in at least mMinBeaconInfoRepeat consecutive beacons. For CTAs that were not allocated every beacon, i.e. sub-rate CTAs, the first null CTA block shall be placed starting in the beacon when the next CTA would have been allocated. A null CTA block has the stream index, SrcID and DestID set to the appropriate values with zero values for the CTA location and CTA duration, 7.4.1. Figure 120 illustrates the MSC for termination of a stream by a source DEV Replace Figure 120 with the following: DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



Stream n to DEV-3 MLMETERMINATESTREAM.req RequestTimeout



Stream n to DEV-3 Terminated



DEV-3 DME



Stream n from DEV-2



Channel Time Request command with all TU fields = 0, Stream Index = n Deallocate Resources for Stream Index n



MLMETERMINATESTREAM.cfm



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



Channel Time Response command with all TU fields = 0, Stream Index = n, Reason Code = Success



beacon with CTA Status IE, Terminate bit = 1, Stream Index = n



Key req = request ind = indication cfm = confirm



MLMETERMINATESTREAM.ind Stream n from DEV-2 Terminated



Figure 120—MSC of source DEV-2 requesting termination of its stream
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Replace Figure 121 with the following: DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC DME



PNC MAC/MLME



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



Stream n to DEV-3



DEV-3 DME



Stream n from DEV-2



Key req = request ind = indication cfm = confirm



Channel Time Request command with all TU fields=0, Stream Index = n



MLMETERMINATESTREAM.req RequestTimeout



Deallocate Resources for Stream Index n



MLMETERMINAT ESTREAM.in d



Channel Time Response command with all TU fields =0,Stream Index = n, Reason Code = Stream terminated by target DEV



Channel Time Response command with all TU fields =0, Stream Index = n, Reason Code = Success



MLMETERMINATESTREAM.cfm Stream n from DEV-2 Terminated



beacon with CTA Status IE, Terminate bit = 1, Stream Index = n



Stream n to DEV-3 Terminated



Figure 121—MSC of target DEV-3 requesting termination of source DEV-2’s stream



Change the fourth paragraph in 8.5.1.3 as shown: In the case where the PNC decides to terminate an originating DEV’s stream, the PNC shall notify the source DEV via a Channel Time Response command and the target DEV via a CTA Status IE in the beacon. The CTA Status IE shall have the stream index set to the value of the terminated stream and the Terminate bit set to indicate that the stream was terminated, as described in 7.4.10. The PNC shall ensure that the CTA Status IE announcements comply with the rules for beacon announcements in 8.6.4. null CTA in at least mMinBeaconInfoRepeat consecutive beacons. For CTAs that were not allocated every beacon, e.g. sub-rate CTAs, the first null CTA block shall be placed starting in the beacon where the next CTA would have occured. Figure 122 illustrates the termination of a source DEV’s stream by the PNC.
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Replace Figure 122 with the following: DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC DME



PNC MAC/MLME



Stream n to DEV-3



DEV-3 MAC/MLME Stream n from DEV-2



Deallocate Resources for Stream Index n



Key ind = indication



beacon with CTA Status IE, Terminate bit = 1, Stream Index = n



MLMETERMINATESTREAM.ind with Reason Code = TERMINATED _BY_PNC



DEV-3 DME



MLMETERMINATESTREAM.ind



Channel Time Response command with Reason Code = Stream terminated by PNC



Stream n from DEV-2 Terminated



Stream n to DEV-3 Terminated



Figure 122—MSC of PNC terminating a stream Insert the following paragraph after the fourth paragraph in 8.5.1.3: If the originator of a stream is STP capable, the PNC may terminate any stream that has not been renewed within the ATP of the originator of the stream. If the PNC terminates the stream, it shall use the stream termination procedure described in this subclause for the PNC terminating a stream with the Reason Code in the Channel Time Response command set to “STP expired.” 8.5.2 Asynchronous channel time reservation and termination 8.5.2.1 Asynchronous channel time reservation Replace Figure 123 with the following: DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



MAC-ASYNCDATA.req Transmission Timeout



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



DEV-3 DME



Key req = request ind = indication cfm = confirm



Channel Time Request command Resources available beacon with DEV-2 requested asynchronous CTA asynchronous data frame Imm-ACK



MAC-ASYNCDATA.cfm



MAC-ASYNCDATA.ind



Figure 123— MSC for reserving asynchronous data channel time
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8.5.2.2 Asynchronous channel time termination After 8.5.2.2, insert the following subclause as 8.5.3: 8.5.3 Multicast group configuration Group addresses are defined in IEEE Std 802-2001. Because IEEE Std 802.15.3 uses DEVIDs for addressing, the PNC may assign a DEVID to be used for a group address. The PNC also keeps track of all of the DEVs that request the use of a particular group address by maintaining a list of their DEVIDs and the associated group address. A group of DEVs that have been registered with the PNC using a particular group address is called a multicast group. A DEV requests a DEVID for a group address, called a GrpID, from the PNC using the Multicast Configuration Request command, 7.5.10.1, with the Group Address field set to the desired group address and the Action field set to “Join.” If a GrpID is not currently assigned as a DEVID for that Group Address and the PNC has the resources available, the PNC should assign an GrpID for the Group Address and respond to the originating DEV with the Multicast Configuration Response command, 7.5.10.2. If the request was successful, the PNC adds the originating DEV to the multicast group associated with the GrpID. If the PNC has already assigned a GrpID for the address in the Group Address field and the PNC has the resources available, it shall add the originating DEV’s DEVID to the multicast group. If the originating DEV’s request is granted, the PNC shall send the Multicast Configuration Response command to the originating DEV with the GrpID field set to the value assigned to that group address and the Reason Code set to “Success.” If the address in the Group Address field does not correspond to a valid group address, IEEE Std 802-2001, the PNC shall not assign a GrpID and shall send the Multicast Configuration Response command to the originating DEV with the GrpID set to zero and the Reason Code field set to “Failure, not a valid group address.” If the PNC is unable to fulfill the originating DEV’s request for a GrpID, the PNC shall send the Multicast Configuration Response command to the originating DEV with the GrpID set to zero and the Reason Code field set to the appropriate value. When a DEV no longer needs to use the group address, it shall send the Multicast Configuration Request command to the PNC with the Group Address field set to the address and the Action field set to “Leave.” When the PNC receives this command, it shall remove the DEV from the multicast group and respond with the Multicast Configuration Response command with the GrpID field set to zero, the Group Address field set to the same value as in the request command and the Reason Code field set to “Success.” The PNC shall always respond to a properly formatted Multicast Configuration Request command with the Action field set to “Leave” with a Multicast Configuration Response command with the Reason Code set to “Success.” If the address in the Group Address field corresponds to a multicast group that has the originating DEV as a member, the PNC shall remove the DEV from the multicast group. If the PNC is unable to support an existing multicast group, it shall terminate all CTAs with the GrpID as either the SrcID or DestID using the stream termination procedure in 8.5.1.3. The PNC shall also place a DEV Association IE in the beacon, following the repetition rules described in 8.6.4, with the DEVID set to the GrpID and the Association Status field set to disassociated. When a DEV receives such an IE it will know that the multicast group no longer exists. If a multicast group no longer has any members, either due to disassociation or requests from the DEVs to leave the group, the PNC shall free the GrpID. A GrpID shall be allocated and reused according to the rules for assigning DEVIDs described in 8.3.1. A GrpID shall not be reported in the PNC Information command.
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During PNC handover, the old PNC shall send one or more Announce commands, as defined in 7.5.5.2, to the new PNC with the Group ID IEs, as defined in 7.4.18, that correspond to the GrpIDs that are currently in use. The MSC for a DEV successfully joining a multicast group is illustrated in Figure 123a. DEV DME



MLME-MULTICASTCONFIGURE.req with RequestType = JOIN, MutlicastAddress = addr



DEV MAC/MLME



RequestTimeout



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME Key req = request cfm = confirm addr = MAC address



Multicast Configuration Request command with Mutlicast Address = addr, Action = JOIN



DEV Added to McstGrpId corresponding to Mulicast Address Multicast Configuration Response command with Mutlicast Address = addr, McstGrpId = 0xzz



MLME-MULTICASTCONFIGURE.cfm with ResultCode = SUCCESS, MutlicastAddress = addr, McstGrpId = 0xzz



Figure 123a—Message sequence chart for a DEV successfully joining a multicast group



The MSC for leaving a multicast group is illustrated in Figure 123b DEV DME



DEV MAC/MLME MLME-MULTICASTCONFIGURE.req with RequestType = LEAVE, MutlicastAddress = addr RequestTimeout



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME Key req = request cfm = confirm addr = MAC address



Multicast Configuration Request command with Action = LEAVE, Mutlicast Address = addr DEV removed from multicast group McstGrpId



MLME-MULTICASTCONFIGURE.cfm with ResultCode = SUCCESS, MutlicastAddress = addr, McstGrpId = 0xzz



Multicast Configuration Response command with Mutlicast Address = addr, McstGrpId = 0xzz



Figure 123b—Message sequence chart for a DEV leaving a multicast group
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8.6 Synchronization 8.6.2 Beacon generation Change the second paragraph in 8.6.2 as shown: If the PNC determines that the beacon frame is too large or if it is going to split the information in the beacon frame, it may send one or more Announce commands with the SrcID set to the PNCID and the DestID set to the BcstId BcstID following the beacon. This is called an extended beacon. Unless it is specified otherwise, the term beacon applies to both the beacon frame and the Announce commands that make up the extended beacon. The IFS between the beacon frame, the first Announce command, and any additional Announce commands shall be less than a SIFS and greater than a MIFS. The first Announce command shall be sent one MIFS following the beacon with any additional Announce commands following one MIFS after the the prior Announce command. If the PNC sends some of the beacon information in the broadcast Announce commands, it shall set the More Data bit to indicate more data in the Frame Control field of the beacon frame and in all but the last Announce command frame used to communicate the IEs. The CAP or the CTAP, if the CAP isn’t is not present, begins after the last Announce command that is part of the extended beacon. The PNC shall send CTA IEs, BSID IE, and the Parent Piconet IE, if present, only in the beacon frame and not in any of the broadcast Announce commands. The Announce commands are sent to the BcstID and so the ACK Policy field shall be set to no-ACK in these frames. Insert the following paragraphs after the second paragraph in 8.6.2: If all of the CTA IEs contained in the beacon are identical to the CTA IEs transmitted in the previous beacon, the PNC may set the CTA IEs Unchanged bit appropriately in the Piconet Mode field of the Piconet Synchronization Parameters field, 7.3.1.1. If all of the IEs (other than CTA IEs) contained in the beacon are identical to the IEs (other than CTA IEs) transmitted in the previous beacon, the PNC may set the Other IEs Unchanged bit appropriately in the Piconet Mode field of the Piconet Synchronization Parameters field, 7.3.1.1. 8.6.3 Beacon reception Insert the following paragraphs at the end of 8.6.3: If a DEV receives a beacon frame with the CTA IEs Unchanged bit set in the Piconet Mode field of the Piconet Synchronization Parameters field, and if the DEV has correctly received the previously transmitted beacon, the DEV may assume that the CTA IEs contained in the beacon frame are identical to the CTA IEs received in the previous beacon. If the CTA IEs Unchanged bit is not set, or if the previous beacon frame was not correctly received, then the DEV shall consider that the CTA IEs in the current beacon contain new information. If a DEV receives a beacon frame with the Other IEs Unchanged bit set in the Piconet Mode field of the Piconet Synchronization Parameters field, and if the DEV has correctly received the previously transmitted beacon, the DEV may assume that the IEs (other than CTA IEs) contained in the beacon frame and any Announce commands that make up the beacon are identical to the IEs (other than CTA IEs) received in the previous beacon. If the Other IEs Unchanged bit is not set, or if the previous beacon (beacon frame and any Announce commands) was not correctly received, then the DEV shall consider that the IEs (other than CTA IEs) in the current beacon contain new information.
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8.6.4 Beacon information announcement Insert the following row at the end of Table 57. The other rows are unchanged and are not shown. Table 57—Repeated beacon announcements Information element Next PNC



Clause 7.4.20



Announced in



Intended for



mMinBeaconInfoRepeat



All DEVs



Clause 8.2.3b



Delete 8.6.5 and Figure 125.



8.8 Acknowledgment and retransmission Change the paragraph in 8.8 as shown: There are three four acknowledgment types defined for this standard;: no acknowledgment (no-ACK), immediate acknowledgment (Imm-ACK), and delayed acknowledgment (Dly-ACK), and implied acknowledgment (Imp-ACK). 8.8.3 Delayed acknowledgment Change the text in the second, third, and fourth paragraphs in 8.8.3 as shown: If the MAC header was correctly received, as described in 8.1, and the destination DEV accepts the use of Dly-ACK, it shall respond with a Dly-ACK frame, acknowledging the received data frame, if it was correctly received, and setting the Max Burst field to a value representing the maximum number of pMaxFrameBodySize MPDUs the source DEV may send in one burst. Because the receiver buffer requirement is equal to Max Burst field times pMaxFrameBodySize, the source may send as many smaller frames as will fit in the receive buffer window, up to a maximum of Max Frames, as provided in the Dly-ACK frame, as described in 7.3.2.2. The destination DEV may change the value of the Max Burst field and the Max Frames field value in each Dly-ACK frame. The MPDUs ACKed field shall be set to one and the MPDU ID field shall contain the information for the frame that was sent to negotiate the Dly-ACK. If the destination DEV wants to decline the use of the Dly-ACK mechanism, it shall reply with an ImmACK frame. The source upon reception of the Imm-ACK shall send a MAC_ISOCH_DATA.confirm with the ResultCode set to DLY_ACK_FAILED to the FCSL. This implies acknowledgment of the data frame and additionally indicates that the use of the Dly-ACK policy has been refused by the destination. The FCSL would then notify the DME that the Dly-ACK negotiation failed, which might require a modification of the channel time allocation. If the max burst value of the Max Burst field is set to zero, the source DEV shall stop transmitting in the current CTA and reopen the Dly-ACK mechanism by sending a single frame with the ACK Policy field set to Dly-ACK Request in the next CTA for this stream. If the value is not zero, the source DEV may continue transmission in the current CTA, if the time is available. Insert the following paragraphs after the fourth paragraph in 8.8.3: A DEV shall send a Dly-ACK frame in response to a correctly received MAC header, as described in 8.1, that has the ACK Policy set to Dly-ACK request and the DestID set to the DEVID of this DEV or, if applicable, the PNCID. Because the Dly-ACK frame is sent even if the FCS failed on the data frame with the
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ACK Policy set to Dly-ACK request, the DEV shall check the contents of the Dly-ACK frame to determine which, if any, MSDUs were correctly received. A DEV should not initiate a Dly-ACK procedure unless it has determined that the receiving DEV supports Dly-ACK by checking the DEV Capabilities field in the Capability IE, as defined in 7.4.11. Change the eighth paragraph in 8.8.3 as shown: The destination MAC shall deliver MSDUs for each isochronous stream in ascending MSDU number order to its FCSL. If necessary to accomplish this, a destination MAC may discard correctly received, as described in 8.1, (and potentially acknowledged) frames. After 8.8.3, insert the following subclause as 8.8.3a: 8.8.3a Implied acknowledgment (Imp-ACK) Imp-ACK is one method that allows a CTA to be used for bi-directional data transfer. With Imp-ACK, the ACK is implied when the target DEV sends any frame, called the response frame, in response to a frame that has an ACK policy of Imp-ACK. A DEV should not initiate an Imp-ACK procedure unless it has determined that the receiving DEV supports Imp-ACK by checking the DEV Capabilities field in the Capability IE, as defined in 7.4.11. The originating DEV sets the ACK Policy to Imp-ACK in a frame to begin the Imp-ACK procedure. Only the DEV that is the source of a CTA shall initiate the Imp-ACK procedure. When the target DEV successfully receives a frame with the ACK policy set to Imp-ACK, the DEV shall respond with either an Imm-ACK frame or with a command or data frame. The target DEV shall only send a frame to the originating DEV, unless transmit control of the CTA has been relinquished as described in 8.4.3.8. If the target DEV sends a frame to the originating DEV in response to a frame with ACK policy of ImpACK, the target DEV shall set the ACK policy of the response frame to one of the following; no-ACK, Imm-ACK or Imp-ACK. If there is not sufficient time in the CTA for the response frame and any required acknowledgments before the end of the CTA, the target DEV shall respond with an Imm-ACK. If the target DEV does not know the end time of the current CTA, it shall only send an Imm-ACK frame as the response frame. The target DEV shall only send one frame in response to a frame with the ACK policy set to Imp-ACK. The response frame may be of any length as long as the frame and any required ACKs do not exceed the end of the current CTA. If the target DEV successfully receives a MAC header for a frame with the ACK policy set to Imp-ACK but does not successfully receive the frame body, i.e., the FCS check fails, it may still send a data or command frame in response. In this case, the target DEV shall set the Imp-ACK NAK field, 7.2.1.7, to indicate that it did not successfully receive the frame from the originating DEV in the response frame. As in any CTA, a DEV should only transmit to a DEV that it knows is listening to the CTA. Imp-ACK shall not be used for broadcast or multicast frames, i.e., frames with the DestID set to BcstID, McstID or a GrpID. Imp-ACK shall not be used in the CAP or a contention CTA. The use of Imp-ACK to enable bi-directional communication in a CTA does not imply that the stream is bidirectional as well. All streams in IEEE Std 802.15.3 are unidirectional. Only the originating DEV is allowed to send frames using the stream index assigned by the PNC. Frames transmitted in the opposite direction in the CTA shall use either the asynchronous stream index or a stream index that has been assigned to the DEV that is sending the frame.
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If the destination DEV in a CTA has data to send to the source DEV of that CTA, it should set the more data bit in Imm-ACK frames that it sends to the source. This will indicate to the source that the destination is requesting that the source either use Imp-ACK or relinquish the CTA to the destination, as described in 8.4.3.8. Figure 126a shows an example of the use of Imp-ACK where successive frames have an ACK policy of Imp-ACK. DEV-1



DEV-2



CTA transmit control Data frame with ACK Policy = Imp-ACK Data frame with ACK Policy = Imp-ACK Data frame with ACK Policy = Imp-ACK Imm-ACK



Figure 126a—Example of the use of Imp-ACK where the responding frame is sent with an ACK policy of Imp-ACK Figure 126b shows an example of the use of Imp-ACK where one of the frames fails the FCS verification and the destination responds with the Imp-ACK NAK bit set. DEV-1



DEV-2



CTA transmit control Data frame with ACK Policy = Imp-ACK Header received correctly, FCS fails Data frame with Imp-ACK NAK = 1, ACK Policy = Imp-ACK Repeated Data frame with ACK Policy = Imp-ACK Data frame with ACK Policy = Imp-ACK Imm-ACK



Figure 126b—Example of the use of Imp-ACK where one of the frames fails FCS verification
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8.8.4 Retransmissions Change the second paragraph in 8.8.4 as shown: During CTAs within the CTAP when an Imm-ACK or Dly-ACK is expected, but is not received during a RIFS, the source DEV shall may start the retransmission of the frame (or the transmission of a new frame if the failed frame’s retransmission limit has been met) after the end of RIFS a RIFS after the end of the last frame transmitted as long as there is enough channel time remaining in the CTA for the entire frame exchange.



8.9 Peer discovery 8.9.1 PNC information request Replace Figure 127 with the following: DEV DME



DEV MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



MLME-DEVINFO.req PNCInfoTimeout



PNC Info Request command PNC Information command



Key req = request cfm = confirm



MLME-DEVINFO.cfm



Figure 127—MSC for acquiring information regarding a specific DEV or all of the DEVs from the PNC using the PNC Information Request and PNC Information commands 8.9.2 Probe request and response Change the second paragraph in 8.9.2 as shown: A DEV may request information about an isochronous stream by sending a Probe Request command requesting the CTA Status IE, as described in 7.4.10, with the Request Index field set to the stream index of the stream for which CTA information is requested. If the Request Index field is set to zero, the DEV is requesting information about all isochronous streams directed to the requesting DEV and to the BcstId BcstID and McstId McstID. The PNC shall respond to a Probe Request command containing a request for the CTA Status IE by sending Probe Response command(s) containing the appropriate CTA Status IE(s). Insert the following paragraph after the second paragraph in 8.9.2: If a DEV requests the CTA Status IE for a stream index that is not currently allocated by the PNC, the PNC shall respond with a Probe Response command containing a CTA Status IE with the following information: —



The SrcID and DestID fields both set to the UnassocID.



—



The Stream Index field set to the requested stream index.



—



All other fields set to zero.



In 8.9.2, delete Figure 128 and the associated paragraph, which states “Figure 128 illustrates ....”
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8.9.3 Announce command In 8.9.3, delete Figure 129 and the associated paragraph, which states “Figure 129 illustrates ....” 8.9.4 Channel status request In 8.9.4, delete Figure 130 and the associated paragraph, which states “Figure 130 illustrates ....” 8.9.5 Remote scan In 8.9.5, delete Figure 131 and the associated paragraph, which states “Figure 131 illustrates ....” 8.9.6 PNC channel scanning Change the third paragraph in 8.9.6 as shown: If the PNC initiates a scan of one or more alternate channels, the PNC shall not transmit a beacon for one or more beacon intervals. The PNC shall not suspend beacon transmissions for more than twice mMinChannelScan aMinChannelScan. The PNC, upon returning to its current channel and resuming the transmission of its beacons, shall increment the Time Token field by the number of beacons not sent during the time the PNC was scanning one or more alternate channels.



8.10 Changing piconet parameters Change the second paragraph in 8.10 as shown: A PNC shall not change either the pseudo-static CTAs or the pseudo-static CTA blocks during a piconet parameter change. If the parent needs to move a pseudo-static CTA because the superframe duration is being reduced, it shall do so prior to using the superframe duration change process, as described in 8.10.2. If a child or 802.15.3 neighbor piconet has the same superframe duration as the parent, then it shall use the value of the Change Beacon Number field in the Piconet Parameter Change IE from the parent’s beacon in the Piconet Parameter Change IE in its own beacon. A child or 802.15.3 neighbor PNC shall use the value of the Change Beacon Number field in the Piconet Parameter Change IE from the parent’s beacon to calculate the Change Beacon Number field in the Piconet Parameter Change IE in its own beacon. The exceptions to this are: —



When the parent is changing its PNID or BSID.



—



A child or neighbor PNC decides not to change channels with the parent PNC and is shutting down, as described in 8.11.1.



8.10.3 Setting the PNID or BSID Change the second paragraph in 8.10.3 as shown: The PNID is chosen by the PNC when it starts the piconet and shall only be changed if the PNC detects another piconet with the same PNID on any channel. The PNC shall choose a PNID when it starts a piconet; the PNID should be selected randomly. An existing piconet’s PNID shall be changed only if the PNC detects another piconet with the same PNID on any channel. The same PNID may be persistent when the PNC restarts a piconet that ended without handing over control to a PNC capable DEV. Change the seventh paragraph in 8.10.3 as shown: The MSC in Figure 134 describes the PNID and BSID change processes.
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Replace Figure 134 with the following: PNC DME



PNC MAC/MLME MLME-BSIDCHANGE.req with BSID = yy



DEV-1 MAC/MLME



DEV-1 DME



beacon with Piconet Parameter Change IE indicating new BSID



x # of beacons before switching to new BSID



Key req = request ind = indication cfm = confirm



beacon with Piconet Parameter Change IE indicating new BSID MLME-BSIDCHANGE.cfm with ResultCode = SUCCESS



beacon with new BSID



MLME-PICONETPARM-CHANGE.ind with ChangeType = BSID



New BSID for Piconet



Figure 134—MSC for changing the BSID for a piconet



8.11 Interference mitigation 8.11.1 Dynamic channel selection Change the fourth paragraph in 8.11.1 as shown: No DEV All DEVs shall not transmit on the new channel until a beacon has been correctly received, as described in 8.1, on the new channel. Insert the following paragraph and note after the sixth paragraph in 8.11.1: In the last beacon transmitted prior to a channel change, the PNC should provide time at the end of the superframe for the DEVs in the piconet to change channels. The time required for a DEV to change channels is pPHYChannelSwitchTime. NOTE—One method to allow time for the channel change is for the PNC not to place CTAs just prior to the first beacon that will be sent on the new channel.
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Replace Figure 135 with the following: PNC DME



PNC MAC/MLME



DEV-1 MAC/MLME



DEV-1 DME



Channel status determined to be unsatisfactory beacon with Piconet Parameter Change IE indicating new Channel x # of beacons before switching to new Channel



Key ind = indication



beacon with Piconet Parameter Change IE indicating new Channel PNC and all DEVs move to new channel MLME-PICONETPARM-CHANGE.ind with ChangeType = CHANNEL



beacon on new channel



MLME-PICONETPARM-CHANGE.ind with ChangeType = CHANNEL



Figure 135—MSC for changing the piconet’s channel 8.11.2 Transmit power control Change the paragraph in 8.11.2 as shown: Two independent forms of transmit power control (TPC) are available for 802.15.3 systems,: a maximum power for the CAP, the beacon, and directed MCTAs, and an adjustable power in a CTA. The goal of TPC in the CAP is to prevent one DEV from having better access to the medium in the CAP due to a higher transmit power level. Adjustable transmitter power in the CTA is intended to support reduced power usage as well as reducing the overall interference levels generated by the piconet. The transmit power used in a CTA is not limited by the transmit power used for the CAP, beacon, or directed MCTAs. 8.11.2.2 Adjustable transmitter power in a CTA In 8.11.2.2, delete Figure 136 and the associated paragraph, which states “Figure 136 illustrates ....”



8.13 Power management Change the third paragraph in 8.13 as shown: A DEV shall always establish membership with the piconet in ACTIVE mode. If the DEV MLME changes its PM mode to ACTIVE without the prompting of the DME, it notifies the DME with the MLMEPMMODE- ACTIVE.indication primitive as described in 6.3.22.7.
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8.13.1 Piconet synchronized power save (PSPS) mode Change the first paragraph in 8.13.1 as shown: A DEV in PSPS mode shall listen to all system wake beacons, as announced by PNC, and is required to be in the AWAKE state during system wake superframes as indicated in Table 59. The wake beacon for PSPS DEVs is determined by the PNC. PSPS mode is identified by a PS Set Index equal to one. If a DEV in PSPS mode does not correctly receive the system wake beacon, it shall be in the AWAKE state during the expected beacon tranmsision transmission times to receive the following beacons until a beacon is correctly received, as described in 8.1. 8.13.2 Device synchronized power save (DSPS) mode 8.13.2.1 Creation, use, and management of DSPS sets Change the seventh paragraph in 8.13.2.1 as shown: When the last member of a DSPS set has left, the DSPS set shall be terminated by the PNC. The PNC may also delete a DSPS set. The PNC deletes a DSPS set by placing the PCTM IE, 7.4.8, in the beacon and setting the bit for each of the DEVs that are members of that DSPS set and are in a PS mode. The PNC also removes from the beacon, if present, the PS Status IE of the DSPS set that the PNC is deleting. When the PNC determines that a DEV in that DSPS set is in AWAKE state, it shall send an SPS Configuration Response command to the DEV with SPS Set Index field set to the value of the DSPS set index that is being deleted and the Reason Code field set to “DSPS set deleted by PNC.” If a DEV is in DSPS mode and it receives a beacon that does not have the PS Status IE for its DSPS set, the DEV should send a PS Set Configuration Request command to the PNC to determine if the DSPS set has been deleted. 8.13.2.2 CTA timing in DSPS mode Delete “subrate” and insert “sub-rate” in its place in Figure 138 and Figure 139. 8.13.4 Message sequence charts for power save modes Replace Figure 140 with the following: DEV DME



DEV MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



MLME-PS-SETINFORMATION.req PSRequest Timeout



PS Set Information Request command



PNC DME



Key req = request cfm = confirm



PS Set Information Response command with PS Set Structures MLME-PS-SETINFORMATION.cfm



Figure 140—MSC for PS set information exchange
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Replace Figure 141 with the following: DEV DME



DEV MAC/MLME MLME-SPS-CONFIGURE.req with SetOperationType = CREATE



Key req = request ind = indication rsp = response cfm = confirm



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



Key req = request cfm = confirm



SPS Configuration Request command with SPS Set Index = Unallocated DSPS set, Operation Type = join, Wake Beacon Interval = N



PSRequest Timeout



New DSPS set created SPS Configuration Response command with SPS Set Index = new DSPS set index, Next Wake Beacon = X



MLME-SPS-CONFIGURE.cfm with SetOperationType = CREATE, SPSSetIndex = new DSPS set index



Figure 141—MSC for DSPS set creation



Replace Figure 142 with the following: DEV DME



DEV MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



Non-member of Set zz MLME-SPS-CONFIGURE.req with SetOperationType = JOIN, SPSSetIndex = zz PSRequest Timeout



Key req = request cfm = confirm zz = valid SPS set index



SPS Configuration Request command with SPS Set Index = zz, Operation Type = join, Wake Beacon Interval = N DEV Added to Set zz



MLME-SPS-CONFIGURE.cfm with SetOperationType = JOIN, SPSSetIndex = zz



SPS Configuration Response command with SPS Set Index = zz, Next Wake Beacon = X



Member of Set zz



Figure 142—MSC showing a DEV joining an existing SPS set
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Replace Figure 143 with the following: DEV DME



DEV MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



Member of Set zz



PNC DME



Key req = request cfm = confirm zz = valid SPS set index



MLME-SPS-CONFIGURE.req with SetOperationType = LEAVE, SPSSetIndex = zz SPS Configuration Request command with SPS Set = zz, Operation Type = leave



PSRequest Timeout



DEV Removed from Set zz



SPS Configuration Response command with SPS Set Index = zz MLME-SPS-CONFIGURE.cfm with SetOperationType = LEAVE, SPSSetIndex = zz Non-member of Set zz



Figure 143—MSC showing a DEV leaving an SPS set



Replace Figure 144 with the following: DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PM Mode is ACTIVE MLME-PM-MODE -CHANGE.req PSRequest Timeout



PNC DME DEV-2 PM Mode is not Monitored



PM Mode Change Request command with PM Mode = SPS



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



DEV-3 DME



DEV-2 PM Mode is ACTIVE, DEV-2 PM Mode is Monitored



DEV-2 PM Mode is SPS



MLME-PM-MODE -CHANGE.cfm



PM Mode Change Response Command with Reason Code = Success



PM Mode is SPS



beacon with PS Status IE(s) with bit for DEV-2 set in DEVID Bitmap



Key req = request ind = indication cfm = confirm



MLMEMONITOR-PMMODE.ind DEV-2 PM Mode is SPS



Figure 144—MSC showing DME initiated PM mode change from ACTIVE to an SPS mode
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Replace Figure 145 with the following: DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PM Mode is ACTIVE



PNC DME



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



DEV-2 PM Mode is not Monitored



MLME-PM-MODE -CHANGE.req



DEV-2 PM Mode is ACTIVE, DEV-2 PM Mode is Monitored



PM Mode Change Request command with PM Mode = APS



PSRequest Timeout



DEV-3 DME



DEV-2 PM Mode is APS PM Mode Change Response Command with Reason Code = Success



Key req = request ind = indication rsp = response cfm = confirm



MLME-PM-MODE -CHANGE.cfm PM Mode is APS



beacon with PS Status IE for PS Set =0 with bit set for DEV-2 in DEVID Bitmap



MLMEMONITOR-PMMODE.ind DEV-2 PM Mode is APS



Figure 145—MSC showing DME initiated PM mode change from ACTIVE to APS



Replace Figure 146 with the following: DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC MAC/MLME



PM Mode is APS or SPS MLME-PM-MODE -CHANGE.req PSRequest Timeout



PNC DME DEV-2 PM Mode is not Monitored



PM Mode Change Request command with PM Mode = ACTIVE DEV-2 PM Mode is ACTIVE



MLME-PM-MODE -CHANGE.cfm PM Mode is ACTIVE



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



DEV-3 DME



DEV-2 PM Mode is APS or SPS, DEV-2 PM Mode is Monitored



Key req = request ind = indication rsp = response cfm = confirm



PM Mode Change Response Command with Reason Code = Success



beacon with status bit for DEV-2 cleared in all PS Status IE(s)



MLMEMONITOR-PMMODE.ind DEV-2 PM Mode is ACTIVE



Figure 146—MSC showing DME initiated PM mode change from any PS mode to ACTIVE
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Replace Figure 147 with the following: DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



PNC DME



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



DEV-3 PM Mode is DSPS



MLME-CREATESTREAM.req RequestTimeout



PNC MAC/MLME



Channel Time Request command with CTA RateType = 0 Channel Time Response command with Reason Code = Success, DEV in PS Mode



Resources available



MLME-CREATESTREAM.cfm Stream to DEV-3



beacon in DEV-3's wake superframe, CTA Status IE with DestID = DEV-3 DEVID, PCTM IE with DEV-3's DEVID bit set, CTA block with SrcID = DEV-3 DEVID, DestID = PNCID



DEV-3 DME



PM Mode is DSPS



Key req = request ind = indication rsp = response cfm = confirm



MLME-PM-MODECHANGE.ind MLME-PM-MODE -CHANGE.req



PM Mode Change Request command with PM Mode = ACTIVE



PSRequest Timeout



DEV-3 PM Mode is ACTIVE PM Mode Change Response command with Reason Code = Success



MLME-PMMODE -CHANGE.cfm with ResultCode = SUCCESS PM Mode is ACTIVE



MLMEMONITOR-PMMODE.ind



beacon with DEV-2 requested CTA and without DEV-3's DEVID bit set in either the PS Status IE or in the PCTM IE



DEV-3 PM Mode is ACTIVE



MLMECREATESTREAM.ind Stream from DEV-2



Figure 147—Message sequence chart showing MLME initiated PM mode change from DSPS to ACTIVE in response to a new channel time allocation Delete 8.14 and insert the following subclause as 8.14:



8.14 ASIE operation The ASIE is used to implement out of scope features that require additional functionality by both the PNC and one or more of its piconet member DEVs. The additional functionality is defined as an enhancement that does not violate the standard and allows DEVs that do not have the functionality to operate normally. The Application Specific Data field in this IE provides the messages that are only interpreted by the targeted DEV. Multiple ASIEs may be placed in the beacon by the PNC. The designer should minimize the size of each ASIE used to support the custom application.
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To place a new ASIE in the beacon, the DEV sends the ASIE Request command to the PNC with the Request Type field set to “add” and the ASIE Index field set to zero, as shown in Figure 147a. The requesting DEV selects a unique value of the Request ID field in the ASIE Request command, 7.5.9.3, to be able to determine which ASIE Response command is associated with this request. The ASIE Index field shall be ignored by the PNC in an ASIE Request command when the value of the Request Type field is set to “add.” DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME MLMEAPPLICATIONSPECIFIC.req with RequestType = ADD RequestTimeout



MLMEAPPILICATIONSPECIFIC.cfm with ResultCode = SUCCESS, ASIEIndex = 0xzz MLMEAPPLICATIONSPECIFIC.ind



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



DEV-3 DME



Key req = request ind = indication cfm = confirm



ASIE Request command with Request Type = Add ASIE Response command with ASIEIndex = 0xzz



beacon with added ASIE



MLMEAPPLICATIONSPECIFIC.ind



MLMEAPPLICATIONSPECIFIC.ind



Figure 147a—Message sequence chart for a DEV adding an ASIE to the beacon



If the PNC grants the request to place the ASIE in the beacon, it shall respond with an ASIE Response command to the originating DEV with the Request ID set to the same value as in ASIE Request command, the ASIE Index set to an unused value and the Reason Code set to “success.” If the PNC refuses the request to place the ASIE in the beacon, it shall send an ASIE Response command to the originating DEV with the Request ID set to the same value as in the ASIE Request command and the Reason Code set to the appropriate value. The ASIE Index shall be set to zero by the PNC and shall be ignored by the originating DEV upon reception when the Reason Code is other than “success.” A DEV may modify an existing ASIE by sending the ASIE Request command to the PNC with the Request Type field set to “modify,” the ASIE Index field set to the value assigned by the PNC for that ASIE and the Request ID field to a value unique for that DEV. This process is illustrated in Figure 147b. If the PNC allows the request to modify an existing ASIE, it shall respond with an ASIE Response command to the originating DEV with the Request ID and ASIE Index set to the same values as in ASIE Request command and the Reason Code set to “success.” If the PNC refuses the request to modify the ASIE in the beacon, it shall send an ASIE Response command to the originating DEV with the Request ID and the ASIE Index set to the same values as in the ASIE Request command and the Reason Code set appropriately. If the PNC refuses a request to modify an ASIE, it does not delete the ASIE, but it shall continue placing the existing ASIE in the beacon.
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DEV-2 DME



PNC MAC/MLME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME MLMEAPPLICATIONSPECIFIC.req with RequestType = MODIFY, ASIEIndex = 0xzz



PNC DME



MLMEAPPILICATIONSPECIFIC.cfm with ResultCode = SUCCESS, ASIEIndex = 0xzz



DEV-3 DME



Key req = request ind = indication cfm = confirm



ASIE Request command with Request Type = Modify, ASIEIndex = 0xzz ASIE Response command with ASIEIndex = 0xzz



RequestTimeout



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



beacon with modified ASIE



MLMEAPPLICATIONSPECIFIC.ind



MLMEAPPLICATIONSPECIFIC.ind



MLMEAPPLICATIONSPECIFIC.ind



Figure 147b—Message sequence chart for a DEV modifying an ASIE in the beacons A DEV may also request that the PNC remove the ASIE from the beacon by sending the ASIE Request command to the PNC with the Request Type field set to “remove” and the ASIE Index field set to value for the ASIE that is to be removed. If the PNC successfully receives this command with the ASIE Index value that corresponds to an ASIE that is being currently managed by the PNC, it shall no longer place that ASIE in the beacon and shall send an ASIE Response command to the DEV with the Reason Code set to “success,” and the Request ID and ASIE Index set to the same values as in ASIE Request command. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 147c. DEV-2 MAC/MLME



DEV-2 DME



PNC MAC/MLME



PNC DME



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



DEV-3 DME



MLMEAPPLICATIONSPECIFIC.req with RequestType = REMOVE, ASIEIndex = 0xzz RequestTimeout



ASIE Request command with RequestType = Remove, ASIEIndex = 0xzz



Key req = request cfm = confirm



ASIE Response command with ASIEIndex = 0xzz MLMEAPPLICATIONSPECIFIC.cfm with ResultCode = SUCCESS



beacon without ASIE corresponding to ASIEIndex = 0xzz



Figure 147c—Message sequence chart for a DEV removing an ASIE from a beacons If the value of the ASIE Index in an ASIE Request command with Request Type set to “modify” or “remove” does not correspond to an ASIE that is currently being managed by the PNC, the PNC shall refuse the request with Reason Code set to “Unassigned ASIE Index.” Only the DEV that requested an ASIE be added to the beacon shall be allowed to modify or remove that ASIE.
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Once the PNC has allowed a request to add or modify an ASIE, it shall place the ASIE in every beacon until the originating DEV either has been disassociated or has requested that the PNC remove the ASIE from the beacon. The PNC shall remove all ASIEs that were sent by a DEV when that DEV disassociates from the piconet. ASIEs are not transferred during handover and so DEVs that need ASIEs in the beacon will need to send ASIE Request commands to the new PNC once it has taken over the piconet.



8.15 MAC parameters Insert the following row at the end of Table 60. The other rows are unchanged and are not shown. Table 60—MAC sublayer parameters Parameter



Value



mCTARelinquishTimeout



3×SIFS + 2×(duration of Imm-ACK frame)



Insert the following row in Table 61 after the pBackoffSlot row. The other rows are unchanged are not shown. Table 61—MAC sublayer parameters - 2.4 GHz PHY dependent Parameter pPHYChannelSwitchTime



Subclause 11.2.7.5



9. Security 9.1 Security mechanisms 9.1.1 Security membership and key establishment Change 9.1.1 as shown: The method by which a DEV becomes a member of a security relationship and obtains the appropriate key is outside of the scope of this standard. The Security Message command has been included as a special command to assist in the implementation of vendor specific protocols for establishing security relationships and any related data. It can be achieved with higher layer protocols that are not specified in this standard. The MAC/MLME is informed of changes to the membership of a security relationship and the key for that relationship with the MLME-MEMBERSHIP-UPDATE primitive, as described in 6.3.9.1 6.3.7.1. 9.1.4 Data integrity Change 9.1.4 as shown: Data integrity uses an integrity code to protect data from being modified by parties without the cryptographic key. It further provides assurance that data came from a party with the cryptographic key. Integrity may be provided using a key shared by all piconet DEVs or using a key shared between only two DEVs. All
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secure data frames that fail integrity checks are passed to the DME using MLME-SECURITYERROR.indicationindicate and no other action is taken on the frame by the MLME. 9.1.6 Command integrity protection Change 9.1.6 as shown: The integrity of commands may be protected just like any other data. Integrity protected commands sent between the PNC and a DEV shall be protected using the PNC-DEV management key. All secure commands that fail integrity checks are passed to the DME using MLME-SECURITYERROR.indicationindicate and no other action is taken on the frame by the MLME.



9.3 Security support 9.3.4 Membership update Change the first and second paragraphs in 9.3.4 as shown: When the DME determines that there has been a change of membership status with a particular DEV or when a management or data key is changed, the DME shall issue an MLME-MEMBERSHIPUPDATE.request to its MLME. This membership status change or key change may be the result of a successful establishment of a security relationship, key update process, termination of a security relationship, or some other event. The process by which this change occurs is outside the scope of this standard. When the MLME receives the MLME-MEMBERSHIP-UPDATE.request, it shall first examine the TrgtID to determine the membership relationship to modify. If the TrgtID is the PNCID, the data key corresponds to the piconet group data key, the management key corresponds to the management key for the relationship with the PNC and the MembershipStatus indicates whether the DEV is a secure member of the piconet. Otherwise, the management key and data key correspond to keys is for a peer-to-peer relationship with the DEV indicated by the TrgtID and the MembershipStatus indicates whether the DEV shares a secure relationship with that peer DEV. If the OrigID is the PNCID, then the management key corresponds to the management key for a secure relationship with a DEV in the piconet and will be used for PNC related frames. Change the fifth and sixth paragraphs in 9.3.4 as shown: If the MembershipStatus is set to MEMBER, the MLME shall examine the KeyInfoLength field to determine if a new key is being added or a key is being deleted. If the KeyInfoLength field is set to zero, the MLME shall securely delete the key and SECID corresponding to the management key or data key for that relationship depending on whether the KeyType is set to MANAGEMENT or DATA. When the key is deleted, If the deleted key is the management key stored for the relationship, the DEV is unable to transmit or successfully receive frames to any DEV that require protection with the management key, as described in 9.3.8, but the DEV may continue to use the data key corresponding to that relationship and the piconet group data key. This may occur, for instance, during PNC handover, in which the management key with the PNC is no longer valid (since the PNC has changed), but the piconet group data key is still valid. If the deleted key is a data key stored for a peer-to-peer relationship, the DEV is unable to transmit or successfully receive frames that require protection with the data key, as described in 9.3.8, but the DEV may continue to use the management key and piconet group data key. If the deleted key is the piconet group data key, the DEV is unable to transmit or successfully receive frames that require protection with that key, as described in 9.3.8, with the exception of secure beacons, as described in 9.3.6. If the MembershipStatus is set to MEMBER and the KeyInfoLength field is not 0, the MLME shall examine the KeyType field to determine which key is to be updated. If the KeyType is set to MANAGEMENT, the MLME shall set the SECID, key originator field, and key for the management key of this relationship to the
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values in the SECID, KeyOriginator, and KeyInfo fields, respectively, from the MLME-MEMBERSHIPUPDATE.request. If the KeyType is set to DATA, the MLME shall ignore the key originator field and set the SECID and key to the values in the SECID and KeyInfo fields respectively from the MLME-MEMBERSHIP-UPDATE.request. 9.3.5 Secure frame generation Change the first paragraph in 9.3.5 as shown: When a DEV wishes to send a secure frame, it shall use the keying material required for the type of frame and by the relationship between the sending DEV and the receiving DEV. For each security relationship, there are two keys used to protect secure frames: a management key and a data key. Table 62 provides a listing of which of the keys shall be used to protect secure frames and which frames shall be sent without security. A DEV shall not send a secure frame if the only key selection in Table 62 is “none.” ‘none’. A DEV shall not send an unprotected frame or a frame with an incorrect SECID when security is required for that frame. If the DEV is unable to find the corresponding key that is to be used, the MLME shall return an MLME-SECURITY-ERROR.indication to the DME with the ReasonCode set to UNAVAILABLE-KEY and shall not transmit the requested frame. Insert the following paragraph after the fourth paragraph in 9.3.5: A DEV shall only send frames that have increasing SFCs in a superframe, except for frames that are retransmitted with the same SFC without any intervening frames having been sent. 9.3.6 Secure frame reception Change the first paragraph in 9.3.6 as shown: Before any security operations have been performed on a received frame, the DEV shall check the FCS. Table 62 provides a listing of the keys that shall be used to protect secure frames and the frames that shall be sent without security. A DEV may ignore any secure frame if the only key selection in Table 62 is “none.” ‘none’. A DEV may shall ignore any non-secure frame or a secure frame with an incorrect SECID when security is required. Change the third, fourth, and fifth paragraphs in 9.3.6 as shown: When a DEV receives a secure beacon frame, as defined in 7.3.1.2, (a beacon with the SEC field in the Frame Control field set to one, the DEV shall determine if the received time token is greater than the CurrentTimeToken and less than the LastValidTimeToken + mMaxTimeTokenChange aMaxTimeTokenChange. If not, the MLME shall return an MLME-SECURITY-ERROR.indication to the DME with the ReasonCode set to BAD-TIME-TOKEN and shall not perform any additional operations on the received beacon. The DEV shall also determine if the SECID matches the SECID of the piconet group data key stored in the MAC/MLME, or the SECID of a valid old piconet group data key, as described in 9.2.5. If the SECID does not match, the DEV may set the CurrentTimeToken to the value in the beacon and request a new piconet group data key, as described in 9.3.2. If both of these checks succeed, the DEV shall check the integrity code on the beacon using the piconet group data key. If this succeeds, the DEV shall accept the beacon and set the LastValidTimeToken and CurrentTimeToken to be the time token in the beacon. If the DEV is able to determine that it missed a beacon or that the beacon was corrupted and if CurrentTimeToken is less than LastValidTimeToken + mMaxTimeTokenChange aMaxTimeTokenChange – 1, the DEV should increment the CurrentTimeToken to maintain synchronization with other DEVs in the piconet. When a DEV receives a secure non-beacon frame, it shall use the appropriate keying material depending on the type of frame, SECID, and source address SrcID found in the frame. If the SECID in the frame does not correspond to known keying material in the receiving DEV, the MLME shall return an
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MLME-SECURITYERROR. indication to the DME with the ReasonCode set to UNAVAILABLE-KEY and shall not perform any additional operations on the received frame. A DEV shall reject all frames that do not have an SFC that is strictly greater than the last SFC received from a DEV in that superframe. If there are no previous security errors in the processing of the frame, the DEV shall apply the operations defined by the symmetric key security operations to the frame, as defined in 10.3.2 see Table 10.3.2. If any of the security operations fail, the MLME shall return an MLME-SECURITY-ERROR.indication to the DME with the ReasonCode set to FAILED-SECURITY-CHECK and shall not perform any additional operations on the received frame. If the security operations have been successfully performed and the frame has been modified appropriately, the DEV may then continue to process the frame. 9.3.8 Key selection Change and insert the following rows in Table 62 as indicated. The other rows are unchanged and are not shown. Table 62—Key selection for secure frames



Frame type or command Data frame



None



PNCDEV mgmt. key



X



LLC/SNAP data frame



Announce response



X



X



PM mode change response



X



ASIE request



X
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Piconet group data key



Peerto-peer mgmt. key



Peerto-peer data key



Comment



X



X



Data frames may be sent at any time with or without security. Only secure data frame shall be exchanged between DEVs that have a secure relationship. Secure data frames between DEVs that share a peer-to-peer relationship shall use the peer-to-peer data key, otherwise they shall use the piconet group data key.



X



X



Only secure LLC/SNAP data frames shall be exchanged between DEVs that have a secure relationship. Secure LLC/SNAP data frames between DEVs that share a peer-to-peer relationship shall use the peer-to-peer data key, otherwise they shall use the piconet group data key.



X



X



If the Announce response command is sent to or from the PNC before the DEV becomes a secure member of the piconet, the command shall not be secured by any key. If the DEVs do not share an individual relationship, the piconet group data key shall be used. Otherwise, the management key (peerto-peer or PNC-DEV) for the relationship shall be used.
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Table 62—Key selection for secure frames (continued)



Frame type or command



None



PNCDEV mgmt. key



ASIE response



X



Multicast configuration request



X



Multicast configuration response



X



Piconet group data key



Peerto-peer mgmt. key



Peerto-peer data key



Comment



9.4 Protocol details 9.4.1 Security information request and distribution Change the first paragraph in 9.4.1 as shown: A DEV establishing membership in a security relationship, a DEV may request or send security information to another DEV. This most often is done directly before or during the PNC handover process, but may be done at any time. Replace Figure 148 with the following: DEV-1 DME



DEV-1 MAC/MLME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME



DEV-2 DME



MLME-SECURITY -INFO.req Request Timeout Key req = request ind = indication rsp = response cfm = confirm MLME-SECURITY -INFO.cfm



Security Information Request command with queried DEVID = nn



Security Information command with Security Record for DEVID = nn



MLME-SECURITY -INFO.ind MLME-SECURITY -INFO.rsp



Figure 148—Message sequence chart for DEV-DEV Security Information request
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Replace Figure 149 with the following: New PNC DME



New PNC MAC/MLME MLME-SECURITY -INFO.req Request Timeout



Key req = request ind = indication rsp = response cfm = confirm MLME-SECURITY -INFO.cfm



Old PNC MAC/MLME



Security Information Request command with queried DEVID = BcstID Security Information command with Security records for all DEVs



Old PNC DME



MLME-SECURITY -INFO.ind MLME-SECURITY -INFO.rsp



Figure 149—Message sequence chart for New PNC-Old PNC security information transfer Replace Figure 150 with the following: DEV-2 DME



DEV-2 MAC/MLME MLMESECURITYMESSAGE.req



DEV-3 MAC/MLME



Security Message command with SecurityInformation



Key req = request ind = indication



DEV-3 DME



MLMESECURITYMESSAGE.ind



Figure 150—Message sequence chart for sending security information with the Security Message command 9.4.2 Key distribution protocol Change the first paragraph in 9.4.2 as shown: In a secure piconet or in a secure peer-to-peer relationship, the key originator may wish to update the current data protection key by initiating the distribute key distribution protocol described here. For a change in the piconet group data key, the PNC sends the new piconet group data key to each member of the piconet using the Distribute Key Request command. DEVs do not respond to a Distribute Key Request command sent by the PNC, other than with an Imm-ACK if the frame FCS is valid. Note that the Imm-ACK does not indicate that the Distribute Key Request command has passed cryptographic verification, only that the FCS was valid. For a change in a peer data key, the key originator in the relationship initiates the distribute key distribution protocol. The key originator sends the Distribute Key Request command to the DEV with which it is updating the key. A DEV that successfully receives a Distribute Key Request command that also passes the data authentication, 10.4.2, shall respond to the key originator with the Distribute Key Response command. The key originator should initiate this protocol with each DEV with their respective shared key whenever the key is updated.
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In 9.4.2, delete Figure 151 and the associated text, which states “Figure 151 illustrates....” In 9.4.2, delete Figure 152 and the associated text, which states “Figure 152 illustrates....” 9.4.3 Key request protocol Change the first paragraph in 9.4.3 as shown: In a secure piconet, if a DEV receives a frame or beacon with an unknown SECID, it may initiate the request key protocol described here in order to obtain the unknown key from the key originator of the relationship. The DEV initiates the protocol by sending the Request Key command to the key originator. When the key originator receives a Request Key command that has a valid Integrity Code, it checks to see whether it has a secure relationship with the requesting DEV. If there is a secure relationship, the key originator sends the Request Key Response command to the requesting DEV using the management key for that secure relationship. Figure 153 illustrates the message flows for the key request protocol between a DEV and the key originatory. Delete Figure 153.



10. Security specifications 10.2 Symmetric cryptography building blocks 10.2.4 Nonce value Change the first paragraph in 10.2.4 as shown: The nonce used for CCM encryption and authentication shall be a 13-octet field, dependent on the frame in which it is used, consisting of the 8-bit SrcID followed by the 8-bit DestID followed by the current 6-octet time token followed by the 2-octet secure frame counter followed by the 3-octet Fragmentation Control field from the MAC header. In order to preserve the security of the symmetric algorithms, this nonce shall be unique. As a result, the DEV shall not reuse any 2-octet sequence number within a single superframe that is intented intended for a particular DEVID (as this would cause a repeated nonce). This uniqueness is guaranteed by the use of the SrcID, which guarantees that different DEVs sharing the same key will use a different nonce, by the time token, which is different for every superframe with a given key and by the DestID and secure frame counter, which guarantee uniqueness within a superframe as long as a DEV does not send more than 65536 frames to a particular DestID within that superframe. If a frame is retransmitted and a single bit in the header or frame body has changed, a new nonce shall be used. To ensure this, each time a frame is retransmitted the secure frame counter shall be incremented.
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11. PHY specification for the 2.4 GHz band 11.2 General requirements 11.2.7 PHY layer timing Change Table 71 as shown: Table 71—PHY layer timing parameters PHY parameter



Value



Subclause



pPHYMIFSTime



2 μs



11.2.7.4



pPHYSIFSTime



10 μs ± 0.5 μs



11.2.7.2



pCCADetectTime



5* × 16/11 μs



11.6.5



pPHYChannelSwitchTime



500 μs



11.2.7.5



11.2.7.4 Time between successive transmissions Change the first paragraph in 10.2.7.4 as shown: The minimum time between successive transmissions shall be pPHYMIFSTime, including the power-up ramp specified in 11.5.7.



11.7 PHY management Delete the fourth paragraph, which states “The encoding of the DataRate parameter ….” Delete Table 91. Insert the following paragraphs and figure in place of the fourth paragraph in 11.7: The Fragmentation Control field, 7.2.4, in an Imm-ACK or Dly-ACK frame may be used by the DEV to report the status of the frame that is being ACKed. In the case of a Dly-ACK frame, the status is valid only for the frame that prompted the Dly-ACK frame and not for other frames indicated in the Dly-ACK frame, 7.3.2.2. DEVs are neither required to send receive status information in Imm-ACK and Dly-ACK frames nor required to decode the field in Imm-ACK or Dly-ACK frames. If the Fragmentation Control field is used to send receive status, for the 2.4 GHz PHY it shall be formatted as illustrated in Figure 185a. bits: b23–b8



b7–b3



b2–b0



Reserved



LQI



RSSI



Figure 185a—Format of fragmentation control field when used for receive status information The RSSI field and LQI field are set to the values determined for the frame that is being ACKed. The values for RSSI and LQI are defined in 11.6.6 and 11.6.7, respectively.
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Change Table 92 as shown: Table 92—PHY PIB implementation group parameters Managed object PHYPIB_Type PHYPIB_RegDomainsSupported



Octets 1 Variable



Definition



Access



0x00=2.4 GHz



Read only Read/write



One octet for each regulatory domain supported, as defined for PHYPIB_CurrentRegDomain



Read only Read/write



PHYPIB_CurrentRegDomain



1



0x00 = European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) 0x01 = Federal Communications Commission (FCC) 0x02 = Industry Canada (IC) 0x03 = Association of Radio Industries and Businesses (ARIB) 0x04–0xFF = Reserved



Read only Read/write



PHYPIB_DataRateVector



1



Encodes the data rates, defined in Table 89 and 11.7.



Read only Read/write



PHYPIB_NumChannelsSupported



1



Value = 0x05, see 11.2.3.



Read only Read/write



PHYPIB_CurrentChannel



1



Indicates the channel that is currently being used, see 11.2.3.



Read only Read/write



PHYPIB_CCAThreshold



1



The CCA threshold in dBm, encoded in 2’s twos complement format. The value is implementationdependent but no larger than the value listed in 11.6.5.



Read only Read/write



PHYPIB_FrameLengthMax PHYPIB_MaxFrameLength



2



pMaxFrameBodySize, 11.2.8.1.



Read only Read/write



PHYPIB_PreferredFragmentSize



1



The preferred fragment size of a DEV. The encoding is defined in Table 90.



Read/write
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Change Table 93 as shown: Table 93—PHY PIB implementation group parameters Managed object



Octets



PHYPIB_DiversitySupported



1



Numeric entry that indicates the number of antennas that are available.



Read only Read/write



PHYPIB_MaxTXPower



1



The maximum TX power that the DEV is capable of using, 7.4.11, implementation-dependent.



Read only Read/write



PHYPIB_TXPowerStepSize



1



The step size for power control supported by the DEV, 7.4.12, implementation-dependent.



Read only Read/write



PHYPIB_NumPMLevels



1



Number of power management levels supported. The range is 1 to 255 8 and the value is implementationdependent.



Read only Read/write



PHYPIB_PMLevelReturn



Variable



Table of vectors with number of entries given by PHYPIB_NumPMLevels. Each vector is the time required to change between power saving states of the PHY. Vector number 0 is the time required to change the PHY from the off state to a state where it is ready to receive commands. Other values are implementationdependent.



Read only Read/write
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Annex A (normative)



Frame convergence sublayer Change the title of A.1 as indicated below:



A.1 Generic convergence sublayer Change the third paragraph in A.1 as shown and delete Figure A.2: Figure A.2 illustrates the The relationship between an FCSL and the rest of the 802.15.3 protrocol protocol entities is illustrated in Figure 3 (in 6.1). Insert the following paragraph after the third paragraph in A.1: Because IEEE Std 802.15.3 supports more than one FCSL, a mechanism is required to allow the MAC to deliver each received data frame to the correct FCSL. For instance, a 1394 FCSL would not correctly process a frame from an 802.2 FCSL. An LLC/SNAP header in the MSDU is used to determine the correct FCSL for delivery. Once communication has been established between FCSLs, streams are identified by the stream index and so the LLC/SNAP header is not necessary. However, all asynchronous traffic should use the LLC/SNAP data frame format to avoid problems when multiple FCSLs are present in the same piconet. If the MAC fragments the MSDU when it is sent over the air, there is only one LLC/SNAP header in the fragments because there is only one header prepended to an MSDU.



Change subclause numbering from A.1.1 to A.1a as shown:



A.1a A.1.1 FCSL PDU classification Change the second and third paragraphs in A.1.1 (now A.1a) as shown: The classification process uses one or more classification parameter sets to analyze each frame entering the FCSL. In the case of an 802.2 classifier, the classification set includes a classification priority, the stream index, and protocol specific parameters such as destination MAC address, source MAC address, and optionally a UserPriority priority parameter. If an FCSL PDU, received from an upper layer protocol, matches the specified protocol specific parameters, it is then sent to the MAC-SAP for delivery using the stream indicated by the stream index. If the FCSL PDU does not match the specified protocol parameters, either the frame may be delivered using either a default stream index (i.e., asynchronous stream index) or the frame may be discarded. The policy for deciding the method used to handle a frame in this instance is outside of the scope of this standard. Figure A.3 provides a graphical representation of the entities involved. In the case where more than one classification parameters set is available, the classification process first shall use the classification parameters set containing the highest valued UserPriority classification priority parameter. If no match is found with the first classification parameters set, the next highest UserPriority priority classification parameters set will be applied. This process will repeat itself until either the incoming frame is properly matched and assigned to a specific stream index for subsequent delivery, or there are no more classification parameters sets available and the incoming frame is either discarded or delivered with a default delivery QoS (i.e., Best Effort).
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Change subclause numbering on A.1.2 to be A.1b as shown:



A.1b A.1.2 IEEE 802.2 FCSL Change the third attribute of the second item in the dashed list in A.1.2 (now A.1b) as shown: 3)



UserPriority, an 802.1D™ hierarchical QoS scheme



Change the fourth item in the dashed list in A.1.2 (now A.1b) as shown: —



Map each received PDU source and destination address to a corresponding 802.15.3 SrcID and DestID, by communicating in an unspecified manner with the DME which maintains this information. Deliver each valid frame SDU to the MAC-SAP.



Change subclause numbering from A.1.2.1 to A.1b.1 as shown:



A.1b.1 A.1.2.1 IEEE 802.2 FCSL QoS support Change the lettered item in A.1.2.1 (now A.1b.1) as shown: b)



Hierarchical IEEE 802.1D QoS UserPriority priority scheme.



Change the second paragraph in A.1.2.1 (now A.1b.1) as shown: The 802.1D UserPriority priority scheme, which describes up to eight (0–7) differenct different QoS levels, may be included in the rule set for the 802.2 FCSL classifier. Each of the 8 different QoS priorities is are described in Table A.1. Change the header row of Table A.1 as shown. The other rows are unchanged and are not shown. Table A.1—IEEE 802.1p traffic types User priority UserPriority



Traffic type



Used for for:



Comments



Change subclause numbering from A.1.2.2 to A.1b.2 as shown:



A.1b.2 A.1.2.2 Data entity inter-relationships
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Replace Figure A.4 with the following: 802.2 SDU Src. addr. (64 bit) Dest. addr. (64 bit) UserPriority Payload



802.2 FCSL SAP Classification set



FCSL classifier



Src. Addr. (64 bit) Dest. Addr. (64 bit) UserPriority Stream index Classification index



Connection SrcID (8 bit) DestID (8 bit) Stream index



802.15.3 MAC SAP 802.15.3 MPDU SrcID (8 bit) DestID (8 bit) Stream index Payload



Figure A.4—Data entity inter-relationship model



A.2 802.2 FCSL SAP A.2.1 MA-UNITDATA.request Change the primitive definition in A.2.1 as shown: MA-UNITDATA.request



( SourceAddress, DestinationAddress, RoutingInformation, Data, UserPriority, ServiceClass )



Change the sixth paragraph in A.2.1 as shown: The UserPriority parameter specifies a prioritized QoS request for the MSDU transfer. IEEE 802.15.3 allows 8 integer values between 0 and 7 inclusive for directly indicating prioritized QoS.
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A.2.3 MA-UNITDATA-STATUS.indication Change the primitive definition in A.2.3 as shown: MA-UNITDATA-STATUS.indication



( SourceAddress, DestinationAddress, TransmissionStatus, ProvidedUserPriority, ProvidedServiceClass )



Change the enumerated item in the fourth paragraph in A.2.3 as shown: 3–Unsupported UserPriority priority (for UserPriority values priorities other than an integer value between 0 and 7 inclusive)



Change the fifth paragraph in A.2.3 as shown: The ProvidedUserPriority parameter specifies the user priority priority that was used for the associated data unit transfer, as defined in A.2.1.
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Annex B (informative)



Security considerations B.1 Background assumptions B.1.4 Security key lifecycle issues B.1.4.1 Key lifecycle Change B.1.4.1 as shown: In order to maintain security, care needs to be taken to protect keys from exposure for their entire lifetime. This standard provides the DEV-host the necessary methods for good key life cycle management. The requirements for key life cycle management depend on the type of application. After B.2.4, insert the following subclauses as B.3 through B.3.2:



B.3 Properties of the 802.15.3 security suite B.3.1 Key usage In general, a 128-bit AES key should not be used more than 264 times to produce an IC or to encrypt a frame. If a DEV sends a frame encrypted by a key once every microsecond, it would send approximately 245 frames every year. Thus, to avoid security problems, an implementation should change its management keys at least once every 219 = 524 288 years. More conservative implementations that are concerned with security should change management keys at least once every millennium. Of course, after that many years computation power will have increased dramatically and 128-bit AES keys likely will no longer be considered to be secure.



B.3.2 Replay prevention This standard uses a Time Token, 7.3.1.1, and Secure Frame Counter (SFC), 7.2.7.3, to provide a method to detect and defeat potential replay attacks. The SFC allows up to 65 535 frames to be sent in a single superframe or one every microsecond for the largest possible superframe. The Time Token is 6 octets and so it will repeat only once every 248/235 = 213 years ~ 8192 years if the PNC uses a 1 ms superframe duration. Because the nonce includes the Time Token, a replay of one of Distribute Key Request, Distribute Key Response, Request Key or Request Key Response commands would fail for anything other than the current superframe. A replay of one of these commands would not fail IC check if either —



The piconet restarts with a lower time token and so eventually the same time token will be used; or



—



The time token rolls over in the current piconet (once every 8192 years for a 1 ms superframe duration) and the same SECID is being used by that DEV (which may be true for the management key in shared key operation).
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In the case where the command is replayed in the same superframe, the duplicate detection algorithm will discard the second occurrence sent by the attacker. In the case of a piconet starting with a lower time token, the duplicate detection will fail and the IC will pass in the case of shared keys if the same management key and SECID are used. If higher layer mutual authentication is used, then the management keys and their SECIDs will change each time the piconet is restarted and the DEVs reauthenticate. Suppose that the attacker waits until the piconet starts again and the desired time token occurs and replays one of the key distribution commands and it passes IC check and duplicate detection. If the Distribute Key Request command is replayed the DEV will update its current key to the distributed (old) key. It will then use this data key for communications with the attacking DEV (provided it is using the same DEVID). However, the attacking DEV will not be able to provide correct ICs for any new frames or read any encrypted data because it still does not have either of the two keys (data or management). If it previously had access to the data (i.e., it was part of the piconet as a trusted DEV), it would be able to communicate with the DEV using this key until the DEV found out that the key was “faked.” If the key in the replayed Distribute Key Request command has a different SECID than the current one in the piconet, which is likely, the DEV will find out when the next beacon is received. If somehow the current PNC is using the same SECID as the replayed frame, the DEV will get IC errors on the beacon and will send a Request Key command to the PNC to get a new key. If the Distribute Key Response command is replayed, the receiving DEV (the KO, but not the PNC, because the PNC does not use this command) will think that the remote DEV has had its key updated with the indicated SECID. However, if the KO does not have its Distribute Key state machine operating with a pending key distribution, the KO should drop this indication. If the KO is currently using a different SECID for the relationship, it should probably interpret this as some sort of a failure and send a Distribute Key Request command to the DEV with the current key. If the KO has a pending Distribute Key operation and receives this command with a different SECID, it would interpret it as a failure. Finally, if the KO is distributing a key to that DEV with the same SECID, it will finish the key distribution process. It is possible that the receiving DEV will not have yet received the key and so it will then receive frames with a new SECID. This will cause that DEV to issue a Key Request command to resync with the KO. This case does not represent a security breach. If the Request Key command is replayed the KO will see this as a valid request for a key and sends the encrypted key to the attacking DEV. The attacking DEV, lacking the management key, will be unable to decrypt the resulting Request Key Response command. Thus it will not be able to get the data key. Furthermore, the attacker will not be able to repeat the request because the Time Token will have incremented in the next superframe and the replayed command will fail integrity check. If the Request Key Response command is replayed it will have the same effect as the Distribute Key Request command with one exception. If the receiving DEV did not send a Request Key command, it should ignore this command and register it as a security error. If, for some reason, the DEV accepts the new (old) key, it would begin to use it for data encryption, which will prompt the KO to register a security error and update the data keys. The attacker, by these methods alone, has not gained access to the shared secret, but he is able to convince the DEV to take some predictable action and to use the same key, possibly with the same nonce (this is extremely unlikely due to all of the items in the nonce that change on a frame by frame basis).
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Annex D (normative)



Protocol implementation conformance statement (PICS) proforma D.7 PICS proforma—IEEE Std. 802.15.3-2003 D.7.1 Major roles for IEEE 802.15.3 DEVs Insert the following row at the end of Table D.1. The other rows are unchanged and are not shown. Table D.1—Functional DEV types Support Item Number



Item Description



Reference



Status N/A



FD3



Supports 2.4 GHz PHY



11



Yes



No



O



D.7.2 PHY functions Change Table D.2 as shown. Table D.2—PHY functions Support Item Number



Item Description



Reference



Status N/A



PLF1



Conforms to general requirements (i.e., timing, frequency freqency, etc.)



11.2



FD3: M



PLF1.1



Able to detect dectect 802.11b networks



11.2.4



FD3: O



PLF2



Supports 22 Mb/s DQPSK modulation



11.3.1, 11.3.2, 11.3.3



FD3: M



PLF2.1



Supports 33, 22, and 11 Mb/s modulations



11.3.2, 11.3.4



FD3: O



PLF2.2



Supports 44, 33, 22, and 11 Mb/s modulations



11.3.2, 11.3.4



FD3: O
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Table D.2—PHY functions (continued) Support Item Number



Item Description



Reference



Status N/A



PLF2.3



Supports 55, 44, 33, 22, and 11 Mb/s modulations



11.3.2, 11.3.4



FD3: O



PLF3



Encodes and decodes PHY frame format



11.4



FD3: M



PLF4



Conforms to transmitter requirements requirments



11.5



FD3: M



PLF5



Conforms to receiver requirements



11.6



FD3: M



PLF5.1



Supports link quality assessment



11.6.7



PLF2.1: M, PLF2.2: M, PLF2.3: M,



PLF6



PHY PIB values supported



11.7



FD3: M



PLF7



CAP mandatory



11.2.10



FD3: M



PLF8



Provide receive status in Imm-ACK or Dly-ACK frames



11.7



FD3: O



Yes



No



D.7.3 Major capabilities for the MAC sublayer D.7.3.1 MAC frames Change and insert the following rows in Table D.3 as shown. The other rows are unchanged and are not shown. Table D.3—MAC frames Transmitter Item Number



Item Description



Reference Status



Support N/A Yes No



Receiver Status



MF2.8



Non-secure data



7.3.4.1



OM



OM



MF2.9



Secure data



7.3.4.2



O S2: M



O S2: M



MF2.10



Non-secure LLC/SNAP data frame



7.3.5.1



O



O



MF2.11



Secure LLC/SNAP data frame



7.3.5.2



O S2: M



O S2: M



MF3.15



Overlapping PNID



7.4.15



S2: M



S2: FD2: M
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Table D.3—MAC frames (continued) Transmitter Item Number



Item Description



Reference Status



Support N/A Yes No



Receiver Status



MF3.18



Group ID



7.4.18



O



O



MF3.19



Stream renew



7.4.19



O



O



MF3.20



Next PNC



7.4.20



O



O



MF3.21



Piconet channel status



7.4.21



O



O



MF4.33



Announce response



7.5.5.3



M



M



MF4.34



PM mode change response



7.5.8.6



FD2: M



O



MF4.35



ASIE request



7.5.9.3



O



O



MF4.36



ASIE response



7.5.9.4



O



O



MF4.37



Multicast configuration request



7.5.10.1



O



O



MF4.38



Multicast configuration response



7.5.10.2



O



O



Support N/A Yes No



D.7.3.2 MAC sublayer functions Insert the following rows in Table D.4 at the location indicated by the item number, e.g., insert MLF16.6 after MLF16.5 and insert MLF23 after MLF22.3. The other rows are unchanged and are not shown. Table D.4—MAC sublayer functions Support Item Number



Item Description



Reference



Status N/A



MLF16.6



Imp-ACK



8.8.3a



O



MLF23



ASIE



MLF23.1



Capable of requesting ASIEs



8.14



O



MLF23.2



Capable of putting ASIEs in a beacon



8.14



FD2: O



MLF24



Relinquish CTA



MLF24.1



Capable of relinquishing CTA time



8.4.3.8



O



MLF24.2



Capable of using CTA time released by other DEV



8.4.3.8



O
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Table D.4—MAC sublayer functions (continued) Support Item Number



Item Description



Reference



Status N/A



MLF25



Multicast configuration



MLF25.1



Request to join or leave a multicast group



8.5.3



FD1: O



MLF25.2



Maintain list of multicast groups



8.5.3



FD2: O



MF26



Handover extensions



MF26.1



Preliminary handover capable



8.2.3a



FD2: O



MF26.2



Next PNC capable



8.2.3b



FD2: O



MF26.3



Report status with Piconet Channel Status IE



7.4.21



O
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After Annex D, insert the following new informative annex as Annex D1:



Annex D1 (informative)



Implementation considerations D1.1 Channel time requests D1.1.1 Types of CTAs Various types of CTAs are defined in the standard depending on the type of access method, destination and the ability to be changed by the PNC. The types of CTAs used in the standard are listed in Table D1.1. Table D1.1—Types of CTAs in the standard CTA type



SrcID



DestID



Stream index



Access method(s)



CAP



N/A



N/A



N/A



Uses CSMA/CA, not a real CTA, but it is assigned time in the superframe.



Regular CTA



Any valid single DEVIDa



Any valid single DEVID



A regular stream index



TDMA with transmit control transfer.



Regular MCTA



Any valid single DEVID



Any valid DEVIDb



MCTA stream index



TDMA with transmit control transfer. This is the same functionality as a regular CTA.



Association CTA



UnassocID



PNCID



Asynchronous stream index



CSMA/CA



Association MCTA



UnassocID



PNCID



MCTA stream index



Slotted aloha



Private CTA



Any valid single DEVID



Any valid single DEVID that is the same as the SrcID



A regular stream index



Not defined by PNC, handled by DEV that has control of the CTA.



Open CTA



BcstID



Any valid DEVID



Asynchronous stream index



CSMA/CA



Open MCTA



BcstID



Any valid DEVID



MCTA stream index



Slotted aloha



aA single DEVID is a DEVID that corresponds to a single physical DEV. bAny nonreserved DEVID, as defined in 7.2.5. This includes DEVIDs that



refer to multiple DEVs, e.g., GrpIDs,



McstID and BcstID



In addition, CTAs are either dynamic or pseudo-static, as described in 8.4.3.1. All CTAs, with the exception of regular CTAs and private CTAs, are dynamic CTAs. All private CTAs are pseudo-static CTAs. Regular
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CTAs can be either dynamic or pseudo-static, depending on the CTA Type field in the Channel Time Request command when the CTA was originally requested. A DEV is able to request the creation or a change in a CTA using the Channel Time Request command, as described in 7.5.6.1. The PNC interprets the command based on the target ID and stream index. The various interpretations of these requests are listed in Table D1.2. Table D1.2—Interpretation of parameters in a Channel Time Request command DestID



Stream index



CTA type



Description



Any DEVID



Unassigned



Regular CTA



New CTA



Any DEVID



Assigned stream index



Regular CTA



Modify or terminate existing CTA



Any DEVID



Asynchronous stream index



Regular CTA



Reserve or terminate asynchronous CTA



Same as SrcID



Unassigned



Private CTA



New private CTA



Same as SrcID



Assigned stream index



Private CTA



Modify or terminate existing private CTA



DEVID different than SrcID



Stream index previously assigned to private CTA



Private CTA



Handover control of the private CTA to the DEV indicated in the DestID field



UnassocID, Reserved DEVID



Any



N/A



Not allowed in a request, only the PNC assigns association CTAs



BcstID



MCTA stream index



Open MCTA



Modify request for an open MCTA, PNC takes this as a suggestion



BcstID



Asynchronous stream index



Open CTA



Modify request for open CTAs, PNC takes this as a suggestion



PNCID



MCTA stream index



Regular MCTA



Modify request for DEV to PNC CTAs, PNC takes this as a suggestion



D1.1.2 Interpretation of channel time requests The channel time request is based on the CTRq TU, as defined in 7.5.6.1, which indicates the smallest unit of time that the DEV needs in the allocation. The CTRq TU is specified because it allows the PNC to allocate time in useful amounts and also to split up an allocation so that the MaxTransmitDelay requirements, as defined in 6.3.13, for other allocations can be met. Consider the following example: —



CTRq 1: Channel time is required one-half of the superframe duration, MaxTransmitDelay required is twice the superframe duration.



—



CTRq 2: Channel time required is one-tenth of the superframe duration, MaxTransmitDelay required is one quarter of the superframe duration.



To meet the needs of both requests, the PNC will have to split CTRq 1 into multiple allocations so that CTRq 2 will have at least four separate allocations spread throughout the superframe with the required MaxTransmitDelay. The PNC interprets the channel time request based on the CTRq TU, Minimum Number of TUs, Desired Number of TUs, CTA Rate Factor and the CTA Rate Type fields. The CTRq TU is used both to change the other numbers into time and to specify the smallest usable time for the request. Examples of how the PNC interprets these CTRq parameters are shown in Table D1.3.
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Table D1.3—Possible allocations based on CTRq parameters Minimum number of TUs



Desired number of TUs



CTA rate factor



CTA rate type



11



14



4



0 (super-rate)



11 to 14 CTRq TUs per superframe in every superframe, in at least 4 allocations spread out evenly. One possible allocation is 4 allocations, two with 4 CTRq TUs and two with 3 CTRq TUs.



11



14



4



1 (sub-rate)



11 to 14 CTRq TUs in a superframe, but the allocation occurs every 4th superframe and does not occur in the three intervening superframes. This is an average allocation of 2.75 to 3.5 CTRq TUs per superframe.



5



5



0



0 (super-rate)



Not allowed; the CTA Rate Factor and CTA Rate Type fields cannot simultaneously be zero.



10



10



1



0 (super-rate)



10 CTRq TUs per superframe in every superframe, possibly in one allocation. However, the PNC is free to split this allocation into multiple CTAs to support MaxTransmitDelay requirements of other CTRqs.



Allocation by the PNC



If a DEV sets the Desired Number of TUs field equal to the Minimum Number of TUs field, then it is indicating that its minimum required bit rate and desired bit rate are the same value. The DEV is also allowed to set the Desired Number of TUs field to a value greater than the Minimum Number TUs field to indicate a desired bit rate greater than the minimum required bit rate. Asynchronous traffic is also able to use the isochronous method for channel time allocation by setting the Minimum Number of TUs to zero and the Desired Number of TUs such that it specifies the entire superframe. In this last case the PNC will understand that the DEV needs as much time as possible, but not at the expense of other time-critical streams. The PNC will indicate the number of CTRq TUs allocated per superframe with the Available Number of TUs field in the Channel Time Response command. If the PNC is unable to grant the request due to unavailable channel time, the PNC uses the Available Number of TUs field in the Channel Time Response command to indicate the number of CTRq TUs that it would have been able to grant.



D1.1.3 Determining CTA Rate Factor from stream requirements In order to provide timely delivery of data, applications need periodic communication opportunities in such a way that the time between these opportunities is bounded. In some cases, a single channel time allocation in each superframe is sufficient to provide this level of service. However, some applications have latency requirements that require more than one channel time allocation in each superframe. For example, if an application needs to keep its latency below 10 ms and the superframe duration is 65 ms, then more than one channel time allocation per superframe, a super-rate allocation, is required. This subclause discusses a method that determines the correct CTA Rate Factor to request for a channel time allocation based on an upper bound on the maximum amount of time required between transmit opportunities. The steps involved are: a)



Determine the maximum time allowed between transmit opportunities (MaxTransmitDelay).



b)



Determine the channel time required per superframe to support both the minimum bit rate (TimeRequiredPerSuperframe) and the desired bit rate (TimeDesiredPerSuperframe).
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c)



Calculate AllocationCriteria using: AllocationCriteria = 2 × (SuperframeDuration – TimeRequiredPerSuperframe).



d)



If the AllocationCriteria is greater than the MaxTransmitDelay, then a super-rate allocation is required (proceed to step e). Otherwise, a sub-rate allocation will suffice (skip to step f).



e)



Make the following super-rate calculations:



f)



g)



1)



CTA Rate Factor = (SuperframeDuration – TimeRequiredPerSuperframe)/MaxTransmitDelay.



2)



Round this value up to the next highest integer.



3)



MinTimeToRequest = TimeRequiredPerSuperframe.



4)



DesiredTimeToRequest = TimeDesiredPerSuperframe.



5)



Skip to step g.



Make the following sub-rate calculations: 1)



CTA Rate Factor = MaxTransmitDelay/(SuperframeDuration – TimeRequiredPerSuperframe).



2)



Round this value down to the next power of 2 (because sub-rates are required to be powers of 2).



3)



MinTimeToRequest = (CTA Rate Factor × TimeRequestedPerSuperframe).



4)



DesiredTimeToRequest = (CTA Rate Factor × TimeDesiredPerSuperframe).



5)



If the amount of channel time requested is a significant fraction of the superframe, the request could be denied by the PNC and so a lower CTA Rate Factor may be selected by the DEV. In this case, different MinTimeToRequest and DesiredTimeToRequest values would be calculated based on the CTA Rate Factor that was selected. If the amount of channel time is a still a significant fraction of the superframe even with a sub-rate CTA Rate Factor of 2, the DEV may request a super-rate allocation and use the calculations of step e.



Use the CTRq TU to convert MinTimeToRequest and DesiredTimeToRequest into Minimum Number of TUs and Desired Number of TUs for the Channel Time Request command.



D1.1.3.1 Example 1 The following is an example assuming a SuperframeDuration of 10 ms: a)



The stream requires a MaxTransmitDelay of less than 2 ms.



b)



The stream requires 2 ms of channel time per superframe (TimeRequiredPerSuperframe = 2 ms) and desires 3 ms of channel time per superframe (TimeDesiredPerSuperframe = 3 ms).



c)



AllocationCriteria = 2 × (10 ms – 2 ms) = 16 ms.



d)



AllocationCriteria is greater than MaxTransmitDelay, so a super-rate allocation is required (proceed to step e).



e)



Make the following super-rate calculations: 1)



CTA Rate Factor = (10 ms – 2 ms)/(2 ms) = 8/2 = 4.



2)



No rounding required.



3)



MinTimeToRequest = TimeRequiredPerSuperframe = 2 ms.



4)



DesiredTimeToRequest = TimeDesiredPerSuperframe = 3 ms.



f)



(Skipped)



g)



If the CTRq TU is 1 ms, then: Minimum Number of TUs = MinTimeToRequest / 1 ms = 2, Desired Number of TUs = DesiredTimeToRequest / 1 ms = 3.



The parameters for a Channel Time Request command for this example are: —



CTA Rate Type = 0 (super-rate)



—



CTA Rate Factor = 4
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—



CTRq TU = 1 ms



—



Minimum Number of TUs = 2



—



Desired Number of TUs = 3



D1.1.3.2 Example 2 The following in another example assuming a SuperframeDuration of 10 ms: a)



The stream requires a MaxTransmitDelay of less than 50 ms.



b)



The stream requires 1 ms of channel time per superframe (TimeRequiredPerSuperframe = 1 ms) and desires 1.25 ms of channel time per superframe (TimeDesiredPerSuperframe = 1.25 ms).



c)



AllocationCriteria = 2 × (10 ms – 1ms) = 18 ms.



d)



AllocationCriteria is less than MaxTransmitDelay, so a sub-rate allocation will suffice (proceed to step f).



e)



(Skipped)



f)



Make the following sub-rate calculations:



g)



1)



CTA Rate Factor = 50 ms / (10 ms – 1ms) = 51/9 = 5.6.



2)



5.6 is rounded down to 4 (next lower power of 2).



3)



MinTimeToRequest = (CTA Rate Factor × TimeRequiredPerSuperframe) = 4 ms.



4)



DesiredTimeToRequest = (CTA Rate Factor × TimeDesiredPerSuperframe) = 5 ms.



5)



At this point, if MinTimeToRequest and DesiredTimeToRequest are considered a significant portion of the superframe, then a lower sub-rate factor could be selected and the MinTimeToRequest and DesiredTimeToRequest recalculated (not done in this example).



If the CTRq TU is 1 ms, then: Minimum Number of TUs = MinTimeToRequest / 1 ms = 4, Desired Number of TUs = DesiredTimeToRequest / 1 ms = 5.



The parameters for a Channel Time Request command for this example are: —



CTA Rate Type = 1 (sub-rate)



—



CTA Rate Factor = 4



—



CTRq TU = 1 ms



—



Minimum Number of TUs = 4



—



Desired Number of TUs = 5



D1.1.4 PNC interpretation of CTA rate factor The PNC interprets the CTA Rate Factor field as follows: a)



If the CTA Rate Type = 0 (super-rate), the PNC calculates the MaxTransmitDelay required using: MaxTransmitDelay = (SuperframeDuration –TimeRequiredPerSupeframe)/(CTA Rate Factor).



b)



If the CTA Rate Type = 1 (sub-rate), the PNC uses the CTA Rate Factor to create a sub-rate allocation. The maximum MaxTransmitDelay that will be provided by the PNC using the provided CTA Rate Factor is calculated using: MaxTransmitDelay=(CTA Rate Factor×SuperframeDuration) – TimeRequiredPerSuperframe.



The MaxTransmitDelay calculated by the PNC will not always be equal to the MaxTransmitDelay desired by the DEV. However, the MaxTransmitDelay will always be less than or equal the MaxTransmitDelay desired by the DEV.
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Regularly occurring opportunities to transmit (MaxTransmitDelay) does not guarantee that a specific latency will be achieved. Due to the nature of wireless communications there is no guarantee that all transmission attempts will be successful. Therefore, specifying a maximum of 10 ms between transmit opportunities does not guarantee that a latency of 10 ms will necessarily be achieved.



D1.1.5 Creating channel time requests from MLME requests This subclause describes one possible method of converting MLME-CREATE-STREAM.request and MLME-MODIFY-STREAM.request parameters into a Channel Time Request command. However, the implementer is free to choose another method. As an example, consider the following requirements for a stream: —



A SourceDataRate of 8 Mb/s throughput.



—



A DesiredDataRate of 10 Mb/s throughput.



—



The MaxTransmitDelay is 5 ms.



—



High priority stream.



—



MaxRetries is four.



—



ReliabilityExponent is 4 (i.e., the FER needs to be less than 10–4).



—



AggregateDataFrameSize of 1000 octets.



The MAC of the source DEV has the current parameters of the piconet as well as an estimate of the channel quality between it and the destination DEV. Assume the following parameters for the channel and piconet: —



The FER is less than 5%.



—



Data rates available on the link between the two DEVs are 22, 33, 44.



—



Superframe duration = 10 ms.



—



ACK policy is Imm-ACK.



—



Overhead is approximately 30 μs per frame, an ACK duration is 30 μs and the SIFS is 10 μs.



Based on the preceding information, the source MAC will perform the following calculations: —



Need 8 Mb/s / 8000 bits/frame = 1000 frames/second.



—



Desire 10 Mb/s / 8000 bits/frame = 1200 frames/second.



—



NumberofRetries = ceiling(log10(FER)/ReliabilityExponent) = ceiling(log10(0.05)/4) = 4.



—



With up to four retries of a frame, and additional 5.27% of frames are required, which translates to a minimum 1053 frames/second and a desired 1264 frames/second.



—



Time per frame is = 8000 bits/44 Mb/s + 90 μs overhead = 271 μs/frame, so CTRq TU = 271 μs.



—



In each superframe, the DEV: Needs to send minimum of 1053 frames/second × 10 ms/superframe = 11 frames/superframe. Desires to send 1263 frames/second × 10 ms superframe = 13 frames/superframe.



—



Time per frame is = 8000 bits/44 Mb/s + 90 μs overhead = 272 μs/frame.



—



The TimeRequiredPerSuperframe = 11 frames/superframe × 0.272 ms = 3 ms and the TimeDesiredPerSuperframe = 13 frames/superframe × 0.272 ms = 3.6 ms.



—



Using D1.1.3, calculate AllocationCriteria = 2 × (10 ms - 3 ms) = 14 ms.



—



The AllocationCriteria is greater than the MaxTransmitDelay (5 ms), so a super-rate is required.



—



Using D1.1.3, CTA Rate Factor = (10 ms – 3 ms) / 5 ms = 1.4, round up to 2.



—



Using D1.1.3, MinTimeToRequest = TimeRequiredPerSuperframe = 3 ms/superframe.



—



Using D1.1.3, DesiredTimeToRequest = TimeDesiredPerSuperframe = 3.6 ms/superframe.
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Using D1.1.3, Minimum Number of TUs to request is 3 ms / 0.272 ms = 11 and the Desired Number of TUs to request is 3.8 ms / 0.272 ms = 13.



The DEV needs to perform two more checks. The first is to check to see if the number of CTRq TUs in a CTA are sufficient to allow timely retries. In order to meet the latency requirement for successfully transmitting a frame, there needs to be time for the retransmissions within a single CTA. Otherwise, the retransmissions will occur too late. The NumberofRetries for this example is 4, thus a minimum of 5 CTRq TUs are required in each CTA (1 for the frame plus 4 for retries). In this case, the minimum allocation will be 5 CTRq TUs in one CTA and 6 in another, which will meet this requirement. If the NumberofRetries had been higher, 6 for example, the DEV needs increase the Minimum Number of TUs to 14 so that there is at least 7 CTRq TUs in each CTA. Alternately, the DEV could request a higher CTA rate factor. NOTE—Using this method will improve the latency guarantee so that it includes the maximum retries required within one CTA. However, this will also greatly increase the over-allocation of time in the superframe.



The second check is to verify that using the maximum number of retries does not delay frames in the following CTA past the end of that CTA. For this example, the number of frames required per superframe, without retries, is ten. If one frame requires 4 retries, then the request needs to allow for up to 14 CTRq TUs per superframe. Likewise, to support the desired data rate, 12 frames plus 4 retries are required for a total of 16 CTRq TUs per superframe. To meet this, the DEV will need to increase the numbers in the request. Thus the DEV should use the following parameters in its Channel Time Request command: —



CTA Rate Type = 0 (super-rate)



—



CTA Rate Factor = 2



—



CTRq TU = 272 μs



—



Minimum Number of TUs = 14



—



Desired Number of TUs = 16



The PNC upon receiving the above parameters in the DEVs request would calculate the maximum space allowed between allocated CTAs: —



Minimum amount of time requested = 11 × 0.271 ms = 3 ms.



—



Using D1.1.3, calculate MaxTransmitDelay = (10 ms – 3 ms) / 2 = 3.5 ms.



Based on this calculation the PNC is able to satisfy the request by providing a minimum 11 CTRq TUs and a maximum 13 CTRq TUs per superframe, allocated as 2 CTAs per superframe, with the maximum space between CTAs of 3.5 ms and a minimum CTA size of 1 CTRq TU (272 μs). It is not possible for the PNC to know that the desired MaxTransmitDelay required was 5 ms. The PNC will indicate the number of CTRq TUs allocated per superframe in the Channel Time Response command. If the request can not be granted by the PNC because the minimum number of TUs per superframe is not available, the PNC will indicate the number of CTRq TUs that are available in the Channel Time Response command. As a second example, consider the example above modified such that the MaxTransmitDelay requirement was 20 ms instead of 5 ms. Because 20 ms is greater than the calculated AllocationCriteria of 14 ms, a subrate allocation would suffice. —



Using D1.1.3, sub-rate CTA Rate Factor = 20 ms / (10 ms - 3 ms) = 20 / 7 = 2.86, round down to 2.



—



Using D1.1.3, MinTimeToRequest = (CTA Rate Factor × TimeRequiredPerSuperframe) = (3 ms × 2) = 6 ms.



—



Using D1.1.3, DesiredTimeToRequest = (CTA Rate Factor × TimeDesiredPerSuperframe) = (3.6 ms × 2) = 7.2 ms.



—



Using D1.1.3, the DEV may continue with the sub-rate request with a sub-rate factor of 2, or the DEV may decide to make a super-rate request instead. (For this example, assume that the DEV continues with the subrate request.)
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Using D1.1.3, Minimum Number of TUs to request is 6 ms / 0.272 ms = 22 and the Desired Number of TUs to request is 7.2 ms / 0.272 ms = 26.



Again, for first reliability, the minimum CTA should be no less than 5 CTRq TUs based on the NumberofRetries. The minimum number of CTRq TUs requested is 22, which meets this requirement. For the second criteria, 20 frames are required every 2 superframes and 24 frames are desired every 2 superframes. Allowing for an additional 4 retries increases the request to use 24 and 28. Thus the DEV could use the following parameters in its request: —



CTA Rate Type = 1 (sub-rate)



—



CTA Rate Factor = 2



—



CTRq TU = 272 μs



—



Minimum Number of TUs = 24



—



Desired Number of TUs = 28



The PNC is able to satisfy the request by providing a minimum 22 CTRq TUs and a maximum 26 CTRq TUs every other superframe, with a minimum CTA size of 1 CTRq TU (272 μs). The PNC does not need to worry about MaxTransmitDelay requirements because the requesting DEV has already determined that the sub-rate factor selected will meet the MaxTransmitDelay requirements. The MaxTransmitDelay provided by the PNC using a sub-rate factor of 2 can be calculated as follows: —



TimeRequiredPerSuperframe = 22 × 0.271 ms = 6 ms.



—



Using D1.1.3, MaxTransmitDelay = (2 × 10 ms) – 6 ms = 14 ms.



D1.1.6 Interpreting channel time requests When the PNC grants channel time in response to a Channel Time Request command, the value of the Available Number of TUs field returned in the Channel Time Response command will be greater than or equal to Minimum Number of TUs from the corresponding request. If the request was a super-rate request, the Available Number of TUs field indicates the number of CTRq TUs allocated per superframe. If the request was a sub-rate request, the Available Number of TUs field indicates the number of CTRq TUs allocated per superframe at the requested sub-rate. When the PNC denies a Channel Time Request command, the value of the Available Number of TUs returned in the Channel Time Response command will be less than Minimum Number of TUs from the corresponding request. If the request was a super-rate request, the Available Number of TUs field indicates the number of CTRq TUs that the PNC could have allocated per superframe. If the request was a sub-rate request, the Available Number of TUs field indicates the number of CTRq TUs the PNC could have allocated per superframe at the requested sub-rate. Regardless of the result of the channel time request, the Available Number of TUs field can be converted to an AvailableDataRate and returned in the MLME-CREATE-STREAM.confirm primitive. If the request was granted, the AvailableDataRate is the data rate received. If the request was denied, the AvailableDataRate is the data rate the PNC could have provided. If a super-rate was requested, the steps involved in determining an AvailableDataRate from Available Number of TUs are: —



Frames Per Superframe = Available Number of TUs



—



Total Frames Per Second = Frames Per Superframe / Seconds Per Superframe



—



Frames Per Second = Total Frame Per Second – FER



—



AvailableDataRate = Frames Per Second × Bits Per Frame
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If a sub-rate was requested, the steps involved in determining an AvailableDataRate from Available Number of TUs are: —



Frames Per Superframe = Available Number of TUs / CTA Rate Factor



—



Total Frames Per Second = Frames Per Superframe / Seconds Per Superframe



—



Frames Per Second = Total Frame Per Second × (1 – FER)



—



AvailableDateRate = Frames Per Second × Bits Per Frame



As an example, consider the stream requirements, channel conditions, and calculated channel time request parameters for the first example shown in D1.1.5. If the super-rate request is granted and the Available Number of TUs field of the corresponding Channel Time Response command contains the value 12, the AvailableDataRate received can be calculated as follows: —



Frames Per Superframe = Available Number of TUs = 12



—



Total Frames Per Second = Frames Per Superframe / Seconds Per Superframe = 12 frames/superframe / 0.010 s/superframe = 1200 frames/s



—



Frames Per Second = Total Frame Per Second × (1 - FER) = 1200 × (1 – 5.26%) = 1140 frames/s



—



AvailableDataRate = Frames Per Second × Bits Per Frame = 1140 frames/s × 8000 bits/frame = 9.12 Mb/s



If the request is denied and the Available Number of TUs field of the corresponding Channel Time Response command contains the value 8, the same steps can be followed to determine the data rate that the PNC could have provided: —



Frames Per Superframe = Available Number of TUs = 8 frames/superframe



—



Total Frames Per Second = Frames Per Superframe / Seconds Per Superframe = 8 frames/superframe / 0.010 s/superframe = 800 frames/s



—



Frames Per Second = Total Frame Per Second × (1 – FER) = 800 × (1 – 5.26%) = 760 frames/s



—



AvailableDataRate = Frames Per Second × Bits Per Frame = 760 frames/s × 8000 bits/frame = 6.08 Mb/s



As a second example, consider the stream requirements, channel conditions, and calculated channel time request parameters for the second example shown in D1.1.5. If the sub-rate request is granted and the Available Number of TUs field of the corresponding Channel Time Response command contains the value 24, the AvailableDataRate can be calculated as follows: —



Frames Per Superframe = Available Number of TUs / CTA Rate Factor = 26 / 2 = 13 frames/superframe



—



Total Frames Per Second = Frames Per Superframe / Seconds Per Superframe = 13 frames/superframe / 0.010 s/superframe = 1300 frames/s



—



Frames Per Second = Total Frames Per Second × (1 – FER) = 1300 × (1 – 5.26%) = 1235 frames/s



—



AvailableDataRate = Frames Per Second × Bits Per Frame = 1237 frames/s × 8000 bits/frame = 9.88 Mb/s



If the request is denied and the Available Number of TUs field of the corresponding Channel Time Response command contains the value 20, the same steps can be followed to determine the AvailableDataRate that the PNC could have provided at the requested sub-rate: —
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Total Frames Per Second = Frames Per Superframe / Seconds Per Superframe = 10 frames/superframe / 0.010 s/superframe = 1000 frames/s



—



Frames Per Second = Total Frame Per Second × (1 – FER) = 1000 × (1 – 5.26%) = 950 frames/s



—



AvailableDataRate = Frames Per Second × Bits Per Frame = 950 frames/s × 8000 bits/frame = 7.60 Mb/s



D1.2 Sample frames The subclause presents sample frames that provide examples of the HCS and FCS calculations as well as the scrambler from the 2.4 GHz PHY. Two data frames are presented with the following characteristics: —



Scrambler seed = 0b01



—



Data rate = 55 Mb/s



—



Payload length = 20 octets



—



Protocol version = 0



—



Frame type = data frame



—



Security off (SEC = 0)



—



ACK policy = Imm-ACK



—



Retry = 0



—



More data = 1



—



PNID = 100



—



DestID = 5



—



SrcID = 3



—



MSDU number = 320 (0x140)



—



Fragment number = 3



—



Last fragment = 4



—



Stream index = 13



Two frame payloads are provided. The first has pseudo-random data in the frame payload. The second frame payload has octets that increase in value by one, i.e., octet 0 has value 0, octet 10 has value 10, etc. In the figures that follow, the bits are listed lsb on the right, msb on the left with four octets per line. The lowest numbered octets are the first line and higher number octets on subsequent lines, i.e., octets 3, 2, 1 and 0 are on line 1 (octet 3 on the left, octet 0 on the right) while octets 7, 6, 5 and 4 would be on line 2 (octet 7 on the left, octet 4 on the right). The PHY header, MAC header and HCS are common to both frames and are shown in Figure D1.1. The frame body and FCS for pseudo-random data are shown in Figure D1.2. The MAC frame body length is 160 + 32 = 192 bits. Because the frame is encoded with 5 bits per symbol, three stuff bits, 11.4.6, are added to make it an integer number of symbols, bringing the length to 195 bits. After the stuff bits are added, the scrambler is applied, 11.4.4, to the MAC header, HCS and MAC frame body, a total of 291 bits, resulting in the bit stream, shown in Figure D1.3. This is the bit stream will be modulated and sent with the PHY preamble and header over the air.
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# name: PHY header # length: 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 # name: MAC header # length: 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 # name: HCS # length: 16 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1



First bit sent over the air (bit 0 of octet 0)



0 0 1 0 0 0 1



1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 First bit of fifth octet of MAC header (bit 0 of octet 4 of MAC header, octet 6 transmitted in the medium)



0 1 1 0 1 0 0



Last bit of HCS sent over the air. (bit 15 of octet 1 of the HCS, octet 13 transmitted in the medium) Figure D1.1—PHY header, MAC header and HCS for sample frame



# name: Frame payload # length: 160 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 # name: FCS # length: 32 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0



0 0 1 0 0



0 1 1 0 0



0 0 1 1 1



1 0 0 1 0



0 0 0 1 0



0 0 1 1 0



1 1 1 1 0



1 0 1 0 0



1 0 0 0 1



1 1 0 1 0



0 1 0 1 1



0 1 1 1 0



0 0 1 1 1



0 1 1 1 0



1 1 1 1 0



0 1 0 1 1



0 0 1 1 0



1 1 1 0 1



1 0 1 1 0



0 0 1 1 0



1 1 0 0 0



0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0



Figure D1.2—Frame payload and FCS for sample frame with pseudo-random data



# name: Scrambled MAC header, HCS, # length: 291 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0



frame payload and FCS 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0



0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0



0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1



0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0



1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0



0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0



0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0



1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1



0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1



1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1



0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0



0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0



0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0



0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1



1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0



Figure D1.3—MAC header, HCS and MAC frame body for sample frame with pseudo-random data after scrambler has been applied
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The frame body and FCS for incremented data are shown in Figure D1.4. # name: Frame payload # length: 160 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 # name: FCS # length: 32 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0



0 0 0 0 1



0 0 1 1 0



0 1 0 1 0



1 1 1 1 1



0 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 1



0 0 1 1 0



0 1 0 1 0



0 0 0 0 0



1 1 1 1 1



0 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 1



0 0 1 1 0



0 1 0 1 0



0 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 0



1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0



Figure D1.4—Frame payload and FCS for sample frame with incremented data The scrambled MAC header, HCS, and MAC frame body for the incremented data frame are illustrated in Figure D1.5. # name: Scrambled MAC header, HCS, # length: 291 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0



frame payload and FCS 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0



0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1



0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1



0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0



1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1



0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1



0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1



1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1



0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0



1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0



0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Figure D1.5—MAC header, HCS and MAC frame body for sample frame with incremented data after scrambler has been applied



D1.3 64-bit DEV address mapping IEEE Std 802.15.3 DEV addresses are 64 bits. This allows for efficient use of OUI addressing space, but it causes problems for bridging between 802.15.3 and other IEEE 802 protocols that use 48-bit MAC addresses. It is straightforward to calculate a 64-bit address from a 48-bit address, [B16]. A 48-bit MAC addresses consist of a 24-bit OUI and a 24-bit extension identifier. The process for generating a 64-bit address from a 48-bit address is put the two octets "0xFF 0xFF" between the OUI and the 24-bit extension identifier. Normally 64-bit MAC addresses should not be assigned with these octets set to "0xFF 0xFF" to avoid ambiguity between 64-bit MAC addresses and 48-bit MAC addresses encapsulated in 64-bit addresses. However, because the owner of an OUI is responsible for assigning 48-bit and 64-bit MAC addresses, the owner of the OUI can ensure that it does not assign a 48-bit MAC address to any device with the same 24-bit extension as a 64-bit address.
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Bibliography Insert the following entry to the bibliography: [B16] “IEEE Guidelines for 64-bit Global Identifier (EUI-64) Registration Authority,” http:// standards.ieee.org/regauth/oui/tutorials/EUI64.html.
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